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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Objective

The goal of this contract is the establishment of practical methods for the prediction

of three-dimensional turbulent atmospheric flow over complex terrain, when environmental

conditions at the boundaries of the flow volume are prescribed.

Methods of Approach

The principal approach is turbulence modelling. In particular, we construct a

second-order turbulence model, effecting a closure of the heirarchy of Reynolds averaged

Navier-Stokes equations with buoyancy effects accounted for in the Boussinesq

approximation, and transport of additional scalars, water vapor in particular, included. This

model is regarded as the principal product delivered under this contract. To the extent that

it is possible, the model is constructed from first principles, and incorporates state-of-the-

art concepts in turbulence modelling. It has been constructed to deal with flows of arbitrary

complexity, and has been exercised in unsteady one-dimensional computations simulating

the growth of the surface mixed layer of the atmosphere, and that of two-dimensional

steady boundary layer growth. An efficient numerical algorithm for the implementation of

a three-dimensional computation over terrain has been partially developed, but not brought

to completion.

A parallel effort has been pursued simultaneously. In it, simple analytical

techniques have been developed permitting rapid estimates to be made of basic features of

the three-dimensional turbulent flow over terrain of low slope under conditions of arbitrary

prescribed shear and atmospheric stability. This effort, which focusses on mean flow

quantities, was originally intended to provide an independent, perhaps rough, check of

flows calculated by more accurate methods, such as our second-order closure. The

method is, however, quite flexible. Together with a complementary theory, described

here, which extends rapid distortion theory to temperature fluctuations, it can be used n itn
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own right to estimate (an inexpensive microcomputer would suffice) terrain-induced

distortions of temperature spectra.

Items Delivered

By reference, this report includes those items previously delivered (June7, 1984) in

our Interimn Technical Report, including computer programs, user's manuals, and

theoretical documentation, together with the following additional items which are included

as chapters enclosed herewith:

A. Overview of the trodelling of turbulent transport over complex terrain,
with emphasis on the analytical theory for hills of low slope.(Prepared by
J.C.R. Hunt.)

B. Summary and extension of analytical theory of turbulent mean flows
over terrain of low slope. (Allows for nearly arbitrary specification of
upstream shear and stratification. This is a more general view of item C.
Prepared by S. Leibovich.)

C. Stratified shear flows over low hills. I. Effects of upwind shear.
(Complete revision of paper included in our Interim Tech. Report and
including key improvements. This is the basic document underlying the
analytical approach and has been submitted for publication. Examples
included. Prepared by I.C.R. Hunt, S. Leibovich, and K.J. Richards" .)

S, D. Stratified shear flows over low hills. II. Stratification effects in the
,. outer flow region. (Continuation of item B. Examples of specific

stratification profiles are worked out. To be submitted for publication. By
J.C.R. Hunt, K.J. Richards, and P.W.M. Brighton'.)

E. Temperature field in turbulent flow over hills. (Reviews physical
processes entering the problem, discusses mean and fluctuating temperature
perturbations induced by flow over terrain of low slope. Prepared by
J.C.R. Hunt for Flow Analysis Associates, and based in part on a paper in
preparation by W.S. Weng" and I.C.R. Hunt.)

F. Modelling of turbulent heat and moisture transport in atmospheric flows.(Describes the FAA second-order turbulence model, with attention

concentrated on developments beyond those described in the Interim Tech.
Report. Prepared by J.L. Lumley.)

G. Algorithm development for three-dimensional se,,ond order turbulence
model computations of flow over terrain. (Prepared by J.L. Lumley and P
Mansfield.)

Ltf<rt not suppoxrted by this contract.
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Chapter A

Overview of the modelling of
turbulent transport over complex terrain

Prepared by
I.C.R. Hunt
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Summary

The first part of the report is a review of recent work on the analytical treatment air

flow over low hills, in which a framework has been established for studying these

problems. The mean flow and the turbulence, in different kinds of stratification in flow

over hills are included in the discussion as well as the new problems addressed in this

project. In the second part we give a new overview of the physical processes governing

the distribution of temperature and humidity over hills, within the same framework that has

been established for the flow field. This review lays the foundation for an accompanying

report (Chapter E) on new research on the temperature and humidity field.

,
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I. Air flow over hills

1.1 Review of recent work and current concepts

The flow of the turbulent atmospheric boundary layer over a single hill, or groups

of hills, is most easily understood by noting the different characteristics of the flow in

different region or zones over the hills (see Figure 1). This division is especially

appropriate and revealing for understanding how the transport of heat and moisture are

affected by or affect the flow over a hill.

1. 1. 1 Mean velocity and temperature distributions over hills

There are two main regions of the flow, which are sometimes further subdivided.

(Hunt & Simpson, 1982, Hunt, Leibovich, Lumley, 1983, referred to hereafter at HLL).

(i) The inner region. This is analogous to the internal boundary layer found on flat

terrain downwind of a change in surface roughness, temperature or humidity. The

vertical depth of such a layer is determined by the balance between the upward

turbulent diffusion of surface vorticity, temperature or humidity and the advection

by the mean wind. This means that within such a layer there is a balance between

rate of change of mean momentum of the flow and the gradient of shear stress. On

*flat terrain in a neutral approach flow I is given by

(. 1 a) I = 2k 2x/ln(l/z 0), or I - x 0.8

where z0 is the roughness length of the surface and k is von Karman's constant (k

= 0.4).

Over a hill the layer does not grow in a simple way because the flow over the hill

sets up an external pressure gradient which changes the surface shear stress. An

estimate of I over the top of the hill is

( lIb) I = 2k2L/ln(l/z 0 )

where L is the length of the hill from the center line to where it reaches its half

height. (Fig. 1). Typically I L20. Thus an important difference between the

inner layer associated with roughness changes and that found in flow over a hill is

a,5 a, ,
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that in the latter case there is a balance between the rate of change of mean

momentum of the flow U DAu/ax, the vertical gradient of the perturbation shear

stress At and the pressure gradient Ap. (U(z) is the upwind velocity profile and Au

is the local velocity perturbation over the hill). The governing equation for these

inner layers is the following boundary layer equation

(1.2) pUaAu/ax+Aw aU/aAz = - (1/p)MAp/ax + Ar/aAz

where p is the density, and Au, Aw are the horizontal and vertical perturbations to

the upwind velocity.

An important characteristic of flow in the inner region is that over the hill, if

1 is given by (1.2), the Lagrangian time scale TL (or 'turn over' time) of the

turbulence, in neutral conditions, is given by TL.I /4u*. Within the layer TL is less

than the time for the flow to travel along the layer (= L/U(/). Consequently, the

turbulence is approximately in equilibrium and the transport processes can be

approximately calculated using an eddy viscosity and an eddy diffusivity. This

does not mean that the inner layer is similar to the surface layer of the atmosphere

where fluxes are approximately constant with height. In fact as shown in Fig. 2,

these fluxes must vary rapidly through the layer (as shown in Chapter C). For

example, since the shear stress is reduced on the upwind slope of a hill and

increased over the top, within the inner layer the shear stress must decrease rapidly.

Downwind of the hill the inner region merges into the wake of the hill. The mean

flow continues to be controlled by a balance between the change of inertia and shear

stress, but the pressure gradient becomes much weaker (e.g. - Counihan, Hunt &

Jackson, 1974). Consequently in the wake behind a single hill, the diffusive action

of the turbulence progressively thickens the wake downwind. For a two-

dimensional ridge across the flow calculation and observations indicate that if L'H >

,': 0.2,
* l(x)/H - K (x/H) 112

'r.
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where K =0.1. But if L/H < 0.05,1 (x) tends to the form of (la). (Hunt &

Simpson, 1982). Separation of the flow does not appear to be necessary for the

transition between these forms for 1 (x). The value of the coefficient K and the

turbulence structure of the wake are largely determined by the tiow structure on the

lee slope. This is because in the inner region downwind of the hill, unlike over the

hill, the time scale of the turbulence is of the same order as the travel time, so that

turbulence is not in local equilibrium. However, despite this complexity it is found

that the mean velocity and turbulence often has a self-similar structure just like

wakes behind obstacles freely suspended in uniform flow. This structure enables

9'.1- analytical models to be developed. There certainly remains more work to do on

this aspect of the flow.

If the wake behind one hill impinges onto another hill downwind, then a

new pressure gradient develops. It appears that the mean velocity and turbulence

over the downwind hill can approximately be described by the theory for the flow

over a single hill, but the initial conditions for the second hill are determined by the

wake of the upwind hill (Hunt, Leibovich, Lumley, 1983). This concept,

however, needs further computational, field and laboratory exploration.

Because it is thin the structure of flow in the inner region is often less

affected by buoyancy forces than the flow in the outer region. However little is

-. known about the transition between flow in the inner region driven by upwind

conditions but affected by buoyancy forces and local 'anabatic' or 'katabatic' winds

driven entirely by the buoyancy forces caused by local warming and cooling of hill

slopes. Some new analysis of this problem is presented in Chapter E. See also

Fitzjarrald (1983).

V 7



(ii) Outer Region

This region extends from just outsice the inner region through the boundary layer

up to a height of the order L the length of the hill. In stable conditons hills can force wave

motion many kilometers up into the stably stratified region above the boundary layer.

In turbulent flow over a hill of moderate slope (say L/H<0.3) the '..ross sectional

area of any separated regions of flow is small compared to the cross sectional area of the

hill. Then the flow in the outer region only depends on the mean velocity and temperature

distribution upwind and the shape of the hill. The additional displacement of streamlines

by the flow in the inner region is small compared with the displacement by the hill. This is

not true for laminar flows or flow over hills calculated with an assumption of constant eddy

viscosity (e.g. Sykes 1978), and in those flow the outer and inner regions have to be

analyzed together. We have only recently realized that this coupling does not occur in

turbulent flow and provides an important simplification to the analysis. (Chapter C, 1986).

It means that we can analyze the outer region for a wide range of upwind conditions,

without calculating the inner region in each case (Chapter D). (There are of course some

important counter examples, as when a separated flow pattern in the wake near the ground

collapes with the onset of surface cooling; Scorer 1955).

The other essential simplification of the outer region is that for most atmospheric

conditions, it can be divided into two sub-layers: the middle layer in which the flow is

controlled by the shear in the upwind mean velocity profile, and the upper layer in which

the flow is governed by inertial and buoyancy forces but in this case it is the upwind

temperature profile 0 (z) rather than the velocity profile which largely control the flow.

*" (Hunt, Leibovich & Lumley 1983). From the above criterion, the height hm of the middle

layer in neutral or slightly stable flows is given approximately by

(3) hm = min [h, u*/N(hm)lnl/2 , L/ln"/2(hm/z0)]

where min I means the minimum value. Note N is the buoyancy frequency of the

upwind flow. (N2 = gd00/dz/00(z=0),).

84'
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The analytical work reported in Chapter D has indicated the parameter ranges for

studying the effects of stratification on flow over hills. For this brief review we restrict

discussion to the situation where the upwind potential temperature increases steadily with

height, and the buoyancy frequency N(z) decreases with z.

When u./LN(L) Z 5, the upwind velocity profile is effectively neutral, and in the

-i flow over the hill buoyancy forces are negligible. The weak neutral upwind shear amplifies

the perturbation Au to the wind speed over the hill. It is found that, just outside the inner

•1 layer,

. (4) Au/U( )= (H/L) U2(hm)/U 2 ( ),

while the perturbation shear stress increases by a larger proportion to

(5) At/t - 2(H/L)U 2 (hm)/U 2 (l )](1+4/ln(l /z0))

For example Bradley (1980) has confirmed that the surface shear stress is amplified more

than the mean velocity. He found that Au/U(I ) = 1 while At/t - 4. This has important

implications for heat and water vapor transport.

When u./NL= 1, but U(L)/NL> 2, the temperature gradient is strong enough to

affect the turbulence in the approach flow, but too weak for the buoyancy forces to affect

A3 the flow over the hill. Because the approach flow has a large distance in which to be

affected by the change in turbulence, the upwind velocity gradient is increased. Near the

surface the usual Monin-Obukhov scaling can be applied. For example when u./NL = 1,

U(z) is approximately described by U(z) = 1/k[u ln(z/z0 ) + Nz]. The important point

about this situation is that although the buoyancy forces over the hill are negligible, the fact

that the upwind flow has a greater velocity gradient means that the ratio U(L)/U(l ) is

increased. Therefore from (4), (5) the relative increase of the mean velocity and surface

shear stress is greatly increased. If the slope of the hill is small, the distribution of Au and

At over the hill is not much changed; only their magnitude. This concept, put forward by

Hunt (1981), has been confirmed by Bradley's (1983) recent field measurements over a

small escarpment in Australia (Hunt & Richards 1984).

9J9



When U/(NL) < 2, and U/(NH) > 1 the buoyancy forces strongly affect the flow

over a hill, but they are not strong enough to prevent the flow from passing over the hill.

However, as U/(NL) decreases, progressively more of the flow passes round 3-

dimensional hills (see Chapter D). For 2 _> U/(NL) ;> 1/2, the maximum velocity over the

hill is less than for neutral flow. For U/(NL) < 1/2, the maximum velocity perturbation

occurs on the lee side of a hill and for uniform stratification a good estimate for a rounded

hill is

AuMX - U2(hm)(H/L)(U/NL)/U(1)

On the other hand for different kinds of upwind stratification Aum can vary considerably

from this estimate, and the location of maximum velocity can also vary. Consequently, the

distribution of how the surface stress and heat flux also vary in these conditions (Hunt &

Richards, 1984).

When U/(NH) < 1, the kinetic energy of the incident flow is insufficient for all the

flow to pass over the top of the hill, and a new flow regime develops. The perturbations to

the flow are of the order of U(H), even if the slope H/L << 1. However when the

stratification is strong enough that U/(NH)<<I the flow is to first order, a horizontal flow

around the hill, or stagnant if the hill is two dimensional. In either case there is region

within a distance of U/N the top of the hill where the flow can pass over the top. An

approximate analysis for this summit layer was given in HLL.

-An important aspect of highly stratified flow is that the horizontal distance around

the hill in which the flow is affected is much greater than when U/NH> 1. For example

around a three dimensional hill when U/(NH) << 1, Au decreases in proportion to (x/L) -I

outside the wake and to (x/L)- 1/2 within the wake, whereas when U/(NH)> 1, Au

decreases in proportion to (x/L)-2 outside the wake and approximately to (x/L)-312 within

the wake. Consequently it is generally more important to consider the interaction of the

flow between hills in strongly stratified flow (HLL). This slow delay also means that

2 Coiolis acceleration has a larger time to deviate the flow in very stable conditions, and then

10



even on scales of the order of 10 to 20km Coriolis effects maybe significant (HLL,

Merkine. 1975).

Note that when the flow around the hill is approximately horizontal the wake flows

are also approximately horizontal. These wake flows behave as if they were generated by
.t.

S., cylindical structures with vertical axes. Turbulence and coherent vortices can delay rather

slowly, as satelite photography and many laboratory studies have indicated (e.g. Brighton

(1978). Even in these wake the flow is still controlled by shear stress, so in that sense they

are still part of the inner region.

In typical daytime conditions the air flow upwind of a hill is statically unstable,

which causes the buoyancy forces to add to the shear turbulence in this case. For weak

buoyancy forces (L/Lin > 1/2) the gradient of the mean velocity profile is reduced and so

the relative changes in the wind speed and shear stress are reduced. Bradley's (1983) data

agree well into the prediction (4) for this situation. When the buoyancy forces are strong

enough that L/LmO >_ 1 then the turbulence so mixes the upwind boundary layer that, except

within a thin layer (-h/10), the mean velocity and potential temperature is uniform. So,

paradoxically, the unstable buoyancy forces can largely be ignored in the outer region.

Figs. 3, 4. Usually in such situations there is a stably stratified region above the mixed

layer (z>h), which leads to buoyancy forces in the upper layer, but these are stable

buoyancy forces. (HRB).

1.1.2 Turbulence structure in the outer region

The turbulence in the outer region does not affect the mean flow over the hill

because generally the hill is not long enough for the turbulent stresses to be comparable

with the mean inertial forces. However the changes in the mean velocity, Au and

temperature gradient, A0', (or buoyancy frequency AN in stable conditions) generally

change the turbulence by an amount of the order of Au/U(z) or A0'/0'0 (z) or AN/N.

The kind of distortion the turbulence experiences depends to a large extent on the

ratio of the travel time T to the Lagrangian time scale TL of the turbulence, or in other

%11
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words to the relaxation time of the turbulence. This ratio can vary considerably between

the inner and outer region and is sensitive to the stratification. If TL(Z) is estimated as usual

in terms of the integral scale, then TL(z) - Lx(w)/ w and T-L/U(z). Using published data

and also recent measurements of the Boulder Atmosphere Observatory, Hunt, Kaimal &

Gaynor (1985) have shown that in most atmospheric conditions

(Lx(w)-l = AB/Z + As (dU/dz)/(aw) ,

where the blocking coefficient, AB = I and the shear coefficient As = 0.6. Then in neutral

conditions, where dU/dz = aw/(0.5z), Lx(w) = 0.52 and therefore T(Az)<TL(Az) where Az

>L.

Thus in neutral conditions outside the inner layer, the travel time is less than the

Lagrangian time scale and the turbulence is distorted 'rapidly', in a similar way to its
*way

behavior in a wind tunnel contraction. The method of rapid distortion analysis can be

applied to predict variances and spectral length scales. (Britter, Hunt & Richard, 1981,

Bradley 1980).

However, in stable conditions dU/dz >> a,/z, and often in these conditions Ri 1/4

so that N=1/2 dU/dz. Then LX(w) N(ow/As)/dU/dz - ow/(AsN). Consequently T/TL

(1/3) LN/U(z) > 1. Therefore, in this situation the relaxation time of the turbulence and the

mean flow are in local equilibrium because the mean flow, as already explained, is

controlled by inertial and buoyancy forces. Consequently, in the equation for turbulent

kinetic energy the advection, the production, the buoyancy flux and the dissipation are all

of the same order. (Some preliminary results are presented in Chapter E. Second order

modeling (e.g. Zeman & Lumley 1979) should provide the basis for the one-point

moments (e.g. of velocity variance, dissipation etc.) which can be combined with the

Lagrangian statistical models such as that of Pearson, Puttock and Hunt (1983) to derive

integral scales, spectra and correlations.

In convective conditions the Lagrangian time scales are larger than in neutral

conditions, so T<TL and therefore the rapid distortion analysis is appropriate. However in

12
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this case the vertical scales of the turbulent eddies can be so large that a local analysis at a

given height z may not be appropriate. It is as if the eddies in the wind tunnel were as large

as the wind tunnel. This wind tunnel problem has recently been solved with rapid

distortion theory by considering the 'image' of the eddies in the boundary (Goldstein &

Durbin, 1980). The same techniques could be applied to the problem of calculating

convective turbulence over hills. (A statistical theory using the idea of the image eddies has

already been developed by Hunt (1984) to analyze the structure of convective turbulence

0over level ground).

1.2 Problems examined in this project.

From previous work the flow over a simple bell shaped hill with well behaved

upwind temperature profiles the broad features of the flow in the outer region were

reasonably well understood and well validated by computation, and field and laboratory

studies. But, this was not the case in the inner region, even when the flow does not

separate. The elucidation of the structures of this layer has been a major task of this project

and it has been largely completed. However the effects stratification in the inner layer and

the effects of different outer layer flows have not yet been examined to date. The effects of

stratification on the structure of the inner layer can only be understood when the heat and

moisture transfer between the airflow and the hill surface is incorporated into the air flow

calculation, because the inner layer is thin enough for turbulence to transport the effects of

the surface upwards through the layer. The work done on these problems in this project

will be found in this report and in, Hunt & Richards (1984). There have been no

successful computations or theories yet for the flow on the lee side of hills for intermediate

slopes between say 0.2> H/L 1 < 1.0. Then the slope is large enough that the turbulence

structure can no longer be assumed to be a small perturbation of the upwind equilibrium

distribution, yet not large enough for a fully separated flow to have developed. Second

order modeling (and even k-e) appears to be able to predict many features of these flows

13



Newley (1985). We have not attempted this problem yet using our sophisticated second

order model.

2. The temperature and humidity field over hills.

2.1 Defining the problem

The temperature and humidity fields over a hill, (denoted by 0 and q respectively)

are determined by the flow field over the hill and by the distribution upwind of the hill and

over the surface of the hill of 0 and q. More often the distribution of the flux of 0 and q

over the surface, namely <0'w>, <q'w> are known rather than 0 and q where 0' and q'

are the fluctuations in 0 and q. In principle, either <O'w> or <0>+O') are necessary to

specify 0 in the interior of the flow. In practice, given the usual assumption about

turbulent transport, either <O'w> or <0> needs to be specified at about the roughness

height, zk above the surface.

To calculate certain statistical properties of the fluctuation field of 0' and q' over the

hill, it is generally necessary to know or to specify the same statistical properties upwind,

for example variances, integral scales, dissipation etc. Of course the longer the hill or chain

of hills, the less the correlation between 0' over the hill and upwind and so the less the

need to specify 0' upwind. An important point to note is that the time scale of temperature

or humidity fluctuation near the surface is usually so small (because TL--O as Az-O),

there is no need to specify the fluctuations in 0 and q at the surface. However in some

convective conditions, Ow may vary sufficiently at the surface (if only due to passing

clouds) to significantly affect 0' above the surface.

Where the temperature and humidity field over a hill do depend on the structure of 0

and q upwind, then it is first necessary to know how to specify the upwind conditions

before calculating the change in 0 and q over the hill. Recent atmospheric tower

measurements over the rolling ten ain at Boulder and the flat but rougth terrain at Cabauw,

Netherlands have compared the turbulence structure there to that obtained in the

measurements over Kansas and Minnesota. They have shown that in convective conditions

A,



the turbulence and the temperature fluctuation have a similar and structure distribution in

these two situations. In stable conditions, however, there appear to be no universality in

the distributions, or the forms of the spectra; in particular large wave motion may or may

not occur and these always have a large effect on the spectrum of 0' and it often also has a

considerable effect on the spectra of Ow and w. (Hunt, Kaimal & Gaynor 1985). In some

cases these wave-like motions contributed about 50% of the total variance or covariance.

Despite this irregularity in the relation between the turbulence quantitites and the overall

mean quantities, it was found that the turbulence and temperature fluctuation has some

internal structure that is rather universal.

It is interesting to note that in stable conditions irregular low frequency wave

motion was also observed by Caughey, Wyngaard & Kaimal (1979) over the very flat

uninterrupted terrain of Minnesota, but they filtered this component out of their data in

order to show the regular structure and regular vertical profiles of the middle to high wave

number parts of the spectra.

This filtered component agreed well with a second closure model of Wyngaard's.

It is now generally believed that these low frequency motions are associated with the

various wave motions which develop on the stable boundary layer and are often stimulated

by various scales of topography and by frontal activity some distance from the

measurements point. (e.g. Lu Nai-Pint, Neff & Kaimal, 1983).

Consequently the aim of a theoretical or computational model for 0 and q over hills

ought to be to relate 0 and q to arbitrary upwind conditions. This is likely to require a

statistical approach. However, as with flow over rough or rolling terrain in stable

conditions, the internal structure defining the relations between local turbulence and the

temperature fluctuation may, because of their small time scales, continue to be applicable

over hills. This provides the basis for analyzing 0 and q using second order turbulence

models.

i
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2.2 Defining the transport process and the mathematical models for each region of the

flow

2.2.1 Inner region

In this region the temperature, 0, and humidity q, are determined partly by the local

heat flux Fe or water vapor flux Fq from or to the ground, by vertical diffusion of heat and

water vapor, and by the advection of heat and water vapor from upwind. Over uniform flat

terrain the advection has a negligible affect on the distribution of 0 and q. But over non-

uniform terrain such as a hill, where the surface fluxes vary with downwind distance, and

advection of 0 and q affects the vertical distribution of 0 and q. Also the convergence and

divergence of streamlines and the change in the turbulence over the hill can have

comparable effects on 9(z) and q(z).

A widely accepted model for the 'sensible' heat flux and the water fluxes at the

ground, when covered with vegetation, is that developed by Monteith. Its mathematical

derivation and implications were nicely discussed by Thom (1975); its use in dispersion

modeling was developed by Smith & Blackall (1979). It is convenient to express Fe and

Fq in terms of the net in-coming radiation heat flux R. and the net heat flux arriving at the

surface from the soil G, the Bowen-ratio 13, and the latent heat of water, as
(2.1) F0 =(R +FG) R1 F R

1+13 qkl

where the net heat flux from the radiation and soil is R = Rt + G. Theref -"he ,--I'tion

between F9 and Fq is

(2.2) Fq/Fe = 1/(13X).

The ratio 13 depends on the shear stress at the ground t, the roughness z0 , the local

mean temperature 0 and water vapor concentration q, and also the nature of the vegetation.

The lowest value of this ratio is zero, when the winds are moderate, the air if dry and all the

energy is used to evaporate water from the vegetation. There is no upper limit of this ratio.

if there are few plants or they have a high 'stomatal' resistance.



The changes in FO and Fq, denoted by AF O, AFq, can be expressed in terms of the

upwind value of Fe and Fq, denoted by FOO, Fqo, and in terms of the changes in R and 3.

Thus

(2.3) AF/Fo = AR/ Ro + 8/1o( 1+ Po))

(2.4) AFq/FqO AR/Ro - 813/(l+Po) .

This result shows up the sensitivity of the changes in Fo and Fq to the value of 13o.

On more or less sunny days any changes in (R.+ FG) are mainly caused by changes

in the direct solar radiation Rs reaching the surface. Then we can assume that the net

radiation and ground heat flux is related to the changes Rs by a relation like

(2.5) AR/R 0 - XRARS/RSO,

where the coefficient Xi is not equal to 1.0 as supposed by Smith & Blackall

(1979), because Rn, the net radiation, is only about 1/3 of the solar radiation reaching a

* surface. Of course the diffused radiation tends to be concentrated at angles near to the solar

elevation 0. (Fig. 3). From data quoted by Geiger (1965, p 376) it appears that XR = 0.7.

i For a slope equal to (I/L) f (x/L), the proportional change2
(2.6) ARs/RsO = cotO0 . (H/L)f'

Note that cot0 is smaller in summer than winter. Geiger's data shows that on a

south facing slope of 10', AR/R 0 = 0. 13 averaged over the whole year, but 0.4 in winter

and 0.06 in summer. At 48cN, cote0 = 2.9 in winter and .47 in summer, so the predicted

variation in AR/R 0 from (2.6) would be .5 in winter and .04 in winter. At night or in

foggy or overcast conditions R does not depend on the slope (for small slopes).

From Monteith's formula in the appendix we can derive the changes in 0 caused by

changes in 0, q, and t:/53 is also changed by variations in the surface vegetation or

roughness We are assuming here that the form of the surface vegetation remains fixed

over the hili, and we then have

2 7) AFO/Feo = AR/R 0 + XIATI/t + XOAO/e 0 + Xq Aq/q0

r. e
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(2.8) AFq/F 0 = AR/Ro + WIAMI/T + vee/0 + WqAq/qo

In sunny conditions (2.5) and (2.6) can be used for the fust terms.

As is shown in the appendix Xc and 4r can range between about -1/2 and 1/2 in

most kinds of condition, when the heat flux is radiation controlled. This is consistent with

recent data that gives Xr to be about -1/2 in stable conditions, when the heat flux is

downwards and the heat transfer is controlled by forced advection over the ground. This is

based on a correlation of measurements by Venkatram, (1980). In the former case

generally Xc depends on the nature and state of the vegetation and the humidity of the air.

A range of examples is given in the appendix.

The parameter XG and ., depend on the humidity, i.e. the ratio of q0 to the saturated

value of q at the temperature 00 if the air is saturated, Xq = X = 0. But for typical air flow

over vegetation in mid-latitudes, a change of -IC for given q or a doubling of q for given

0 produces a similar order of magnitude of increase in F9 as does a I ms -I change in wind

speed, i.e. XU-(/ 3 )0"2, Xq~1.

This provides some framework for considering how the heat and water fluxes can

change over a hill. Some results are reported by Hunt & Richards 1984, and a more

detailed report is given in Chapter E.

There is some laboratory evidence for the validity of (2.8) when the upwind flow is

unsaturated. Dawkins & Davis (1981) measured the change in flux of vapors from a small

region on a surface when the same region was located on a hill. They found that the flux

increased by about 50% of the increase in AM/t. (That is not how they expressed their

result - it is our interpretation.) A similar result was found by Verma & Cermak (1971) in

their study of mass transfer over wavy surfaces.

52.2.2 Outer region

In section 1.1.2 the turbulence structure in the outer region was reviewed. We first

consider neutral conditions over hills of moderate length ( < 5 kin), i.e. not so long that the

inner layer thickness is much shallower than the upwind layer. It was shown that in this

• . 18
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case the Lagrangian time scale TL (z) is greater than the travel time T(z). This implies that

the mean temperature and humidity 0 and q are not affected by the local turbulence.

The statistics of temperature and humidity fluctuations (0' and q') depend on their

structure upwind of the hill, particularly since they are correlated with their values upwind.

The changes in structure of the spectra of 0' and q' depend mainly on the distortion of the

mean streamlines. There are also weak effects produced by the changes in the mean

temperature gradient over the hill, caused by the convergence and divergence of the mean

streamlines, and effects caused on the changes in the turbulence. (Hunt 1984). Although

the changes in the turbulence in the outer region can be calculated by the methods of rapid

distortion theory (since T < TL), the changes in small scale temperature fluctuations caused

by the changes in turbulence, can only be estimated rather approximately.

In stable conditions, it has been shown that in the outer region, the time scales are

smaller, i.e. T > TL(Z) so that the turbulence adjusts as it travels over the hill. Therefore the

turbulence changes over the hill are controlled by advection, production, buoyancy flux,

and dissipation. The mean temperature and water vapor gradients, however, are controlled

by the mean flow and their upwind values, not by local turbulence. Second order modeling

methods can usually work well when the changes are relatively slow. In E, we use the

simplest possible approach of assuming local equilibrium for calculating (0')2 and (q,)2

which is appropriate in strongly stable condition, because large vertical displacements by

%9i the fluid elements are not possible. (Hunt 1982, Hunt, Kaimal & Gaynor 1985.)

2.2.3 Wake region

The wake is a continutation of the inner region, in that the mean temperature and

%A ater vapor concentration are controlled by advection and turbulent diffusion. Therefore

the change in surface flux also has been considered, however the largest changes in flux

occur over the hill. For example the surface shear stress over a hill with slope of 1/2 or

F L - 1. may be increased by three times, but in the wake the surface shear stress

perturbation decreases to less than 1/10 of this within a distance 2L downwind.
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Consequently in the wake most of the changes in temperature and water vapor fluctuations

are likely to be acuvected from the surface of the hill itself.

There have been some studies of dispersion of heat or other contaminants released

on or near bluff bodies in boundary layers. The mean temperature concentration is well

described by calculations based on eddy diffusivity models or random walk computer

simulations. (See review by Hunt 1982b). If such methods work, then the more complex

secona order change models are likely to be quite satisfactory. The simple turbulence

models have the advantage of enabling the computation to be performed more simply or

even analytically.

I
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Variation of heat and water flux over a surface.

From Monteith's formula, (see Thorn, 1975 and Smith & Blackall 1979, Fe and Fq

are given by:

Fo(z) = I3R/(I+IP), Fq(z) = R/(l+p)k)

where the Bowen-ratio P(z) = (ra+rst-ri)/((A/y)ra + ri), R is the net surface heat flux, X is

the latent heat of vaporization of liquid water, and the resistances ra, rst, ri have the

following values:

The aerodynamic resistance ra(z) = [1/(ku*)Iln((z-d)/zo/5)), where d is the

displacement height, which is of the order of the vegetation height. ra(z) is usually defined

in terms of the velocity at a particular value of (z-d), eg

ra(z) = 6.25/U(z) ln((z-d)/zo) ln(5(z-d)/z0 ) = 2xl02/U(z) for z0 - 10-2m.

For a typical wind speed of 5ms- 1, ra = 40 s m-1. The stomatal resistance rst is the

resistance by the vegetation to evaporation and transpiration. When the plant surfaces are

wet rst--+O, but when the plants transpire very slowly rst--oo. In most typical air flows

over crops, rst = ra = 40 s m-1. Monteith called ri the 'isothermal resistance' because if ra +

rst = r i, there can be isothermal flow. Here ri is defined as:

ri = (pcp/(Ry))(psv-pv),

where y is the psychometric constant y = pc/(e) - (usually in mb°C-1) and p, cp, F, p are

the density, specific heat, ratio of molecular weights of water to air (=5/8), and pressure.

Further Psv, PV are the saturated and local vapor pressure, ps, is a function of the

temperature 0, p,/p = 8/5 q, where q is the water vapor concentration.J'.

The parameter A in the expression for the Bowen ratio is related to ri:

A = 1/2 [(apsvdaO)(z) + (aps,/A0)(0 = 0)

and Ay(O) is plotted in Fig. A.1 from Thorn (1975).

In order to understand how 1 varies with perturbation of T, 0 and q, we have to

consider various conditions of humidity and plant type.A
21
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(i) In conditions at about 50% humidity over field crops in mid latitudes (Thorn, p.

103, 1973) ra = rst = ri,y = 0.66 mb/ 'C, R ~ 100W/m 2. so 5P = 0(-8ra/ra -8ri/ri).

Note that since 2 < A/y<6 in these conditions Dp/ara < 0, and D13/arj < 0.

Thence, since Dral't cc - ftlr and Dri/aq -c -8

6F/Fe ~ -Fq/Fq = 0(1/2 Bt/t, (-Pcp/R) (A/ra) 80, Sq/q),

depending which term is most significant.

Since 1 < 4<6 mb/0 C for 0 <<O> < 40'C, pcpA/(Rra) is of the order of ls r- 1 °C-1.

Then an increase in wind speed reduces the evaporation, and increases the heat flux

from the ground.

(ii) In conditions where there is a strong, dry air flow over irrigated vegetation,

ri >> ra, ri >> rst, then13--1

so that F&/R and Fq/R become indeterminate. But Fe = -Fq

In other words there is a downwards flux of sensible heat.

(iii) Where there is a strong dry air flow over vegetation which is wet on the surface.

then there is no stomatal resistance to transpiration so ri >> ra >> rst. Then Fq > 0

and Fe < 0 because of the evaporation.

In that case 13 --- - 1 + (A/y+ 1)ra/ri so FO = -[R/((A/y) + 1)]ri/ra, Fq = [R/(A/y) +

1) ri/ra, and then BFq/Fq = - 8F9/Fe = AR/R + (1/2) IATI/t - fri/ri

In this case an increase in surface shear decreases the magnitude of F0 .

(iv) When the wind is strong, there is some humidity and some transpiration,

ra >> rst, ra >> ri, then 1 - 1/(A/y) = 1/2 at 20 0C.

In this case Fq is about twice FO; both are positive if R > 0 and both are independent

of wind speed.

(v) When the (stomatal) resistance is high, and the wind speed is moderate so that

rst >> ra, ri, then P -- rst/((A y)ra + ri) >> 1. In this case FO R and Fq =

(R/rst)((A/y)ra + ri) << R.

221
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Here the heat flux is approximately independent of wind speed, but note that Fq

increases with ra, or decreases with wind speed.
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G0 (/ Upper layer

/ -- _.. Outer region

hm Middle layer

/ .-. Az Inner region - ,

Hz wake
x

Hf(X/L 1)

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram (not to scale) of the regions of flow over a hill,

and the notation used.

Fig. 2 Typical variations of perturbation shear stress in the inner layer.
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Chapter B

Summary and extension of analytical theory
of turbulent mean flows over terrain of low slope

Prepared by
S. Leibovich
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1. Introduction

In this Chapter we survey the analytical theory laid out at somewhat greater length

in Chapter C. Here the development is traced from a point of view that differs in the

following respects from C:

(i) the formulation is developed with computer calculations in mind,

(ii) in view of (i), the analysis is carried out and results presented in Fourier

space,

(iii) the development is three-dimensional throughout,

(iv)generality of the outer flow is retained, and there is therefore no need for

consideration of a "middle layer", and this has the added advantage of a more

rigourous matching of the outer region with the inner (two) regions,

(v) the calculations are done completely in "displaced coordinates", a coordinate
system used for only parts of the flow in C.

No attempt is made here to give a self-contained account, and an acquaintance with

Sections 1-3 of Item C will be needed in order to understand the developments reported

here. Indeed, we will freely refer to equations and arguments in C. Equations cited from

C will be identified by appending C to the equation number, e.g., (C3.8.b).

In section 2, we redevelop the theory for the inner and outer layers and match them.

In section 3, we summarize the theory by displaying formulas for composite expansions

valid throughout both the outer region and the shear stress layer that comprises the bulk of

the inner region. In this section, we also lay out a computational strategy permitting this

method to be used for arbitrary terrain (of low slope) and upwind conditions.

30
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2. Redevelopment of the theory

We assume we are given a turbulent flow upstream of a hill or series of hills nsing

out of the plane z = 0, vith wind speed UoU(z) and (potential) temperature AT0O(z) (w Ith

Li() and ATO defined below) specified as functions of elevation. Near the ground, both

Uz) and 9(L) are assumed to have equilibrium turbulent wall layer structure with

roughness length z0 , so, for example,

U(z) - (cK,)ln(zJz 0 ) (1

as z - 0. where K is the Karmnan constant. and c = u.'U 0 . In the absence of terrain, these

distributions would persist (at least with negligible changes over honzontal distances of

order L), and even when perturbed, the near-ground behaviour is assumed to be in wall-

layer equilibrium form, but with the local wall stress. The topography is specified by the

equation

F (xy,z) = Z = z - L f(x,y) = 0,

w here

4=l-Lg

and H is the maximum elevation, and L is a characteristic hill length as defined in C. We

assume here (in contrast to C) that all quantities have been made dimensionless, with L as

unit of length, and U0, the wind speed at large elevations as unit of speed, and some

convenient choice, such as the greatest temperature difference (AT 0 ) in the upstream air, as

unit for temperature.

Equations (C2.3), when normalized according to the scheme in the preceding

. paragraph and the Boussinesq density-temperature relationship used, govern the

dimensionless mean flow. The diffusive fluxes of momentum and heat are taken in thin-

laver form.

The eddy viscosity formulation of C is used, in it, the eddy viscosity is 0( and

the problem has a boundary laver structure as E -4 0, with diffusive terms ignorable except

in a layer of 0(c) near Z 0 In point of fact, as argued in E, an eddy viscosity-diffusivitv
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model is not applicable much beyond this layer, and we therefore assume that the eddy

viscosity is of smaller order than E above the inner layer. In C, this layer is taken to have a

dimensional thickness I = 12 Lln(l/zo), or, in dimensionless terms, its thickness is 2K26.

where 8 = l/ln(I/zo) is a small expansion parameter used in the inner layer. The connection
'.

between c and 6 is through the wall layer behaviour of the upstream (basic) flow. E7

KU(I), so E and 6 are of the same order. In this chapter, we use the ;ymbol I to refer to

2K28, that is to the dimensionless version of the length denoted be I in C: in this way, all

expansions in the shear stress layer in C can be carried over directly.

With these preliminary remarks. we are led to the following dimensionless system

of equations:

u.Vu + Vnr - (gP3AToL, U0 )0 e1 = dtdZ, (2a)

u.VO + wf'(z) = ah/Z, (2b)

V-u = 0. (2c)

Here 0 is the temperature perturbation from 8(z), 0 is the coefficient of thermal expansion.

h the heat flux, 1t is a dimensionless pressure deviation from the hydrostatic pressure in the

upstream flow; and the Cartesian (xy,z) coordinate system (with unit vectors ex e,, and

e,) and mean W'elocity components (u,v,w).

The terms on the right in (2) are negligible except in the inner regions where Z -

Ot1). We assume the inner region is effectively neutral, so that we neglect buoyancy effects

in it. Then the "Prandtl transposition theorem" (Rosenhead, sec.V.8, also valid in three

dimensions) of laminar boundary layer theory is also applicable to turbulent tows where

the mean force from Reynolds stresses involve only derivatives with respect to z or Z, and

the pressure (or modified pressure, like 7t) is a prescribed function of x and y only. lhis

"theorem" says that, if (u(x,y,z).v(x,y,z),w(x,y.z)) is a solution to the boundary laer

equations, then so is (u(xy.Z).v((xyv.7),xw((xyZ)), where

.................................
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w t = w + jiu.uVf(xy).

Therefore, given a solution u = (U(z),O,O) valid for flow over a plane surface, we have a

, second solution of the boundary layer equations valid for Z > 0, that is, above the surface

1 (x,y,z) = 0, given by

ut = (U(Z),0, giU(Z)f/ax). (3)

(Provided temperature perturbations e << e, the same transposition theorem holds for the

set (2) without the restriction to neutral conditions in the inner region, but the result is then

only approximate, with an error of order wO.)

While (3) satisfies the differential equations (2) and the boundary conditions as Z

-4 0, it fails to satisfy the boundary conditions as Z/1 -- -o, since the vertical component

1*,, of (3) does not vanish in that limit. This error is of order it, and to correct it an outer

solution is necessary, with Z = 0(1), and in the outer region, the right hand sides of (2) are

neglected. In the outer region, the flow is a small perturbation to the upwind conditions, so

* we set

*,u = (U(z) + ±u(x,y,z), gv(x,y,z), p.w(x,y,z)), n = P + gp(x,y,z), (4)

insert (4) into the nondiffusive form of (2), linearize, and take Fourier transforms with

respect to x and y. Taking the double transform to be of the form

'=p.

w(z,k) f f w(x,y,z)exp[-ikox]dxdy

* where

k = kie, + k2e,, x = xex + yev, (5a)

and k, and k, are the Fourier transform variables or wavenumbers in the x and y directions

respectively. We set
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k (k-k) 1'2 = (k, 2 + k2
2)1/2. (5b)

Note that we use no special notation to differentiate a variable from its Fourier transform: if

it is necessary to avoid confusion, or for emphasis, the distinction is made through the

argument list.

The resulting system of ordinary differential equations can be reduced to the

following single equation for the double transform w(z,k):

w +{X-k 2 }w= 0  (6a)

Y = k2N2/[kl 2U2(z)] - U"(z)/TJ(z) (6b)

N2(z) = (gL/U0
2)8'(z)/E(0) (6c)

Here () = do/dz, and N is the dimensionless buoyancy frequency or, alternatively, an

inverse densimetric Froude number. We observe that one may replace z in equation (6) by

the displaced coordinate Z with an error of O(g.), leading to an overall error of O(.I2). As

this level of error is neglected throughout the analysis, we assume the replacement has

been made and so henceforth O' = d/dZ. For future reference, we record here the formulas

by which the perturbations'u,v, and p may be found from w. These are

p(Z,k) = - i (kj/k2) [ U(Z)w '- wU' ] = - i (k1/k2) U2(Z) (w/U)' (6d)

v(Z,k) = - (k2/kl)p(Z,k)/U(Z) (6e)

u(Z,k) = i [kl 2w'+ k22(U'/U)w]/klk 2 = - p(Z,k)/U(Z) + i (U'/U)w/k1 . (6f)

To match the inner and outer regions to lowest order, we require

w(x,y,z) -* U(z)af/ax, (7a)

or

w(Z,k) -- ik1U(Z)f(k) (7b)

as Z -* 0. The appropriate boundary condition as Z - ,, depends on the stratification in

this limit. We assume in all cases that U(Z) --) 1 and U'(Z) --+ 0 as Z -4 -, and we

require w to satisfy the radiation condition
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w(Z,k) - C exp{-(k/Ik 1I)[k2 - N0
211/2 Z }, if Jk11 > No, (8a)

w(Z,k) - C exp{- i(kIkl)[N0
2 - k2]l'2 Z}, if k1 J <N o, (8b)

if N -4 No at great elevations: this reduces to w- 0 if conditions aloft are neutral. The

condition (8) assumes that the buoyancy frequency is real, if conditions are unstable aloft

then No will be imaginary, and the appropriate condition then is

w(Z,k) - C exp{-(k/k 1 J)[k 2 + IN0121 /2 Z }. (9)

The outer problem at lowest order is then is to solve equation (6) subject to the

conditions (7) and either (8) or (9). For general upwind conditions, this must be done

numerically, and, for the moment, we assume that this has been done. The relationship of

these solutions to those in C, and particularly the "middle layer" solution acan be seen as

follows. Since U is logarithmic as Z - 0, the differential equation has an irregular

singularity at Z = 0. The structure of the solution for small Z is simply found by the

method of dominant balance (or can be constructed using the series method for such

irregular points as explained in Forsyth, A.R. Theory of differential equations, vol IV,

Cambridge, 1900-1902). For very small Z, the function in the brackets in (6a) is

dominated by - U"(Z)/U(Z), an so the asymptotic behaviour of the general solution to (6)

is, as Z-+0,

w(Z,k) - a(k) U(Z) + b(k) U(Z) JU-2(Z) dZ, (10)

which is the same as the solution in the "middle layer", but in the present context has a

rigourous mathematical meaning. With U - (e/K)ln(Z/z0 ) as Z --+ 0 (where z0 is the

dimensionless roughness length), the second term in (10) vanishes like Z U(Z) ln(ln(Z/z0 ))

and the coefficient of the first term, a(k), is already known from (7). It turns out that the

coeffient b(k) is essentially the Fourier transform of the pressure perturbation in the outer

flow in the limit Z -- 0, and is of course fixed by the asymptotic boundary condition (8)

or (9). That it is the 0(g1) pressure perturbation can be seen since the pressure in the outer

flow has Fourier transform

p(Z,k) = - i (k 1/k2 )(Uw' - wU') (11)
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and if this is evaluated from (10) as Z - 0, we find

p(Z,k) - - i (kl/k2) b(k). (12)

(That b(k) is determined by the aymptotic conditions (8) or (9) can be seen as

follows. Let two independent solutions of (6) be denoted 01 and 02, where 01 - U(Z) and

01- U(Z) f U-2(Z) dZ for small Z. Then necessarily, for Z large, we have

0i - Cjlexp{-mZ} + Cj2exp{mZ}, j = 1 or 2, (13)

where -m is the coefficient multipying Z in either (8) or (9), whichever ot these is

appropriate, and the coefficients Cij are determined by the definitions of the Oj. Thus, we

have, as Z -- c,

w(Z,k) - [a(k)C 1 + b(k)C211e-mz + [a(k)C, 2 + b(k)C2 Jemz, (14)

so satisfaction of the boundary condition for Z --+ - requires

b(k) = - (C12 /C22)a(k). (15)

This concludes the discussion of the general way b(k) is related to the asymptotic

conditions.)

Assuming that a solution for w(Z,k) in the outer region has been found, we have

seen that a pressure gradient arises, and this forces a perturbation of the flow in the inner

region. Here we consider the shear stress layer,which comprises the bulk of the inner

region and in which

Z = 1 (16a)

where is assumed of 0(1) and we write

U = (U(A) + 9IU(/)Ud, tU()vd, p.U(/)wd) (16b)

(see C). The perturbation equations in the shear stress layer are then given by
(1 + 8 In )ikIUd(,k) + wd(,k)/(2 K2 ) = ik(I(k) + ( (17a)

(1 + 6 In )ikIVd(k) = ik2o(k) + (l/2)(/ l(4vd/) (17b)

aWd(,k)/ = - 2ic28 i {kjU(,k) + k2Vd(,k)j (17c)

where o(',k) is determined from the outer flow pressure according to

cT(k) - - p(0,k)/U 2 (b, (17d)
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and the subscript d identifies the perturbations in this (displacement) layer. The factor of

one-half in (17b) is explained in Walmsley et al. (1982) (see the references in C).

Now (Ud,Vd Wd) can be developed as expansions in 5, as done explicitly in C for the

two-dimensional case. Writing
Ud = Ud( 0) + 5 UdP) +

Z4,

and similarly for the other variables, we find

Ud( 0)( ,k) = &0)(k), vd(O)( ,k) = (k2/k)O)(k), Wd(O)(,k) 0, (18)

and

Ud()(;,k) = {- In ( + (k 21k 1
2 )} o 0 )(k) + &')(k) + A(k) K0 (2(ik1 ) 1/2) (19)

Vd(')( ,k) = (k2/kl)&')(k) - (k2/k1)&0)(k) In + B(k) K0 (2(2ik, ) 1/2) (20)

Wd((,k) = -i (k2!k)(2KC2)&O)(k) ,(21)

p where K0 is the modified Bessel function, and the constants A and B are determined by

application of boundary conditions as * 0, and al) must be determined by matching

with the outer flow. If, as in chapter C, we completely neglect the effects of Reynolds

stresses in the outer region, then (1) = 0, and we shall assume this for the present

purposes.

As Z -4 0, we require of the full problem that

U ~ (eI¢C) {[(1 + Cldx )2 + p'rt y2]1/211/2 In (Z/z0 ) (22)

so that

tdx ~ 2Ud/(1 + 5 In ) (23a)
P.mL

and we also have the relation

TdX = 2U()(KE) aUd/K = (2/) CiUd/I. (23b)

In terms of the expansion of Ud in the series in 5, equating the expressions in (23a) and

(23b) gives, as - 0,

Ud(O) - Ud)/I -> 0, (24)

1% and, using the small argument expansions of K0, (24) gives

A(k) = -4 &0)(k). (25)
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To find B(k), we note that a similar argument to that above, but carried to the next order,

gives

{2 [(Ud (0 ))2 + (Vd(O) )2 ]} 1/2 - -*V)/ 0, as -0, (26)

which fixes B(k) to be

B(k) =-2 &0O)(k)[42 (k/jkj1) + k2/k1 } (27)
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V.

3. Composite expansions

If we assume that equation (6) has been solved for w is the outer region, then the

results for the mean flow according to the analytic theory can be summarized in a few

formulas giving composite results applying throughout the flow, with no distinction as to

region. Before displaying these, we look more closely at the way the inner and outer

solutions match, and construct the "common parts" in the overlap region.

4,.

- 3.1 The matching and common parts

According to the aymptotic matching principle, one rewrites the outer expansion in

inner variables, expands and truncates at some prescribed level of approximation, and

carries out a similar program on the inner expansion, and agreement between appropriate

levels of approximation are required (van Dyke, 1975, Chapter 5). Since we deal

throughout with the linear theory (i.e., O(p.) corections to the upwind flow), the only small

parameter that we need consider is 8 (or1).

We observe that, according to (6d-f), all outer variables can be expressed in terms

of w, and so we begin by writing w in inner variables, and expanding. Note that what we

assume so far to be found is the so-called "one-term outer expansion" for w (and therefore

for all outer variables). Set Z = 1' in w(Z,k), hold fixed and expand for small 1. This

gives, from (10) and (1),

w - a(k)U(1) + b(k) U(I ) I fU-2(l ) d

~ a(k)U(1) (1 + 8 In ) + b(k) U-1(1) 1 (1 + 8 In ) (1 + 5 In )2 d

" a(k)U(I) (1 + 8 In ) + b(k) U-1(1) 21025 (28)

where we have truncated the expansion at 0(5), to give the so-called "2-term inner

expansion ot the one-term outer expansion", and have used the relation

" I = 2 K 25. (29)
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According to the asymptotic matching principle (van Dyke, 1975), this must agree with the

"one-term outer expansion of the two-term inner expansion". The inner solution available

at this stage is

w = t[ikjf(k)U(1) + Wd] = pt[ikjf(k)U(1) + 8U(1)Wd(t)]

= [ikjf(k)U(l) (1 + 6 In ) + 8{- i(k2/k1 )(2x 2&0)(k)U(1)4} (30)

and this is the one-term outer expansion of the two-term inner expansion. We note that the

match is complete provided we take a(k) as already given in (7b), and

b(k) = - i(k2/k 1)&0 )(k)U 2(/). (31)

Using (1 7d), we can write this in terms of the outer perturbation pressure as

- b(k) = i(k2/kj)p(0,k). (32)

This is an excellent check on our analysis, by comparison with (12), since as we have

already shown, b(k) is completely determined by the outer flow and matching is not

required to fix it.

Our analysis shows that the c.p (common part) of the inner and outer expansions

for w is the inner expansion itself, so the the outer solution is uniformly valid, and

correctly gives w (to order.8) throughout the flow.

To find the appropriate situation for the horizontal velocity components, we expand

the inner solution in outer variable by setting = Z/1, and expand holding Z fixed. This

gives, for the x-component (of the Fourier transform),

u-e, = U(Z) + I.tU(l) [Ud(°)(Z/a,k) + 6 Ud( 1)(Z/l,k) + 0(5)

U(Z) + .iU()& 0)(k) [1 + 8{- In (Z/1) + (k2/k 1
2)} + 0(62) ] (33)

and for the y-component

u*ev - IU(1) (k2/k1)o0 °)(k) [1 - 8 In (Z/1) ] . (34)

The outer solution for ue., when written in inner variables and expanded, is (using (60)

u'e x = U(z) + xu = U(z) + It[ - p(Z,k),.(Z) +itU'(Z)/U(Z)] [w(Z,k)kl11]

~ U(z) - p.U'(Z)f(k) + l ioU(i) I I + 8[ - In C + k2/kl21}, (35)
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where we have used (1), (17d), and (31) in going from the first line to the second. Since

U(z) - .U'(Z)f(k) = U(Z) in the outer layer with an error of O(1 2), we see that the

expansion (35) of the outer solution matches precisely with the (33), when the latter is

reexpressed in inner variables. Similarly, the outer solution for Uey, is, from (6e)

u.ey = - 9(k2/k) p(Z,k)/U(Z)

and when expanded in inner variables, this agrees with the outer expansion (34) of the

inner solution.

We therefore have shown that the c.p. of the perturbation to u-e- is

gatU (1) t 1 + 8[ - In + k2/k,1 ] }

and that the corresponding c.p. for u-ey is the right hand side of (34).

3.2 Composite expansions

Additive composit expansions may be obtained by adding the expansions in the

inner and outer regions and subtracting the common part, and are uniformly valid

throughout the flowfield. The composite expansion for the velocity vector is

u -{U(z) + t[-p(Z,k)U(Z) +i[U'(Z)/U(Z)] [w(Z,k)/k l] +
45(p(0,k)/U (1))K0(2(ikj )1/2)] le,

(36)

+ {- t(k 2/kl) p(Z,k)/U(Z) + 28 (p(O,k)/U())(2 1/2k/lkj +kE2/kl) K0 (2(2ik1 )1/2)}ey+

4.w(Z,k)eL

The solution is fully determined provided equation (6) is solved, a task that in general must

be carried out numerically.

3.2 Computational strategy
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Given an upwind flow, for each wavenumber vector k, the function Y is known

and the problem (6) for w (and p) is set. In view of the boundary condition (7), it is

useful to let

w(Z,k) = ikzf(k)U(Z)Q(Z,k) (37)

N-1 in which case Q(Zk) satisfies the equation

Q' + 2(U'/U)Q' + (k2/k 1
2){N2/U2 - k1

2}Q = 0 (38)

and boundary conditions

4%- Q(O,k) = 1 (39)

and the same asympotic condition ((8) or (9)) satisfied by w. For each wavenumber pair,

the problem (38,39) can be solved by any convenient numerical method. Perhaps the

easiest is integration by a standard shooting algorithm such as Runge-Kutta. Beginning at

a suitable approximation of Z = 0, say a value of Z at which tolerances for (N2 - N02)/N02

and U" are jointly met, one selects a small value, say 10-3 for Q and - m times this value

for Q', where m is the coefficient of Z in the exponential factor of either (8) or (9), and

integrates (6) as an initial value problem towards Z = 0. If the value obtained at Z = 0 is

called y, then the solution to the boundary value problem is iklf(k)/y times the solution

generated by the integration procedure. Then w is found from this solution Q from (37)

and p may be found from (6d) to be

p(Z,k) = f(k)(k1
2/k2)U2Q'(Z,k). (40)

A workable computational strategy then begins with a (double) fast Fourier

transform of f(x,y) with x and y discretized on a 2D mesh (here we only note that the mesh

intervals should be fine enough to resolve the significant features of the terrain, but do not

consider the practically important issues of smoothing,etc.). Then Q is found at each k, w

and p are formed from Q, and the composite expansion (36) is constructed (the modified

Bessel functions of complex arguments are easily calculated using rational approximations

' ,to the Kelvin functions ker and kei - see Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965). An inverse
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double ITT completes the solution. This procedure can be implemented on a

microcomputer in reasonable computational times.
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* Chapter C

Stratified shear flows over low hills
I. Effects of upwind shear

Prepared by
J.C.R. Hunt, S. Leibovich, and K.J. Richards
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SUMMARY

A general analysis is developed for turbulent shear flows over two- and three-

dimensional hills with low slopes which allows for a wide range of upwind conditions,

including %,eak stable or unstable stratification, wakes of upwind hills, or roughness

changes. In ,his paper part 1) the atmosphere is assumed to be neutrally stable and the

length of the hills, L, is large compared their heights, H, which is very large compared to

the roughness length z. The general structure of the solution is defined by dividing the

flow into two regions, each of which is divided into two sublayers: an inviscid outer region

composed of an upper laver in which there is potential flow when the atmosphere is

neutrally stable, and a middle layer in which the wind shear dominates; and an inner region

of thickness I <L in which the effects of perturbation shear stresses are confined.

,- Following Sykes (1980), the latter region is divided into two: a shear stress layer where the

shear stresses, although weak, determine that the maximum of the perturbation velocity is

located in this layer; and an inner surface laver of thickness Is where the shear stress

gradient varies rapidly and the perturbation velocity tends to zero. The details of the middle

layer are given here for different kinds of upwind profiles, including logarithmic, 'power

law' and linear profiles. It is shown that the analysis can be extended to allow for

nonlinear inertial effects in the middle laver. Analytical solutions are derived for the inner

region as asymptotoic expansions in 6 = [In (I /z0)]1 , which is assumed to be small, and

this shows that 1, ~ -( I ,z_)l 2

The results of the analytical model are cu.npared with our own and with previously

published numerical computations of the full equations (appying the same assumptions

used for calculating the turbulent shear stresses as used in the analytical work), which have

largely been validated against full scale measurements. These results confirm that the

relative increase of surface stress is significantly greater than the increase of wind speed

-C"



near the surface except when ther is no upwind shear (as for example in a logalithmic

boundary layer when the roughness length tends to zero - the asymptotic limit studied by

Sykes, 1980).

Finally, the paper shows that the outer regions of laminar (or constant eddy

viscosity) and of turbulent flows over hills are broadly similar, but that the effects of the

flow in the inner region on the outer regions are much smaller in the latter case.

.i4
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1. INTRODUCTION
'

There are three main effects to consider in an analysis of stratified or diabatic flows

over hills. The first is that of the changes in the vertical profile of the mean velocity

upwind of the hill caused by the upwind mean vleocity and temperature gradients, and the

shear strsses near the surface; the second is that of buoyancy forces associated with the

upwind temperature distribution and adiabatic processes along streamlines, and the third is

that of buoyancy forces associated with heat transfer from the surface and across

streamlines (e.g. the buoyancy forces associated with kata- and anabatic winds).

Our object is to develop general methods for calculating and understanding the

airflow and temperature distributions over hills with low slopes when there are significant

gradients of velocity an temperature upwind of the hills (see figure 1). If the hill height is

H, its length at half-height is 2L, and the roughness length is z0, the situations we consider

satisfy the criteria H/L o 1 and 0 < 1n-l(L/z0) ,, 1. This effort is divided into two parts. In

this first paper, we concentrate on the first of the above effects, namely, the effect on the

flow over hills of different upwind velocity gradients, and of different kinds of flow very

close to the surfaces of the hills. The analysis can also be applied to other kinds of

complex approach flows, such as may be caused by a turbulent wake from an upwind hill,

and in general to any large scale, slow disturbances to turbulent boundary layers.

In the second paper we use the analysis of the present paper to consider the effects

of buoyancy forces when the upwind flow is stably or unstably stratified. The approach in

these papers is similar to that of Jackson & Hunt (1975) and of Sykes (1980), hereafter

known as (JIH) and (S) respectively, in that a perturbation analysis is developed and the

flow is divided up into an inviscid outer region and a thin inner region where the

perturbation shear stresses affect the perturbed flow. In these previous analyses, done for

neutral stability, the perturbation flow in the outer region was found to be the same at zero

order (in ln-I(L/z 0 )) as that of potential flow with a constant velocity upwind. Only at first

order in n-4(L/z0 ) were the effects of shear allowed for, because the only neutral

J4
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conditions considered were those where the upwind velocity profile is logarithmic. For

this case, Sykes has shown that this potential flow approximation is formally correct only

in neutral flows where InA(L/zo) -4 0 and for hills whose height i - much greater

than the thickness ( I ) of the inner region. Jackson (1976) and JH, by an approximate

blending of a two-layer description, were able to obtain reasonable estimates of the velocity

to be found even when the conditions in S were not satisfied.

It is one of the aims of the present paper to obtain solutions valid over a range of

upwind profiles (caused, for example, by values of E, a dimensionless friction velocity, or

of the roughness length, z0, different from that over the hill or shaped by upwind

obstables), and to show that the matching of solutions beween the inner and outer regions

can be formally justified only if an intermediate, middle, layer is constructed in the outer

region. (In JH, pressure matches but the horizontal perturbation velocity does not;

furthermore, the matching turns out to be correct only if the hill height H<< 1, which is

clearly restrictive.)

Sykes also showed that JH's approximate solution for the inner region, which has a

thickness 1, is not a mathematically consistent asymptotic analysis (for small values of 6 =

in -1(,z 0 )), because the inner region is actually made up of two layers. The deeper of these

inner region layers is where the perturbation shear stress decreases from its large value near

the surface, but the perturbation velocity is only affected by the shear stLss to first order.

This is the shear stress layer. Very close to the surface in the inner surface layer, the

perturbation velocity decreases to zero and is controlled to zero order by the shear stress.

Toward the bottom of the shear stress layer, the gradient of the shear stress increases

loganth mically. In the inner surface layer this gradient reaches a finite value. The

calculation of this transition, which has not previously been analysed, is of practical

5:, importance in predicting heat and mass transfer, since the gradient of diffusivity near the
-surface is effecti~e determined here. We derive new general solutions for two inner

-' layers which match with each other and with the middle layer.
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For neutral conditions there have been several experiments where the basic ideas of

JH theory have been tested (Bradley, 1980, 1983; Britter et al.,1981; Mason & King,

1985). The theory has been generalised to three-dimensional hills by Mason & Sykes

(1979), and to hills with small-scale undulations (Walmsley et al., 1982). Computations

have also been made of the full nonlinear equations using a similar mixing length model for

the turbulent shear stress (e.g. Mason & King, 1985; Taylor et al., 1983). The

comparisons have shown that the JH theory gives a useful estimate for the perturbation (or

speed up), u, in wind speed and in the perturbation surface shear stress, 't', over hills and

for the depth over which the shear stress is significantly increased near the surface. But it

does not agree with the form of the observed profiles of u or 'in the inner region, and in

particular with the observations that over a hill top, u has a maximum at a height of about

1/3 and that t' has a negative value at the top of the inner layer of about the same magnitude

as the positive value at the surface (Mason & King, 1985; Taylor et al., 1984).

In order to overcome such shortcomings. Taylor et al. (1983) and Mason & King

(1985) have made heuristic adjustments to the JH model. These modifications have proved

of practical value, but as their authors admit, they are not based on improved solutions to

the governing equations and do not indicate how the models might be applied in other

conditions when the heuristic adjustments might not be applicable.

The analyses of JH, S, Taylor et al.(1983), and Mason & King (1985) are not

valid, however, when the upwind flow is strongly sheared, as in stably stratified boundary

layers, in wakes, in terrain where the roughness is changing, or when the height of the hill

is large compared with the inner region thickness. In parts I and II of this series, the

effects of strong shear are accounted for, although the flow is analysed in detail only when

the thin inner region of the stratified flow may be considered locally neutral and the

significant effects of stratification are confined to the outer region.

One of the major effects of strong shear in the approach flow is the large relative

increase in the surface wind speed, even when the slope of the hill is small. In this and in
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other cases, ignoring nonlinear inertial effects can lead to errors comparable to those

associated with approximations for turbulent shear stresses (Britter et al., 1981). In this

paper we show that these nonlinear effects can be estimated so that useful results can be

• obtained, even for moderate accelerations. The results are similar to those obtained by

, nonlinear calculation of velocity along the streamlines (Bouwmeester, 1978; Zeman &

Jensen, 1987).

- Some solutions for stratified flow over hills have been obtained using laminar flow

or constant eddy viscosity asssumption (e.g. Sykes, 1978) In sections three and five we

delineate some of the major differences between laminar and turbulent boundary layer

* flows, both in terms of the surface shear stress distribution and the effects of the inner

-* region of the outer flow.

I
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2. THE UPWIND FLOW AND THE OUTER REGION

We begin by describing the decomposition of the flow into the two main regions

and their sublavers. in which the flow is determined by different physical processes. The

flow will be analvsed by considering each layer in turn, and then matching the solutions

together.

2.1 Normalising the upwind profile

'The mean flow in the boundary laver upwind of the hill is taken to be in the x-

direction, prescribed as a function UBz) of the elevation z above a reference plane. We are

interested in the perturbation of this basic flow caused by topography rising above the plane

z = 0 and extending for horizontal length scales comparable to a distance L.

For simplcits. we are thinking of a single hill with height H and a characteristic

4 length L taken to be the distance between the points corresponding to the half-height of the

hill. For some calcultions it is more instructive to consider a periodic array of hills of

wavelength (2-,k L, where k is dimensionless. The root-mean-square value of turbulent

velocity fluctuations in the basic and perturbed flows are taken to be of the order of u., the

friction velo itv in the unperturbed flow.

Under neutral conditions, the mean profile upwind is characterised by two length

scales, the roughness length zc, and the depth h of the boundary layer, and the velocity

levels are characterized bs the wind speed U_ above the layer. The usual approach is to

express UB in terms of a normalized profile function U I as

Lj(Z) = L,_ z.'70.zh).

This is not adequate, howeveT, if the length L of the hill or surface disturbance is much less

thar the boundar. laver depth, but much greater than z0 : under these circumstances, the

depth over ihich the flow is disturbed may be significantly less than h. In such cases, the

rclcvant upwind speed is not L', but the velocity U0 at a height hm that is intermediate

he:wecne L and the height of the hi: or (refer to figure 1)

,.'. U0  = UB(hm).

'.~
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S.,This height (at which the vertical velocity perturbation is maximum ) defines the depth hm

of the middle layer. In this layer, the velocity field is made up of the upwind boundary

layer displaced over the hill plus a velocity perturbation which depends on the slope of the

hill. This displaced profile is defined in a normalised form as

(2.1) UB(Z) = UoU(Z), where Z = z - H f(x/L).

This is the relevant choice fo, the 'base', or unperturbed profile because of the large

gradients in the upwind profile near the ground. The definition of hm depends on the form

of the profile UB(z) and on the length scale L of the hill. (Note that if the hill shape has

several scales, the flow can be treated as the superposition of flows over hills of each

constituent length, for each of which the definition of hm is based on the appropriate length.

This is the method adopted by Taylor et al., 1983.)

It is assumed that the middle layer is thin compared to the length of the hill. but very

deep compared to the roughness length z0,

- zo << hm << L.

* "Note that for hills much longer than the boundary layer depth h, no distinction between h

and hm is needed.

The dimensionless function U in (2.1) is assumed to have small variations (on a

scale L) for z/hm > 1, while near the surface, as z/hm - 0, U - (C/K) ln(z/z.0) for fixed

z_/z0 . Here E = u,/U,. and we treat e as one of the basic small parameters in the problem.

(In most turbulent boundary layers, c is in the range 0.03 to 0.07.) In cases where UB(z)

is the profile of a neutral boundary layer passing over a flat surface, the dimensionless

profile function is given by U = 1 + O(c) as z/z 0 --* ,. Since we wish to allow for cases

where stronger shear may be present in the upwind flow, as may occur if the upwind

conditions shaping the flow are more complicated, or if stratification is important, we do

not assume that U(Z/zo,Z/hm) = I + O(c).
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*The changes forced by the hill arise on horizontal scales of O(L) and on this scale

the ratio of Reynolds stress gradients to inertia is O(E2), which implies that on this length

scale, there is an upper layer (U) in which the mean flow may be treated as inviscid and

(because of the assumption on the upstream flow) irrotational.

On length scales of O(hm), the ratio of Reynolds stress gradients [O(u 2./hm)] to

inertia stresses of O(U0
2/L) is O(C2L/hm) , which is also assumed to be small enough to be

neglected to a first approximation. Thus, the mean flow in this (M) layer may be treated as

a.' inviscid but rotational. Finally, there must be an inner region (/) extending to a distance I

(which must be determined in terms of the other parameters of the problem but which is

assumed to be small compared with hm) above the surface in which changes in the

Reynolds stresses are comparable with the perturbation in the inertial and pressure gradient

forces (or in the balance between these forces).

The division of the inviscid, or outer, region of the flow into two layers is dictated

by the structure of the incident stream. This division is convenient in that it allows us to

find the explicit form of the inviscid solutions at their lower levels. In the middle layer

(M), extending from a distance of 0() to a distance of 0(h.) above the hill surface, the

upwind velocity gradient is large enough that the horizontal acceleration is determined by

the perturbation of the upwind vorticity, which (as §2 shows) implies that

L-2 . I UB-1 d2UB/dZ2  z2 n(z/zo)) -I
.'

a for a logarithmic profile.

Thus for very long hills where L > h, the above criterion is satisfied for z < h and

therefore hm = L. But for shorter hills where L o h, the middle layer depth is given by

" m ln-1/2
hm  L In (h m/ZO).
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When ln(LJzo) o 1, hm can be expressed explicitly by

-1/2
(2.2) hm- L In (Lz 0 ).

For turbulent boundary layers, the middle region over hills has not been properly

analysed before, though its importance for disturbances to laminar boundary layers is well

known (Stewartson & Williams, 1969; Brighton, 1977). However, the middle layer has

*been analysed where turbulent boundary layers are perturbed by an external pressure

gradient (e.g. Messiter, 1978; Melnik & Chow, 1975.) This region is essential for proper

matching of the inner layer (I) and the upper layer (U) (which was not done by JH).

The upper layer begins at distances of 0(hm) from the surface and extends upward

through and beyond the incident boundary layer. In this layer, the upwind velocity

gradients are negligible, so that
-2  1UB" d2UB/dZ2 I

If one chooses to analyse this problem using formal asymptotic procedures, it is

necessary to relate the various length scales to a single length scale (say L), and the

asymptotically-small parameter E = u*/U*. Here we develop a perturbation analysis in the

engineering style; this allows us to proceed in a more flexible way with approximate

*1-" relationships between the variables emerging a posteriori, although with the penalty of less
J,.%

definite error estimates. (In appendix B we develop the first three terms of an asymptotic

solution for the middle and upper layers.)

2.2 Mathematical statement of the problem

NWhen the upwind conditions are steady in the mean (i.e. steady on a time scale

large compared with that of the largest eddies or the time required to pass over the hill), the

governing equations for a stratified flow with mean velocity u* (asterisks will be used to

:-.5
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denote dimensional quantities), the mean pressure p* and mean density p" are, (in the

Boussinesq approximation)

A 23a u*Vu*= 1 1
3a) (u*V)u* - -- Vp* + I V * t*+ .

P0 P0 PO

t2.3b, V*u* = 0

,.3c0 (u*.V )p*= - V.F *
p

vhre po is the density at a fixed point, t* is the Reynolds stress tensor. and Fp* is

tW' mean flux of density. Buoyancy forces are considered in PL II; they are not considered

further here. The equation relating vtto u* is always only approximate, and is

discussed in the analysis of the inner region in §3.

The boundary conditions for the analysis are that far from the hill:

(2.4a) u* -4 Uo(U(z), 0, 0) and p* -4 poU 0
2P(z) as (x 2 +y 2 +z 2 )/L 2 -+00

while over the surface:

(2.4b) u*= 0 on z = Hf(x/L, y/L) + z0

where zo is the very small roughness length. (The analysis in the body of the text is mainly

two dimensional, for a three-dimensional hill, see appendix A.) The assumptions of the

analysis are that

(2.4c) H/L<I andC=u./U 0 << 1,
p.

which implies that ln(L/zo) , 1.

For the upper layer where z > hm, the mean velocity u* = (u*,v*,w*) is expressed

in terms of the upwind profile UB(z) and a perturbation, normalized on U0 as:

u= UG(U(z) + u(x,y,z)) v* = U0v

(2.5a) w* = U0 w.

-'.
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The pressure p* is also normalized on Uo, so that p* = p0U0
2(P+p) where Po is

the density in the approach flow. (We shall also use this form of perturbation to analyse

the middle layer).

For the middle layer and the inner region, u* is expressed in terms of the displaced

upwind profile UoUd(Z) and a perturbation defined in terms of the displaced coordinates

(x,y,Z), where Z = z - Hf(x/L, y/L):

u*(x,y,z) = Uoutd(x,y,Z), w* = UOW'd

where

U d = Ud(Z) + Ud(X,y,Z)

(2.5b) wtd = (U + ud) (H/L) f '(x/L,y/L) + wd(x,y,Z)

P = Pd(x,Y,Z),

. and f' represents a derivative of f with respect to the argument (x/L). The dagger

superscript indicates dimensionless total quantities, that is, the sums of unperturbed and

perturbation quantities.

2.3 Analysis of the outer regions, layers (U) and (M)).

Upper layer.

For the upper (and middle) layer u, v, w are determined by the linearized form of

the momentum equation (2.3a) (with buoyancy forces omitted and shear stress gradient

U- assumed small, as justified later in this paper- see also JH)

au U _ p
(2.6a) U(z) a + w - a. .

ax az ax

(2.6b) U(z) a =-p

ax 0y
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(2.6c) U(z) .w = ap

ax az

0u 3v Ow
(2.6d) a + a+ a =0

ax Dy az

These can be reduced to single equation for w:

(2 a2 02 d2U/dz2

(2.6e) a+ I"7a-7 2 ' 22_ w = 0
ax y D z2a U

which in two-dimensions is further reduced to

22
(26f a2 a dUJ/dZ) W = 0

,,x 2 + 2  U

The terms omitted in this linearization are of O(w2/U 2).

The upper layer (U) is defined as the layer where the gradients of the upwind

velocity profile can be largely ignored to the first order, since
i (w)- l ( a 2w / a x 2 ) ',"U-1a2U/aZ2

Where this holds, (2.6) reduces to
0,

(2.7) V2w = 0.

In two dimensions the solution to (2.7) in (U) is

•L,'"; w(MU)

(2.a) W (x') zdx'

7r (XX') +Z

while from continuity

(2.8b) u = -p = % v/(x (x-x')dx

IT (X-X') +Z

where w(- f ') = w(z-hm), is the vertical velocity at the interface between the (Al) and (U)

layers (see figure 2a). An important parameter for the (M) layer is the pressure field at the
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interface p(z-hm), which is expressed in terms of a characteristic magnitude (-Po) and a

normalized function a(x/L) which is 0(1). Thus, we write

(2.8c) p(z-hm) = p 0o(x/L).

Middle layer.

Given the assumptions of the analysis (2.4), the middle layer for a general three-

dimensional hill can be defined to be the layer where I < z < hm and hn ,< L. Writing the

horizontal momentum equation (2.6a) (with no shear-stress terms) in displaced co-

ordinates defined by (2.5b), and neglecting terms in a
2/ax2 compared with D

2/DZ2, leads to

the ordinary non-linear differential equation for w

(2.9a) utda 2 Wtd/Z 2 - WtdD2Utd!/Z
2 = 0

(2.9b) aPd/aZ = O.

Note that the leading-order terms omitted in (2.9a) are terms like u'd2w 'd/DX2 which are of

order Uwd/L 2 . These are smaller than the retained perturbation terms of 0(Uwd/L 2 x

L2 /hm 2). In (2.9b) the relative error of omitted terms is 0(hm/L) (i.e., (U0dawtd/aX)+

* (Pd/hm) hn/L).

The solutions to (2.9) valid for a two-dimensional hill (z=Hf(x/L)) are
z

(2.l1Oa) wt= A'(u + B)Ut f dZ'
d (ud + (ud t dxZ,4z, u d(x,Z )

(2.1Ob) Pd = Pd (x),

_ and the lower limit Z1 is chosen for convenience to satisfy the criterion

I >> Z1 > z0 ,

where I is the inner layer thickness. A suitable value for computation is Z, - ( Z)1/2.

Since (2.3a) can be integrated to Bernoulli's equation in the inviscid middle layer,

given p(x), utd can be calculated along a streamline from its upwind height Z_ to give

(2.1Oc) U'd2 (x,Z) = 2 Pd(x) + U'd 2(Z )

where
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z- =z- .-- -.

ud

and the integration is taken along the streamline through (x,Z).

For low enough values of (H/L) and e the velocity perturbations are small enough

that Ud and wd << 1. Then (2.10a) reduces to the following expression for the vertical

velocity perturbation

(2.1 la) wd = [A'(x) - (H/L)f '(x/L)]Ud(Z) + B'(x) Z { I(Z)/Ud(Z)}

,where
z

1(Z) = I + 2 [(Z/]{(Z)-U(Z)IdZ'
Z

and Z1 has been introduced already. With wd given by (2.1 la), Ud is determined by

continuity to be

(2.1 Ib) Ud = - [A(x) - HfjUd'(Z) - B(x)J(Z)/Ud(Z)

where

z

J(Z) = 1 + Ud Uf dZ/U (Z').

The solutions (2.11) extend directly to three dimensions, provided only that f, A, and B are

allowed to vary with y. For logarithmic boundary layers, when Z > Z1 ,

(2.1 ic) I(Z) = 1 - 2/ln(Z/zo) + O(E2)

J(Z) = I + I /In(Z/z O) + 0(E2 )

and so J(Z) decreases slowly with height from its maximum value of 1+ In-I(l/z0) at the

outer edge of the inner region.

2.4 Matching the (U), (M) and (I) layers

L..

,%
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Matching the linearized solutions for ud and Wd in the (M) layer (for hills of low

enough slope), derived from (2.5) and (2.11), with Ud and Wd in the inner region at Z-1,

and w in the upper layer when Z-hm is performed by matching u and w. This defines the

unknown functions A(x), B(x) and pd(X).

When Z - I

(2.12a) wt(l) = Ud(l) (H/L)f' + Wd(')(X,); wt(f) = A'(x)Ud() +B'(x)/Ud-l(/)(l+0(c))

(2.12b) u(I) = Ud(/) + Ud('); ut(M) = Ud(I)-[A(x)-Hf]Ud'() - B(x)J(l)/Ud(l)

S2.12c) p() =p(M).

(Note that these matching criteria are independent of the ratio of I /H, unlike the earlier

* analysis of JH.)

When z - hm, Ud(Z) = U(z) - HfU'(z) , so

(2.13a) U d(hm) = U(hm) - HfU'(hm).

Also

(2.13b) wt(M)(x,hm) - A'(x) + B'(x)hnl(hm) = w(MU)(x),

and

4 (2.13c) u(M)(x,hm) - A(x)U'(hm) - B(x)J(hm) = u(MU)(x) = - p0c(x).

(For logarithmic boundary layer terms of 0(E) are omitted, U'(hm) 0 and I(hm) J(hm) -

9 1.)

'We first match w at the middle layer and inner region interface where Z - I using

equation (2.12a). We use the fact that Wd -(l/L) Ud in the inner layer (by continuity), so

that the leading order terms in (2.1 Ia) are U(I)(H/L)f 'and A'(x)U(I). Therefore,'

a (2.14a) A(x) = Hf(x/L).

i - Matching u at the upper layer and middle layer interface where Z - hm, (2.13c) leads to

. (2.14b) B(x) = [p0c(x/I,) - HfU'(hm)]/J(hm)

and, using (2.14a).

- (2.14c) w(ML)(x) = (H/L) f '(x/L) + [poa'(x/L)-Hf '(x)U'(hm)](h./L).
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The leading-order corrections to w(MU) and B(x) are 0(hm/L), which for short hills are of

O.0n-la 2(L/z)). Therefore from (2.8b), the scale and form of the pressure perturbations can

be defined as

(2.15) P0 = - o(x/L) = - f f dx'

Substituting the leading terms of these functions back into the general expressions
for the displacement velocities in the middle layer in (2.11), we obtain

z
(2.16a) wd(xZ) - (H/L2) a'(x/L)Ud J dZ'/U2(Z')

z1

(2.16b) ud(x,Z) = (H/L) a(x/L)J(Z)/Ud(Z)

For reference to calculations later, it is convenient to note that these results can be

expressed as perturbations relative to the undisplaced flow, when hm > Z EH

z

(2.17a) w(x,z) = Hf '(x/L)U(z) - (HIL 2)o'(x/L)U(z) dz'/U2(z ')

* zi

(2.17b) u(x,z) = - Hf(x,L)U'(z) + (H/L)aT(x/L)J(z)/U(z).

-' These expressions satisfy (2.6a, c, d) subject to the conditions (2.4c).

dFrom (2.16) the streamline perturbation velocity at the outer edge of the inner

region is defined by

(2.18) Ud()(X,Z) - (I-IL)a(x/L)(I+)/Ud(Z)

This result (2.18) shows that for Z - I the ratio of the perturbation velocity to the

upwind veloity, ud(0 (Z)FUa(/), is O[(H/L)(U 2(hm)/U 2())]. Therefore, even if H/L << 1

(so that u/U is small in the (U) layer), the shear in the upwind profile may be large enough

that [U(hm)/ U(I)JH/L- 1, so that in (M) the perturbation velocity is of the same order as the

upwind velocity. In this case the non-linear solution for (M), (2.10), is applicable at the

same time as the linear solution in (U) is applicable. And then the same functions A(x),
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B(x), p(x) obtained in (2.14) from the linear analysis can be used in the non-linear

expression (2.10). This is of some practical importance, and is discussed further in §6.

(This is the basis of the recent computation by Zeman & Jensen 1987).

Note that the results of the correct matching between the inner and middle layer

, leads to the similar estimate for Ud in the inner region as the approximate matching between

the outer and inner region by JH. Since the pressure is the same in the lower part of the

upper layer, and in the inner region, matching p leads to the correct expression for u in the

upper layer and for uj in the inner region; but without an analysis of the middle layer, there

could be no proper transition between these layers.

The first-order correction of 0(hm/L) shows how p varies in the upper and middle

, layers. (see Appendix B and fig. 4). For example, when L/z0 = 106 and 104, hm/L =

0.26 and 0.33 respectively.) So that even for hills of moderately large scale (L-10 3m),

there are significant variations of pressure within the middle layer (but apdiaZ is still small

compared with Pd/hm, in agreement with (2.9b)). Where a hill has a large curvature near its

peak, the decrease in pressure is even more marked, as was found by Bouwmeester (1978)

in their wind-tunnel studies of air flow over triangular model hills. The changes in

curvature of the p profile in (M) have also been demonstrated by the computations of

Newley (1986). In all the subsequent analysis, only the lowest oreder expression for

perturbation pressure p is used.

For short hills where L < h, essentially we have solved the equation (2.60 by

assuming d 2U/dz 2/U is discontinuous at z = hm. This leads to a discontinuity in 2 w/Oz2 ,

but Dw,/z and au/ax are continuous across the top of the layer. (Using Fourier transforms

and defining hm for each wavenumber this discontinuity is deferred to third order). In

either case, the error is negligible for practical purposes.

2.5 Solution for the upper laver

.6
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For a three-dimensional hill, from the straightforward generalization of (2.15)

derived in Appendix A, a is a function of x and y given by

1 ;; f/0)(x'y'*(y-y')dx'dy'

(2.19) o(x/L ,y/L ) = .1 f df x)(xyv'),2

' 7[ [(x-x,) + (Y-y')] 2.312

Thence from (2.11) and (2.15) the magnitudes for Ud and Wd and Pd in the middle region

(.If) are determined, %d in region (M) can be calculated from (A.7c).

In region (U), it is convenient to use the scale L to normalize the magnitude of

velocity perturbations on the slope and their distribution so that,

{u(LU), , w(L')} (IIL){G(X/L.y/L)Gu(X/L,,/Lz,),

., (3f dx ) Gv(!z ).f( )~ C,',',
fa /Y "L >x L L

\where the profile functions G. G,, G, -1 as z!L-*0, and GU, G ., G ,--0 as z/L-4-,.

In two-dimensions, ignoring terms of hm/L or smaller, these distribution functions

* are

.- af
-(x''L)%[(x-x'),z] dx'

(2.20) [taGua -GJ fg ox
ax rL X-)(x-x' z)

and in three-dimensions
x

(2.21) dxe -G V,
a y ax

af
. - (x,'L,,'.VL)*.(x-x', - ' zldx'dv'

I f f (Ix
27, (X - ) (N( ' )F,. 2 TJ ._ I(x-x'r . (>-y'. •{-z''
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3. Inner Region

3.1 Scalings

In the inner region, the velocity perturbations to the displaced upwind profile and

pressure perturbations are defined by (2.5b). In addition we now consider Reynolds shear

* stresses, which are expressed in terms of the upwind values poU, 2 = E2poU 0
2 as

(3.1) r = C2poU 0
2 [1 + td(X,Z)]

Since tne thickness of the inner region I is small compared with the length of the hill

L, 3ix , a1aZ, and the linearized momentum equation reduces to

(3.2aDud aU P e2 td
(3.2a) U(Z)-TX + W d-_- - TX +  2 @

The continuity equation for the inner region is

Du awd(3.2b) dd+ 0

ax aZ

Variations of Pd with Z in the inner layer are negligible, but this may not be so in strongly

stratified flows (see Hunt & Richards, (1984)).

Two approaches are possible to determine the thickness I of the inner layer and the

order of magnitude of td. By considering the flow very close to the surface, where the

velocity profiles is assumed to be logarithmic, Ud, and td are related by

U(Z) + u = E/K (1 + td/ 2 ) In (Z/z0)

where

(3.3a) U(Z) (/K) In (Z/z0), Ud (Etd/ 2 K) In (Z/z0 ).

Thence over a small distance above the surface of the order of zo, it follows that

(3.3b) Td = 2ud/U(Z) = 0(E-lUd).

Alternatively, it can be assumed that the mixing length theory applies approximately

through the inner laver (as used by Taylor & Gent 1974: Deaves 1980). In that case for

small perturbations (following JH)

,i (3.4a) £ 2 td = 2ILZ aud/Z, or td = 2ic 1Z aud/aZ.
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Note that (3.4a) includes the effect of a perturbation to the eddy 'viscosity' which exactly

equals the contribution from the original eddy viscosity and the perturbation velocity

-radient.

Thence, when In (Z/z0 ) = 0(1), we recover the same result as (3.3b).

The magnitude of 'd c _ also be expressed in terms of the perturbation velocity at

the top of the inner layer, where Z L.. Since, as we shall show, ud is proportional to

In (Z z(,, it follows that

(dud dZ)(Z) u ([)/1 ln(ZDzo)I.

Therefore a)ud aZ << Ud!l and

34b) Td(' = O[- 1ud(/)/ln(l,'zo)].

Substituting (3.4a) into (3.2) yields an equation for the velocit and pressure fields

43.5/ (E/K){ln(Z/z0)aUd/aX % wd/Z} - apd/ax + c(2rKZ DuL,J)Z),0Z.

From the Z-component of momentum, we determine that pressure variations across the

inner layer are of 0(6), where 6 = 1n-1(1/z0 ). When Z/l is 0(1), to leading order in C the

inertial and pressure gradient terms balance (as in the middle laver), so to leading order the

shear stresses do not affect the velocity profile. But to the next order, the inertial and

shear-stress terms are in balance. Since a/x - l/L, it follows that the balance of the first

order terms leads to an estimate for the thickness of the layer for the first order terms, viz

".6) 1ln (l/zo ) =2K 2L

following JH and (S) (though by a different argument!). (As we shall see hc maximum

g radi ents of ud occur on a much smaller scale than I .)

3.2 Solution for the shear-stress layer

.-
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The solution for Ud to (3.5) when ln(/izo) >> I is most easily derived and best

understood by dividing the inner region into two layers, a shear-stress (SS) layer where zo

< I < Z <I , and an inner surface (IS) laver where z < Z < I, " I (as suggested byN S

Sykes (1980) for a specific scaling of a hill in the limit ln(l/zo) --->-). The magnitude of Is/l

follows from the detailed analysis (Sykes, 1980 suggested I s- Zo; Mason & King, 1986

and Jensen, 1985 have suggested I s - 51 : neither estimate was based on solutions to the

equations).

In the shear-stress layer, the natural coordinates are X = x/L and = Z/1 and the

asymptotically small parameter is 6 = In- (1 /z0 ). The variables have the following scaling

for the leading-order and first-order terms

(3.7a) ud = - (p0/U(l)) {Ud(0 )(X, ) + 5ud(1)(XP) + ... }

.3.7b) Wd - (p0/U(l)) {wd(')(X,,) + 2 Wd( 2 )(X,) +-...}

3.7c) Pd (p0/U(I)) { (°)(X) + 82 o( 2)(X, ) +".}

-3.7d) t d = " (2pdU2(I)) {(d( 1) -- td(2 ) +... }

where the pressure variation with is explicitly indicated to appear only at 0(62).

By noting that ln(Zlzo) = ln(l/z 0 ) (1+81n ), and substituting equation (3.7) into

(3.5). the zero and first-order terms of ud are determined by

(3.8a) aud' 0)/X = DC(°)iaX

(3.8b) 0ud(');dX-- In' Dud(°)/aX + wd(l),' 2 K2 = (D/K)(ud(1)/a, ).

,.' It is convenient now to take the Fourier transforms in X, e.g.

" U (X,.) - 1 (k.) exp(ikX)dk• " d  (X ,) r d"

-. Nn special symbols are used for the Fourier transforms of variables. Where it may be

unlear from the context (or where emphasis is desired) whether a variable being

-co)nsidered is in physical or Fourier space, we indicate this by the argument list; thus

ud. '(k. is the Fourier transform (in X) of ud1)(X,"). Then (3.8b) becomes

(3.8c) ik(ud( 1)(k,') + ln ud 0)) wd( 1)/2K2 =(
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where k is the wavenumber normalized on L. From continuity

(3.8d) wd (k,;) ik 2x-J2  iiUd(k, ) d;
0

The boundary conditions above the (SS) layer follow from the matching with the

(A4) layer using the results of (2.14), (2.15), (2.16) and (3.6). Note that (2.16b) can be

rewritten as

Ud(')(x,Z) ~ - [p00(X)/U(1)] [1 - 8 ln(Z/) + 6 + 0(E2 )].

Thus as

(3.9a) Ud( 0) - T(X)

(3.9b) Ud() - - a(X)Onv-1)

(3.9c) Wd(') - - (dG/dX)(2K2,),

and (3.9b) leads to the stress behaving as

(3.9d) td() ~ -X).

(Note that there is no term in (3.7d) for Td(0 ) because aUd(0)/' = 0.

The boundary conditions below the (SS) layer as .-- 0 follow from matching with

the (IS) layer. Its analysis (which follows) shows that across the thin (IS) layer, the

change in shear-stress perturbation 'td(') is of second order, so that from (3.3a). as '---,0,

(3.1Oa) Ud(O) - Td(1)

(3.1Ob) Ud(l) ~ " Td( ) In ; + Td(2),

(3.1Oc) Wd() -- 0.

The solutions to (3.8), subject to (3.9) and (3.10) are

(3.1 la) Ud(0)(k,) = a(k)

(3.1 lb) Ud(l)(k, r ) = a(k)[1 - In - 4K 0(2(ik,) )

(3.1 lc) Wd(l)(k,) - - i2K2ka(k),

where a(k) is the Fourier transform of o(X), and K0 is the modified Bessel function.

From (3.4a) 'Td") can be calculated from Ud().
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From the solution for ud (P) the surface perturbation shear stress can be derived

using (3.10) as ---0. since

Ud(l)(k,,) o(k)[ln r + 2 In k + 4y + 1 + it]

where y is Euler's constant, it therefore follows that

(3.12a) td(0)(kO) = cY(k)

(3.12b) Td,.-)(k,O) = G(k) [2 In k + 4y+ I +t].

3.3 Inner surface layer

When Z is of the order of the roughness height zo, then (numerically) In is of the

same order as ln(!/z0) and the expansion procedure of the (SS) layer is not valid. Since the
'p-"

, .', most significant feature of the (IS) layer is the rapid change in the shear-stress gradient,

(ltd'IaZ, we derive an equation for Tdfrom (3.2a) and (3.2b) using the mixing-length

approximation (3.4a). We find that

(3.13) (2K2LZ)-l {In (Z/zo ) ) o/X -- <Td>/IX} = td/aZ'

where X = xi. as before and
z

<T d> f .1. d(Z')1(l.Z') - l'Z) IdZ'.

Z-0

The boundary' conditions on Td are defined at the surface by (3.2a) and (2.4b). so

that at Z = zo.

Dd,,OZ = E-: Dpdx = c-2L-1p 0 do/dX

or with Fourier transforms and usine the scaling of the expansion (3.7),

13.4) (k.) 6Z = 2p0 !U-2() ikG(k)ln(1.'z o)

A here we have used the relations

U(1) = (c,K)ln('z0), L = ('2K 2)ln(Zizo).

For matching with the (SS) layer scaling (3.7), the outer boundary, condition

ac, Zz0,, - is (retaining two terms in the expansion).
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Td~ 2poU-2(l) Z a(ud(O)+8Ud(1))/aZ,
so that from (3.11), the Fourier transform of atd/aZmust match

(3.15) atd(k,Z)/aZ - - 2iP0 l-U-2 (l) ko(k) {2[ln + Ink] + iti + 4y}

as k'z-- and Z//-+ 0. Note that (3.14) shows how at the surface a'td/DZ is 0 (t' t d(0)/),

i.e. an order of magnitude larger than aTd/aZ in the (SS) layer.

An analytical solution for Td in the (IS) 1,.ver can be constructed because, as we

shall show, the thickness of this layer, 1, is much greater than the roughness length but

sufficienty thin that

(0.!6a) z0 < I<6.

Thence from (3.14) the change in td across the layer is small compared with zd(ZO) so that

(3.16b) I 'td( 1s)-'d(zk) I '< ItCd(ls) I.

Therefore on the left-hand side of (3.13) the variation in the coefficients of aZdaX are

much larger than the vanarion in ktd/aX itself, and (3.13) becomes

(3.17) ikZ - 1 1-'rd(k,ls) {21n(Z/z.0 ) + (70/Z) -1 } =2dfkZ)/aZ2,

where,

rd(k',o) = - 2p 0 U 2 (1) a(k)[ 1-5(21nk-4,t- I +in)].

Integrating (3.17) within the (IS) layer from z0 to Z, and using (3.14), leads to

S3.18) aTd(kZ) = 2ikp0a(k)l-1U-2(l) ,-{ 1_652[ _8(21nk--4y- I -i-)][in 2(Z zo)

-ln(Z'z0)-1-z 0 ,'Z] }.

If we let Z= I", hold fixed and let l,'zo--4-, the result agrees with (3.15), thus

establishing a match to second order in 8 between the inner solution (3 18) at the outer ecc

of the (IS) layer and the (SS) layer. In addition, (3.18) also satisfies (3.14) at Z - z,,

Since (3.16b) is satisfied, 'td is continuous across the (IS) laver, which justifies the surface

boundarv conditions for the (SS) laver.

The thickness 1, of the (IS) layer cannot be defined any more precisely than h the

inequalit', (3.16a), but an estimate is made in the next section.
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3.4 Discussion of the inner region results

Vertical profiles of the velocity and shear-stress perturbations in the inner region are

presented in figure 2. In this case L is taken as a quarter wavelength. In figure 2a the

different orders of approximation to Ud are presented schematically. Note the change of

0(h./L) caused by the acceleration in the middle layer, and the increase of 0(ln-l(1/z 0 )),

caused by the shear in the inner region. In figure 2b the calculation of the real part of the

Fourier Transform of ud(1), from (3.11), is presented from the asymptotic analysis. This

would be the profile over the crests of a sequence of hills.

The solution for ud(1) may be compared with the solutions obtained by Jackson &

Hunt (1975) to the approximate equation

(3.19) aud /aX =- U1(1) Dp/aX + (a )(ud/a

namely (in Fourier transform space)

(3.20) ud(k,Z) - p0o(k)U-1 (l) (1 - K0 (2[ik ] 112)/K0 (2[ik(Zo/1)]1/2).

-JH neglected (somewhat inconsistently) the velocity shear and the vertical velocity in the

inner and outer region; consequently, the perturbation velocity outside the inner layer does

*not decrease in proportion to 1/U(Z), and therefore within the inner layer the perturbation

velocity increases monotonicall with height.

Jensen & Peterson (1978) suggested a simple formula for the inner region. ud(Z)

ud(l) ln(Z'z0)/ln(l/zo), which is also shown on figure 2(b).

When the velocity shear in the middle layer is allowed for in the outer region

analysis, the boundary conditions (3.1Oa,b) imply that ud should have a maximum value

within the inner region. The solution (3.1 lb) shows that the maximum in ud oLcurs at a

height

Zmx/1 0.08

if we define k as 2 it (or the horizontal length scale L as the wavelength of a row of

periodic hills), or

Z,,1l =0.3
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if we define L as the 1/4 of the wavelength and k = 2T1;4 = 1.6. The second order

6 computations of Newley (1986) and the model of Taylor et al. (1983) shows that Zmx/l

decreases as zoy/L decreases. For the smallest value at z0/L = 0.5 x 10-4, they both compute

ZMX/1 -0.3 for flow over periodic terrain with L equal to the 1/4 wavelength. [For zo/L

0.5 x 103, Zm,/1 has been computed to be about 0.6]

The actual magnitude for the (Fourier transform of the) maximum perturbation

velocitv in the inner region can also be expressed as

( 1) Ud:mx -poO'(k)U- 1(1) 11- [ ]

where 1 depends on the value chosen for L. If L is the quarter wavelength for a periodic

row of hills, figure 2b shows that 3 = 1.8. If L is equal to the wavelength, [3 3.2 (but

(/.z0 ) is increased by a factor of about 4, so the net increase is small). The result (3.21), is

similar to the suggestion of Newley (1986) that Udlmx = p0 (k)/U(Z.), this implies =

1.2. In JH, f3 0, and in Sykes' limit of ln(I/z0)---,,-, U(1) = 1, and the term involving [3

%" a,-ain vanishes. Thus, our consideration of shear in the middle layer and in the inner

region leads to an increase in the predicted speed up, in contrast to previous analytical

treatments,

The solution for surface shear stress in (3.12) shows that a phase lead of surface

shear stress of 0 -tan (oS), which is close to values computed from the full governing

equations and shear stress closure. In figure 3, we compare our results with computations

reported by Richards & Ta\lor ( 1980). The approximations of JH lead to a lower value of

c - tan ( 2). Therefore the velocity gradients of the undisturbed flow have an important

c: Ict ,n tl-e shear strcs,, in the inncr rcgion. (TIhis agrees qualitatively with the phase lead

computed and measured in the laborator', b Thorsness et al (1978) for water flowA' o%,er

* The vertical profile of the first order perturbation shear stress Td (k,Z) is plotted in

:[,:ejre 2(c) and its gradient is plotted ir fig 2(d). The real part, Cd) ', gives the component

in phase with the zero order pcrms for Pd, ud and the surface elevation This gives the to! m
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of the profile over the crest of a hill, and shows how the gradient of shear stress is zero at

the surface and the gradient is maximum at a height of about 1/3 (for L equal to the quarter

length of the hill) where the perturbation velocity is also maximum. The negative

perturbation velocity gradient at the top of the inner region leads to the negative real

perturbation shear stress at Z - 1.

The imaginary part of td(l)(k,Z), Td(l ), gives the component in phase with the

pressure gradient Dpd 0x and the out-of-phase component of Ud: "Cd( ll tends to zero above

the inner region, as the out-of-phase component of ud tends to zero, Figure 2(d) shows
that towards the surface. as Z 1---O. the gradient ot " rapidly increases, but that within

the lS) layer 0dl ', dZ tends to a constant value. This graph shows that an appropriate

definition for the thickness ! of the (IS) laver is the height where "dZ starts

decreasing, i.e. where ad laZ in the (SS) layer is equal to the surface value Of a d( ),Z

in the (IS) laver. Applying this definition in (3.18) leads to an equabon for 1s, namely

3.22a) 21n(l I) n(1 ZC,) = 1,

to which the solution is

Note that this estimate for the thickness of the inner surface layer is not an estimate for the

he:gh: where the shear stress balances the inertial term-,. nor is it an estimate for where ud

reaches a masimum. It is useful to define it as the height below which the simple shear

,t ess la,%er aral, sis cannol be applied.

Note also that at the top of the inner region and above it. the mixing model of shear

stress is quitc mr-ct because the edd\ time scales become comparable with the time of

travel of an edds, over the hill. Then the effects of cur-, ature and straining on the turbulence

ead t,. qn~c dcrcnt magmtudes and even signs of the Re\ nolds stresses (Zeman &

Jcn,,en. 1 () . Nev, le,, 1 986 Since \x e have seen that only the first order correction is

111 te the ,hear stress in the upper part o)f the shear stress layer, it follows that the

o er-prcdiction of (-, oZ h\ the mixing length model slightiy underpredicts ud at the top

-3
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of a hiU. On the downwind slopes the errors associated with this shear stress model are

more acute.

Since the roughness height zk is always much smaller than the height of the

roughness elements (typically 1/30), (3.22) means that the inner surface layer may be

partially below the height of the roughness elements. This occurs if l/z o  103, say I

30m and z = .03m as in fig 2(d). In other words the gradients of shear stress can in

practice be greatest at or below the heights of the roughness elements. But since the

average force per unit height on roughness elements is equal to aJtd/aZ, and since this force

may be changed by a perturbation in the local horizontal velocity, this suggests that tdaZ

may not reach its theoretical value at the surface in the presence of typical roughness

* elements (or viscous effects in low Reynolds number laborator, experiments).
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4. Structure of the Middle Layer

, .- 4.1 Typical upwind velocity profiles
9.°

The profiles of the perturbation horizontal and vertical velocities u and w in the

middle layer and the upper layer depend on the form of the upwind mean velocity profiles

U(z). In this section we consider different forms of U(z) particularly to show when and

how large amplifications in u can occur in the middle layer. We assume here that L/h is

large enough that hm=h, and consider a special case for which the hill slope need not be

.,Mau.

In neutral and moderately stable conditions, it is useful to consider profiles for

which in 0 < z < h either

(4. la) U(z) = (z/h)n,

or

(4. lb) U(z) = l-Q + Q(z/h)

holds, and in z > h.

(4.1c) U(z) = 1.

For neutral and unstable conditions (4. la) is a suitable approximation when n << 1

where n increases with the roughness of the terrain (Davenport 1961), and decreases in

unstable conditons. In stable conditions (4.1a) is often used to describe the profile over the

whole depth of the boundary layer but with exponent n varying with elevation, the values

of n lying between 0.4 and 1.0 (e.g. Irwin (1979)). It should be noted, however, that even

in stable conditions the velocity profile is approximately logarithmic when z is less than

'a about 1 '5 of the Monin-Obukhov length LMO, so that even in stable conditions n << I near
-.

the ground. To understand how in moderately stable conditions the shear affects the flow,

wke consider the linear profile (4. 1 b) rather than the power-law profile with variable n(z).

In this case t'(0, is not zero. but should be considered as the extrapolated limit of the

* .' pro(fie in the outer part of the boundary laver as (z.h)-- 0 (Fig. 5a).

a--a

9.7
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p Because with a linear shear profile the curvature of the profile is confined to a thin

layer at the top of the boundary layer, and because the analysis in section 3 of the lower
boundary condition for the middle layer is not applicable in an obvious way, the boundary

layer with a linear shear profile is analyzed ab initio in section 4.2 and the results compared

with those found by the general (but weak shear) methods of Section 2.3. In section 4.3

we compare the middle region perturbation velocity profiles for different kinds of upwind

mean profile.

4.2 Outer region with a uniform shear profile in the boundary layer

For a specific profile it is convenient to introduce a streamfunction Y, to define the

scales of the perturbation velocities and streamfunction V in terms of the small slope

parameter (HL) and the boundary layer thickness parameter .-1 = h/L, and we scale the

coordinates (x,z) with L. Let

(.-,2i u* = U L(U(z) (HL)u) , * U -L(H'L)w

and
z

IF = LU_ UIz')dz' , (H/L)\V .

0

In this section all distances are made dimensionless with respect to L. (Although

we had defined x and z as dimensional variables in the previous section, in this section

oniy. we make the replacements x/L--+ x and z,,L --+ z.)

Since d2L" dz2 = 0 in (,M) as well as UL'). the governing equation for the (M) and

(' layers is the same as (2.7) which becomes

4. 3) V2 0.

In contrast to (2.6f) and (2.9), however. (4.3) is not an approximation but is exact in both

U) and (M). Following § 2.4 the bounda-, condition v at the outer edge of the inner

7,t
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region is that the flow be parallel to the surface of the hill, (because the displacements of the

inner layer are negligible to 0(b)), so on

(4.4) z = (H/L) f(x), Ni=0.

By considering the Taylor expansions of i(x,z) about z = 0, the boundary condition (4.4)

becomes
(-WL) f

( ItJ) { W(x,O) + (HIL)f(x)du/Dz } -s (l - n+24z)dz
0

Retaining terms of 0(H/L) and 0(Q2H/h x RL) it follows that

(4.5) W(X,O) - [(I-Q)f(x) + 3f2(x)]

where K3 = H/(2h). In the upper layer

(4.6) u, w-- 0 as x2 + z 2 --o.

The height of the material line dividing the middle (M) and upper (U) layers is

defined by

z = Z(x) = i-l(l + (H/L) (x)).

Since z must be the height of a streamline, matching requires

(4.7)

On matching the pressure in the (M) and (U) layers at z = Z(x), and retaining terms

only to 0(H/L), we find that (x) is related to u(M) and u( - ) by

(4.8) 2(x) + u(M)(x,L - 1) = u(U) (x,- 1).

Denoting the Fourier transform of \ by

(4.9a) V(k,z) = e M(x,z) dx,

that of f x) by F(k), and that of 2 by G(k), the solution to (4.3) subject to (4.5), (4.6),

(4.7). and (4.8) is

- (49b) V)(k,z)= Csinh k Iz +Ccosh k z

and
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(4.9c) iU) C3 e-klz

," wheree(4.9d) C, (1-)F(k) + kGW &ka-1 - 0 + IkJa 1 tanh(kl) ]

( k!4- 1 -2)tanh(k /W) + ik/14i
(4.) C= - 1(l- F(k) + P3G(k)]
: (4 e ILl l[Cjsinh( Ik I ,i) - C~cosh( k I 1,)].

These solutions can be checked against the potential flow solution where Q = 0 and

the solution fur an infinitelv thick uniform shear profile where (L'h) - ti--+ 0. In the latter

case. reverting now to dimensional coordinates x and z,

t 4.101a) C. - ( 2)F fG, so u lix, ( IIl '(0)cT(x L)

where

* f (x'L)dx
(4. 1 X-

and

I. lOc f fix L,( ) f(I LB dI l ). s1- 2 d ixL I O)L

!1
To com nare %& I h t he 2e neralI so u tion o f sec t ion 2 an d 3.we con sider the Imi t

C herc 11 boundar- thickness h is thin compared A nh the length L of the hill and where te

% siox 1 ,iL)1 small but w&here the strength of the shcar i.e. is arbitrar\. In the l1mii Of

I) C. ~Q3G G , _ _

A)"(k pn)

S •.

J'.,

0*
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Thence when terms of 0(h/L) are negligible in the middle layer, the perturbation velocity is

given by
(AI cf (H-'tL) f2 (H/L) os(x)

(4.12a) ( hIL f(x) + 1-hfL

S. or

(4.12b) u(M) = - (dU/dz) H f,(x) + [ I1/U(0)](H-L 1)os(x/L)

where cs and fs are defined in (4.1Oc).

In the upper layer,

(4.13) u() = (HL) as(x/L)G,(x/L,z/L),

where G. is defined in (2.20).

The implication of these results for the flow is discussed in section 4.3. From the

point of view of checking the analysis, we note that the expressions for u(M) and u(U) are

identical to those obtained from (2.11 b) and (2.18). But we note that when there is a

uniform shear flow in the upwind boundary layer, the values of A(x) and B(x) obtained in

- section 2.3 are only valid provided that the change in the upwind speed over the height

of the hill is negligible compared to the wind speed above the inner region, i.e. P(1-Q)-I

or {dUidz} HlU(0) << 1. If the shear is large enough at the surface, then we have seen that

the outer region analysis can be simply extended by considering the hill has the fictional

shear' shape fs(x) given by (4.1Oc). It is also important to note that the middle layer

solution, equation (2.8), is valid even if d2U/dz 2 is a 'delta' function.
",

4.3 Typical middle-layer velocity profiles

The results of Section 2.3, for a neutrally-stratified or log profile in the middle layer

enable general expressions to be written down for horizontal velocity perturbations relative

to the upwind velocity at the same height

".-'" !4.14a) u(Af) = (I-lL) { - L(dU/dz)f(x) + a(xfL)[U2(hm)!U(z)] J(z) }

%x here
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(4.14b) J(z) = I + U(z)U'(z) f dzJ2(z)

and c(xIL) is given by (2.a,b). Note that the integral for J(z) always converges for

turbulent boundary layers where U(z) - ln(z/z0 ) and J - 1 when z 2 hm.

If the upwind velocity has a log profile

(4.15) J(z) = I , zU'(z)/1U(z) (I + O(ln(z/zo))-!) = 1 +

and for a 'power-law' profile, as given in (4. la)

(4,16) J = (1-n)/(l-2n).

The latter expression cannot be applied when n = 1/2 both because the power law is not a

uniformly good approximation to U(z) and because the integral for J(z) is singular. So in

both these cases
.%

O(x/L)U-(h m) -(zU'(z)]
(4.17) u dz -L(z (1 0 (Z )

It is also interesting to note that the horizontal velocity displacement perturbation at Z above

the surface is given, for these cases, by

( x/L)U (hM)  ,zU'(z)

(4.18) u(M) (HL)[ U (I +o M--)
U(Z) z

A different result is obtained for a linear profile, as given in (4..' 0) and analyzed in Section

4.2. In this case J(z) = U(z)fUl(0) and

(4.19a) u = (HfL)[L(-JU/dz)f(x) (

which can be rewit,-en

u = (HiL)[G(x/)U(hm) P dUidz (hp. -Lf)]

aind, for a given displacerntnt Z,

(4.19b) ud(, f) = (H/L)1 (x/L)U 2(h,),.U(0)J.
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Graphs are shown in Figure 5 of u(x,z) and ud(x,Z) for the limited cases of upwind

log profiles, or power-law profiles where n << 1, and linear profiles. They show how u and

Ud both increase near the ground in the first case, but are nearly constant in the second case.

They also demonstrate how the relative speed-up, uj(x,Z)/I (Z) is much increased by an

increase in the exponent n or the velocity gradient of the upwind profile.

To understand how the amplification occurs it is instructive to consider the

discontinuity in U at the top of the middle layer. The upward deflection of the vortex lines

of the middle layer into the upper layer produced by the upwind profile passing over the hiII

produces a negative perturbation in u equal to -HfdU/dz. But the flow over the hill is not a

pure upwards displacement; since the flow in the upper layer speeds up over the hill by

( L)GU(hm), this produces a downward deflection of the streamline relative to tahe hill

surface and of the vortex lines which increases the velocity (in displaced coordinates) in the

middle layer. (If the velocity gradient is weak enough that hmdU/dz << U(hm), then the

downward deflection is (H/L)ht, o and the accompanying increase in velocity is

r-. (HL)5hmdUj/dz.) Thus the increase in ud, the perturbation velocity at the same

displacement Z, is caused by the downward deflection (relative to the hill surface) of the

-. streamlines over the depth of the middle layer. Note that because there are discontinuities

'- " in the upwind velocity gradient at z = h, Ud and u have discontinuities, denoted by K),

equal to

(4.20a) (u )z=h = (HJL) [LfU'(h) + oY(l-J)U(h)]

(4.20b K Ud )z=h = (H/L) (Y(l-J).

For a log or a power-law profile these discontinuities are very small (0(ln-1(h/z 0 ))

or 0(n)). For a linear profile

. (4.21) (u) = (HiL)[Lf - Ohm U(h)/U(O)JtJ'

which is generally positive since hm << L .

It is often of practical interest to be able to estimate the relative speed up, S, near the

surface of a hill. From (4.14), when L ,, hm and if the upper layer is neutrally stable. S can
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be expressed quite generally in terms of the upwind profile and the hill shape factor c7(x/L)

as:

(4.22a) S = Ud(X,Z)/U(Z) = (H,"L)[o(x/L)U 2(hm)I(U(z)U(Z))IJ(z).

If the local shear at Z is small enough that U}{/U(z) o I this reduces to

.4.22b) S(x,Z) = (H!L) [Y(x/L)U 2(hm)YU 2 (Z) ] J(Z).

it is interesting to note that in the lowest part of the middle layer, where I < z <, h . the

factor J )z is approximately unity for all the profiles considered here log, power law (n

1 and linear. Thus the amplification factor (U(hm),rU(z)) 2 proposed in JIl is of wider

-,u yl-s' ivhan lust the log profile considered there and in the subsequent papers referenced in

Section 1.

If the length of the 'hill' is small enough that L >) h, and the upwind profile is

linea, then it follows from (4. 1Oa) that, if the variation of wind speed over the hill height is

small, i.e.

(4.23a) HdU,'dz /U(0) o 1, S = (H.L)aT (x/L).

On the other hand, if the variation of the wind speed over the hill height is large,

(4.23b) S(x,Z) - (H/L) U (H)/U(Z)

and the shape factor is no longer the function c(x/L) but depends on the shear profile, as

* shown in (4. 10) of Section 4.2. Note how the amplification of wind speed over the hill is

much less in (4.23) compared with (4.22) because there is no net displacement of vorticitv

into regions of lower vorticity in this case.
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5. Defining and Extending the Range of Validity of the Analysis

5.1 Conditions for the linear analysis

From the results for the inner and middle layers, in particular (3.7), (3.11), (3.12)

and (4.18), it is now possible to state, a posteriori, the conditions under which the linear

analysis is valid and, if it is only valid in limited regions of the flow, where those regions

are. To linearize the inertial terms in the equations it is assumed that
(5. 1 a) ud [ <U (Z)

- and to estimate the shear stresses, defined in dimensionless terms by (3.1), it is assumed

that

(5.1b) ltd , i.

From (3.7) and (2.15), it follows that these conditions are satisfied if

(5.2a) ud/U(l) (~ (H/L)U(h,)/U2(/))<< 1.

and

(5.2b) In (l/zo) > 1.

Note that (5.2b) is consistent with the initial assumption (2.4c).

To satisfy the criterion (5.2a) for stably stratified boundary layers, or in the wakes

of upwind hills, where U(l)/U(hm) < 1, the hill slope must be smaller than is required for a

logarithmic upwind profile. This condition is essentially the same as that of laminar flow

over humps. However in laminar flows U(hm)/U(l) ~ hm/l so that (when h-L) even if H <<

L, unless the inner region is much thicker than the height of the hill, (i.e. I -H) then

changes in the surface shear stress of 0(1) can occur and the flow must separate (Smith et

al. 1981). In turbulent flows even if H >l, (5.2a) may be satisfied because U(hm)/U(l) 1

+ 0(c), which is very much less than hm/l.

5.2 Allowing for non-linear effects

As in the flow of laminar boundary layers over surface humps, the flow of

turbulent boundary layers may be such that the slope of the hill is low enough, i.e.

" (5.3a) H/L v 1,

,,-.
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for a linear analysis to be valid in the upper layer (U) of the outer region. Yet within the

*4 middle laver (M) and within the inner region, the velocity gradient dU/dZ may be so large

that the perturbation velocity Ud and shear stress Td may increase sufficiently that

(5.3b) Ud(Z) - U(Z)

and

(5.3c) td - 1.

The condition of flow over a low slope and a large change in surface velocity, i.e. (5.3a.b

can only occur simultaneously if the ratio of wind speed at the top of the inner layer to that

at the top of the middle laver is such that

(5.3d) H,'L (< 1 and U0
2(l),U 0

2(hm) H/L.

*,- In this case ud(Z) in (MI) is given in terms ofp(x) in the upper layer by Bernoulli's

equation along streamlines from (2.1Oc) and (2.13c)

'9

(5.4) U2(Z) - 2U(Z)ud(x.Z) - u2d(x.Z) = 2(H/L)C5(x/L) + U 2(Z,).

\where U(Z-) is the velocity on the streamline upstream of the hill. Denoting, for the

present purposes, the linear solution as ud'(x.Z), the perturbed velocity ud in the laver (M)1

*" corrected for nonlinear effects is

(5d5) u 1 UZ) :
,., (Z) IZ

Here we have neglected the contribution by the second-order correction to U(Z-) which is

0( 2Ud! ln(Z/z0 )). This result is also valid for a three-dimensional low hill. The nonlinear

correction is of 0(hm-L/L2) if hirH -(hm)'13(l).

* To test the non-linear correction of (5.5) a comparison is made with the results from

a nonlinear numerical model for the perturbation velocity at the top of the inner region

(Z -1). The numerical model iPs similar to that of Taylor (1977) and which has been
9l-

extended by Richards & Taylor (1980) to allow for steeper topography. The model retains
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the nonlinear inertial terms and uses a isotropic eddy viscosity based on a mixing length

and the local turbulent kinetic energy. The model is for a deep turbulent neutral boundary

layer over a two-dimensional hill whre h >> L. It is therefore appropriate to use as the linear

solution ud'(Z) in (5.5) the outer region solution (2.16b) or that given by Britter, Hunt, and

Richards (henceforth BHR) (1981) (their equation (2.4)).

BHR made a detailed comparison between the ]inear analysis and nonlinear

computations of a turbulent boandan' laver flowng o% er a hill with I1 - 0.4,

L- '..-0.25h and U2(!)'L'2 (h)= 0.25. The nonlinear computation and measurements for

the peak velocity just above the inner region (Z - 1) at the top of the hill gave a value for

ud(J.'U1(I) = 0.8, whereas the linear analysis gave a value of about 1.2. The ne'w correction
,en by equation (5.5) gives a value of 0.84.

The value of ln(l,z0 ) = 2.7 for the hill used by BI-IR was low because of unusuall\

Lare roughness elements. The value of ud(lZ'U(/i as a function of slope, HL, given by the

nonlinear model at the crest of the hill with a more typical value cf mln z0 ) = 64 and the

same shape (that is f= 1,'(1-l (x:L)) -1) is shown in Figure 6. Also shown is the linear

solution and the nonlinear correction. The non-linear correction of the linear model bnngs

the results closer to those of the computations. It was remarked in BHR that this

discrepancy was due to the neglect of nonlinear inertial effects: the analysis given here

shows this to be the case and also considerably extends the range of applicability of the

Inear analysis of the upper (L) and middle () layers.

A similar non-linear correction has previously been suggested by Bouwmeester

1 78 ). but was not fitted in to the general asynptotic analysis.

5.3 A comparison between turbulent and laminar flows over humps

It is important to note how even in the inviscid outer regions there are significant

differences between laminarflow over surface humps and turbulent flow over hills. In

iaminar flows over hills of lenght L > h, and height H <1, the magnitude of the perturbation
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to flow in (M) and (U) is determined by the structure of the inner flow region, where

viscous shear stresses balance the acceleration and pressure gradient. In these turbulent

flows, when there is no separation, we have shown by matching arguments that the middle

and outer layer solutions only depend on the upwind velocity U(z), and the height and

shape of the hill.

There is a straightforward explanation for this difference. Consider the vertical flux

at a level I+H which lies just above the inner region at the top of a two-dimensional hill.

Then by continuity

x /+H I l

(5.6) f w(x,l + H)dx = f U(z)dz - JU(Z)dZ - fud(Z)dZ.
, 0 0 0

The first two terms on the righthand side give the displacement of the upwind

profile caused by the hill and the third term is the downward displacement caused by the

excess perturbation velocity in the inner region.

For the cases of turbulent or laminar boundary layers over a hump. these terms can

be estimated in both the cases as
X

(5.7a) f w(x,l + H) dx < U(I + H) H +I [U(I + H) - U(1)- I ud(X)Q]

where

I>Q = [ Ud(X,()/Ud(x,1) d ,
0

and where we have again written = Z/1. Note that Q = 0(1).

Thence
gf I ud(x,I)

(5.7b) w(x,l + H)dx < U(I + H) H [1 - I U(+ ) Q

jr 5.7I U(I +H)Q1

In a neutral turbulent boundary layer, from (4.18)
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-t '! -r - -:th U(I -If)

"4

Fro im the e \l nion oif ud in the2 inner region (..7), Q can be written

Q) ( ) il l 6 u * d ) u d (x, ) } d,

U

h here solutions f.Or u I(!) and ut]' are given by (3. I

"I.-T,, 111 (57 .h iand .5...) it follo, s that, to zero order in In- K Z.) the upward

, lux into the outer r.Lion is not affected by the velocity perturbations near the surface.

FrtIhermore. sitnc to S .1htC 10rder the velocity perturbation ud(0 , is not affected by shear

sTeses, in th, M"I": -rc!, ,n, ti first order, the upward flux is also not affected by the

inrhuence in the 11ner reenon. Therefore. even to O(ln-1(l z0.) the perturbed flow in the

la',iter region is only affected by the .sizpc and heighr fu the hill and thcform of the upiwind

profile. However the shear stress in the inner region does have an effect on the outer flow

at order 82 (i.e.. 0(n-2 (! zo)1. when the displacement by the first-order perturbation

veliitv l l is s ieni fic'ant. (Fhis displacement is asymmetric and induces a small change

in the phase of the external pressure of Odn-2 (Zzo), typically of the order of 10 for l'z 0 of

1 (l& (Newlev 1986)).

H-owev er in a laminar boundary laver flow over a long hill where L - h or where

L 1 - h'! - I (the s(,-cil led triple-deck scale),

I T1 he latter casC u. (l. 2 ir()' - (I It/L), which is the same magnitude as for the

tr1utlent flow (Smith i'l 1l. 19811). Therefore the displacement of the upwind profile by

the hill is of the same i ,rder as the displacement by the perturbed velocity profile.

Ciinseuuetitly, f, ir laminar iimlctarx lavers the magnitude of the inviscid flow over a hill or

iunip ik dctermined by )lhe Structare of the inner region flow, and particularly by the

.- nt, redIuctI(t i the wan e dS ihC; TnI aL. 1981). This means that even in the outer
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T.,, St ,1-,, ,ns using a constant v icos it (or eddy viscosity) may not be reliable guides

, :he behaviour of turbulent tlows. The fact that for turbulent flows the outer region flow

lree!l independent (except in the particular circumstances of separated flows) of the

* ' recion, is a vety important result which we make use of in Part 11. (For hills which

.:Cep enough to produce separated flows in their wakes, this assumption is not valid;

W., akcs m~~n significantl\ affect the outer rceion flow (e.g. Scorer 1ong ).

5.4 Unified expressions

If the layers (U) and (A!) withir the outer region are distinct, and i! the 2, ds

Sare satisfied, a uniformly valid approximation for ud. w for both li\ :> c,

u(IZ I Lc ,x L!;() L.z. LJ(ZI'~ 0 (a) u U. U (Z ) -

.-r)h( w = (tI.'L)(c)fb(x 'L)UL(K,(x L~z"L)i I - O(hm,,'L))

v L.. the middle laver function J(Z ! ) is given by (2.1 lb). For a power law velocitv

, 5. 10aj is the same as the result of Dawkin's & Davies (1981). For loearithmic

these expressions are thu same (to first order in [ln(LfzO)] - ) as those given by

* .. ron (1976), which compared well with wind-tunnel experimental data )Britter. Hunt &

"i" i:ards ( 19o 1 )). It the laver (M becomes negligibly thin, then these formulae show thai

beu,,mes simply potential flow above the inner region, without the anmlification of

h: oixt (ccurs in (.A), (the case is treated by Sykes (1980)). For an approximate correction

H,"-) . a to allow for nonlinear effects. (5.5) can be used. If the length of the hill is small

,:pared to the boundary laver height, h. then the second-order terms in appendix B

be u,,ed. ( ee tiguTe,-.)

%4.

,. (.onclusions.

In this paper we have developed a general analytical method for calculating the

ri-mean flo, and the shear stress near the Surface fCr two- and three-dimenshiTmd tu hulent

shear flows over hills with luvi sope. The effcots of buoyancy forces CM Ohe mem,,, fl()o %



over the hill are assumed to be negligible here, though these forces may be strong enough

to affect the upwind profile.

The main conclusions are:

(i) Flow regions

The flow can be analyzed in modular form by dividing up the space over the hill

into twoflow regions, the outer and inner regions. The outer region has to be further

divided into an upper (U) and middle laver (Al). The inner region is divided into a shear-

stress layer (SS) and an inner surface layer (IS).

(ii) Outer regions

In the middle layer the shear of the upwind profile is dominant and the vertical

velocity perturbation w (relative to a horizontal surface) induced by the hill int reases with

height (in proportion to U(zn while in the upper laver the velocity and pressure

perturbations decay in a potential flow. The depth of the middle laver (A) depends on the

"wind profile and the length of the hill - for a logarithmic profile h, - Lln (L. z0 ). If,

howvever, the length is greater than the boundary -laver depth h). then hm h. The upind

velocity at hm. U0 determines the magnitude of the pre ,ure perturbations in the flow, and

thence the perturbations near the surface. )efining hn. is p.:tri :ularlv im-.rtant when the

profile changes due to the action of stable stratification (-luit & Richards 1984). The

horizontal velocity perturbation u is, to second order in In- :(I ;. n phase with the surface

elevation and in the upper laer decrcase' expoTnentially over i pc, .txfic ,url.ce like u ~

" _ 7;(H'2 ) h. ' 2 .- .'" h ~,hil oer a sir le hil! u - (1-1 '.. zcix:L).

In the middle laver, the h wriz ,utal velixltv peturbatM (in displaced coordinates),

ud. decreases with height more rapidl

U(h
(I -I/ rtx,) (1 - O(h 'I .
t L i(Z ) Ifl

assuming a loganthmic or typic:al powcr lawv profil.e of the upwkind vclocity. (For a linear

shear profile see §4).
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* By introduction of a middle layer, inconsistencies in the JH model have been overcome:

estimates for the magnitude of the horizontal velocity perturbation near the surface have

only been slightly changed. The form of the vertical perturbation w, however, is

significantly changed by effects occurring in the middle layer; (w) in fact increases with

height in the middle layer until z - hm, before decreasing in the upper layer.

(iiiJ Inner region structure

To the first approximation (i.e. zeroth order in ln(l/z0 ), the horizontal velocity

perturbation Ud is not affected by shear stresses in the shear stress layer. In the next

approximation, however, there is a balance between the gradients of perturbation shear

stresses and the accelerations, and Ud reaches a maximum at a height of about 1/3, given by

(ud)ni = (H/L)[U 2 (hm)/U(1A) (1 - 1.86)

w%,here I is the depth of the inner region defined in terms of L, the quarter length of the hill.

In the lower part of the shear stress layer and the surface shear stress layer, the

perturbation velocity has a logarithmic profile. The perturbation shear stress layer has its

-maximum positive values at the surface, but decreases through the shear stress laver to a

nlcf'ative value of comparable magnitude.

The significance of the inner surface layer of O((z4/l)1'2) times the thickness of the

inner region, is that across it the vertical gradient of the perturbation shear stress increases

from its first-order value in the shear stress layer to a zero-order value at the surface where

i, balances the perturbation pressure gradient.

The phase of the surface shear stress (and of the velocity in the inner surface layer)

lcads the phase of the pressure distribution by an angle that depends on the roughness

lenOth (about tan" (7-'ln(I/z0 )). This is in sharp contraast with the phase lead of nearly 7-/4
.j for laminar flows over an undulating surface.

(iv) Net drag on topography

The displacement caused by turbulent flow in the inner region of the flow on the

outer region is small O(n-2(I/zo)H/L). (By contrast in laminar flows over long surface
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humps ,L-h) the displacement by the inner region is comparable kith that produced by the

hill.) However the significance of this small inner region displacement is that it is slightl,

,ut (fphase with the elevation of the hill, b% O(In l(/'ze)). This gives nise to a net drag oin

the hill (or water surface in the case of waves) of order H-Li._(hm)lr 2(/zk). For hills of

low slope this is a larger effect than that caused b\ distortion of the approaching turbulene.

hich conflicts somewhat with previous sugCestions by Townsend (1980), Sykes 1980):

Icc also Ne I e I Q86)

(v) Analysis supercedes Jackson & tuint

T1he analysis here has been developed for a w.ider range of conditions than in the

earlier work of Jackson & Hunt. The depth of the inner region I may be less or greater than

t'ie hec:ht of the hi: H: corrections have been derived for weak nonlinear effects of

accelerations for small but finite hill slope and for the fact that the length of the hill is not

ver\N large compared with the depth of the middle laver (I. e. correction of order hm,,'L).

(vi) Comparison with numerical experiments

• ,,These key results of the analysis are consistent with a number of the numerical

cMputations of the full equations including those with slightly different models for the

* (osure relation between shear stresses and velocity gradients. The maximum speed up in

the shear stress laver may be slightly dependent on the closure. (Newley 1986). As the

slope increases, the velocity and shear stress on the downwind slopes become increasinglv

sensitive to the closure.
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Appendix A. Solution for the middle layer over a three-dimensional hill

We consider flow over a three-dimensional hill defined by z = Hf (x/L,v/L) where

HiL, 1. The governing equations for w in the middle layer where the conditions 4,Oz

-a ax, D/ay are defined to hold in hm> Z ,, rH, is

U"
(Al.- 1- U )w = 0,

z2  U'

for a hill with low enough slope.

The solution for w has the same form as (2.17), namely

z
aA aB dz'

(A.2 w -- (x,y) U(z) + --(x,y) U(z)

where z0 - z - L.. The solutions for u can be obtained from the equations (2.6a,bd)

v hich leads to
32 2 2

, a- U' w 3 w
A. 3) + u + + - 0,

ax y + y azax1

and v is obtained from (2.6a) and (2.6b).

The solution for u from (A.2) and (A.3) may be written in terms of a function

Sx,,, ) as

z

A.4) u -o p0 B(x,y) U'(z) [dz + -(x,y) }-Axy)Uz
U2(z) U(z)

,,,here

(A..) ( - L ) H(x,y)="'"Ox- ay- ax2

Substitut:ng A.4) and (A.5) into (2.6a) yields

(A6a) p= po x H(x,y)= p0 a(x,y)

so that

2m
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JN... (A Wb ""7" a + a2) (x,y)

and
-I aid

(A.7a) -C -Ty (x',y) dx',

where G(x,y) is calculated from the upper layer:

co000

(A7b) a(x,y) =- --. (x-x)/[(x-x') _ jdx'dy'

-00-00

Thence from (A.7), as in the two-dimensional middle layer, u and v can be

expressed to leading order (when c << 1) as

(A.8) u = (G!U(z))(1+O(C)).

Note that v is given by (A.7c), at least to 0(hm/L). Second-order terms in (hn'L) in the

solution for w and u can be calculated from Appendix B. If the height of the hill is

comparable with I or larger (as is usually the case), then (A.7a) and (A.8) can be adapted to
0ive vd(xy,Z) and u,(xyZ) if U(Z) is substituted for U(z) as shown in §2.
,,%e,,x?.) n U(,YZ

The result (A.8) shows how there is an amplification of u and v in the lower part of

the outer region in a three-dimensional flow, i.e. the middle layer, just as over a two-

dimensional hill. This justifies the extension of the scaling laws of Jackson & tunt

for two-dimensional hills to flow over three-dimensional hills. Mason & S\, kes (1 tI -Q)

:alculated the inner region over such a hill using the same approximate equation as IT- 1ll

(i.e. 3.19) and found in fact that it gave a useful estimate for the wind fied.
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Appendix B. Asymptotic analysis

The linear results obtained in this paper are here expressed in the standard

formalism of asymptotic analysis, which facilitates comparison with other analyses

developed in this way (e.g. Sykes 1980; Smith et al. 1981). We shall merely state the form

of the leading terms of the asymptotic sequences and the results of the governing equations

for the leading-order terms. It is assumed here that

hm/L >> l/L , and hm/L -H/L

so the neglected non-linear terms of O(HIL) are of the same order as the small linear term of

0(lI/L). Throughout this section, X = x/L, and we introduce the following stretched z

variables appropriate to the various regions: in the outer region, we set

z = z/L,

and in the middle region, we set

i = z/hm.

The inner region has already been treated by asymptotic methods in §3. In the outer

region, the perturbation expansion is

u = u(U)(X,z) = (H/L) { uo(U) + (h./L) ul(U) + (hm/L) 2u 2 (U) +...},

(B.1) w = w(U)(X,z) = (H/L) { wo(U) + (hm/L) wj(U) + (h./L)2w2(U) +...},

p = p(U)(X,z) = (H/L) { p0(U) + (hm/L)pl(u) + (hm/L) 2p 2(U) +.

where

°(u) (u)~ 1 .3F f '(X') d'

(B.2) [u0 , ] f [(X - X'),z] f (X0 0_7r (X-_ X,)2  Z 2X

(M)
(B.3) [u (U)] = f [(X - X'),z w, (X',h)m dX'

t... (X -X') 2 + z

with
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(B.4) w1 '(X~h.) d - U(hm) -g

dXU 2 (f

and

=I -u 1(U), p2(L) = U)

(B.5) p (U) (X,O) = ( U) (X,O) = o(X) 1 f if I(X) dX'

p(U)X,= - a)(X) U(hm f dg
I M 0 U 2 W

where

-do

G 1 (X)=- -J dX' dX g
IC h

In the middle layer, the perturbation expansion is

u = (H/hm) {uO(M) + (hm/L) ul(M + (hm/L) 2 U2(M) + (Ih),

(B.6) w = (HIhm) {w0(M) + (hm/L) wj(M) + (hm/L)2W2(M) + (lh)I

p = (H/hm) {p 0(M) + (hm/L)p(M + (hm/L)2 P2(M) + (lh)I

and these are functions of X and g. with

UOf(X) U'( .); u - (L ; =2 - + a U , f

(B.7)

(M) d____L
w0  =0 1i Vf(X)U(p.); w2  IT -'

* and
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(M)= 0, =(U)

(B.8)1

p2,o = p'"(X,O) + Jf "(X) U(9') d.'

The term in 0(I/hm) is caused by shear stresses in the middle layer. Note that pl (O,

p(M) are typically of opposite sign to p0(), and pO(M) and are more peaked near the top

of the hill, but the hill curvature term has the same sign as p0(U) and is largcr.

The asymptotic analysis of the inner region in §3 was matched with the expansion

in the middle layer only to 0(H/L); but (B.6) and (B.7) show that the correction of 0(hm/L)

can easily be included in the middle layer and inner region results by correcting the pressure

*.' in the middle layer by using (B.8), so that in (Ml)

H h h
(B.9) p = -- (X)+ _a &()(X) U(hm) + -a f "(X) U(g) dp. }p LM U 2 ( g)  L f

This is equivalent to the expression discussed in §2.5 and plotted in fig. 4.

% .
p.-.-.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Definition sketch of flow over a hill showing the two main regions of the flow and

their subdivison. The height of the middle layer defines the reference velocity U0

used in the analysis.Also shown is the range of upwind velocity profiles that are

considered.

2. Profiles of velocity Ud and shear stress 't d perturbations in and above the inner

region.

(a) Sketch showing the zero-order solution (n-IL/z 0 --O)

first-order corrections of O(In-l(I/z0)) ----

corrections of 0(hm/L)

(in this case a reduction - it may be an increase if the curvature is

large).

(b) Profile of the new solution for the first-order correction O(lnr1(I/z0 )) to ud in the

shear stress layer of the inner region

(the approximate solution of Jackson & Hunt (1975) ---

the simple form proposed by Jensen & Peterson (1978)-

(This profile is found over the crests of sinusoidal hills with wave length 4L so that

k = n/2)

(c) Profile of the new solution for the zero-order perturbation shear stress 'td in the

inner region, compared to the approximate JH solution.

Real part of td(1)

,, .@ . . . Im ag inary part Of 'd ( 1)

X-X approximate solution of JH

(d) Profile of the gradient at the imaginary part of 'td(Z), DaTd/aZ, in the inner region

showing the transition between the (SS) and (IS) layers. (ln(l/zO) = 7).

3. Magnitude and phase of the maximum surface shear stress on a wavy wall.

Comparisons between
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(i) computations using the methods of Richards (1980) (-) and

(ii) the asymptotic limits (kz0-+ 0) of Sykes (1980) (S) (-);

and

(iii) the inner region solution for ln(l/zo) * 1 (x-x-x ), and

(iv) the approximate asymptotic solution of Jackson & Hunt (1975) (4 •-).

Note k = 27/ where X is the wavelength; z0 is the roughness length.

4. Vertical profile of the perturbation pressure for a logarithmic boundary layer profile

over the crests of sinusoidal hills showing the 0(hm/L) corrections to Pd in the

middle layer for different (./z 0).

5. Aspects of the middle-layer structure and its matching with the upper layer.

(a) Typical profiles considered. Note the dotted line represents the actual form

of U(z) near the ground in stable conditions;

(b) The velocity perturbation ud at the same displacement Z above the surface;

(c) The velocity perturbation at the same height z for different strengths of shear

and relative scale of boundary layer depth to hill length;

(d) Streamline deflection for linear velocity profiles in the same two situations.

6. Various calculations of the increase in mean wind speed at the top of a bell-shaped

hill,
1

f=21 + G

at Z 1, for a case where L/Z0 = 1.25 x 104, lI/z o = 6.25. [For the linear calculations it is

assumed that U(hm)/U(l) = U(L)/U(l) = ln(L/z0)/ln(l/zo)].

o linear model (5.1Oa) (also equation (2.4) of Britter, Hunt &

Richards (1981));
- computation of nonlinear equation using same closure for a

hump in the surface layer (Richards & Taylor 1980).

Non-linear corrections using (5.5).
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Chapter D

Stratified shear flows over low hills
11. Stratification effects in the

outer flow region

Prepared by
J.C.R. Hunt, K.J. Richards, and P.W.M. Brighton
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U.I. Stratification effects in the outer flow region

J.C.R. Hunt

Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics

University of Cambridge, Silver Street, Cambridge CB3 9EW

K.J. Richards

Institute of Oceanographic Sciences,

Wormley, Godalming, Surrey GU8 SUB

P.W.M. Brighton

Safety & Reliability Directorate

Wigshaw Lane, Culcheth, Warrington WA3 4NE.

Summary

In this paper the analysis of Part I is applied to flow

over hills with low slopes, for various kinds of stable and

unstable stratification in the approach flow. (The Froude

number F based on the height is always greater than unity.)

We concentrate on the flow in the inviscid outer region of

the flow. It is shown that in the lower part of the outer

region, the middle layer, where the shear is large. the

upwind velocity profile and the shape of the hill largely

determines the vertical perturbation velocity rather than

the upwind density profile. In the 'upper layer' the struc-

ture of the flow depends largely on the for of the upwind

density profile. For example, this largely determines the
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location of maximum surface wind. New solutions for stable

conditions are obtained when there is a constant density

gradient, when (N/UB)2 - z-2 and when there is an elevated

inversion layer. In the first and third of these cases, we

compare the results with the hydrostatic approximation, and

also obtain new general formulae for the near-surface winds.

An approximate formula is developed for surface winds at

arbitrary values of F( > 1 ) for uniform stable stratifica-

tion. In weakly unstable or convective conditions over a

hill, we show that there is a regular perturbation to the

approach flow and find that the mean surface wind speeds are

slightly inceae.

In an appendix it is shown how the new solutions for

stable flow over hills when F > I can be applied to the flow

over hills of arbitrary slope in certain specified (but fre-

-, quent) conditions when F < 1.

1. Introduction

Despite the extensive computational work and measure-

ment of air flow over hills, a number of the main qualita-

tive effects of upwind temperature and velocity gradients on

such flows have yet to be firmly established, at least in

the lowest 1 kn of the atmosphere. Some typical questions

that might reasonably be asked, in the context of air pollu-

tion dispersion, or the siting of wind-energy devices on

hills, or the estimation of wind loads, are

(i) How does the location and intensity of the maximum wind

speed vary with upwind stable or unstable stratifica-

tion?

'p.!
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(ii) Does the shaoe of the hill have a similar affect on the

wind speed in stratified or in neutral conditions?

(iii)Where do streamlines come closest to the hill surface,

and where is there the greatest lateral deflection of

the flow?

These are a few of the general questions that arise in prac-

tical problems concerning airflow over hills and this paper

is an attempt to help answer them for flow over low hills by

drawing together some previous research and developing new

solutions where appropriate.

As Scorer (1949) and many others have shown, even the

qualitative features of these flows differ considerably with

different profiles of the upwind temperature and velocity

gradients. Over level terrain in the lowest 300m, these two

gradients depend on each other. So we first consider in

§2.1 which of the two are more important for the air flow

over a hill, as these gradients vary relative to each other,

using recent measurements of temperature and velocity from

the 300m tower at Boulder, Colorado.

We show theoretically that a weak temperature gradient

can increase the UDwind velocity gradient sufficiently to

magnify significantly the mean velocity over the hill, while

being too weak to affect the dynamics of the flow. (A

phenomenon observed in wind-tunnel studies by Boumeester

1978.)

When the dynamics of the flow over a hill are affected

by sufficiently stable upwind temperature gradients, we show

how different temperature profiles can have quite dLfferent
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qualitative effects by deriving some general formulae for

the mean flow over hills with different upwind temperature

and velocity profiles. (Some rather general mathematical

properties of the Scorer equation governing the outer flow

have recently been derived by Bois, (1984).)

When the upwind stratification is strong or is confined

to a shallow layer on or above the ground, a useful approach

is to assume that vertical accelerations are negligible;

this is called the 'hydrostatic' approximation (e.g. Hough-

ton & Kasahara 1968; Lamb & Britter 1983). In the latter

case, the flow is similar to that of a shallow layer of

water over surface obstructions, and hydraulic methods of

analysis can be appropriate.

We show in §2.3 how, when the hydrostatic approximation

is valid, some new and simple formulae can be derived for

flow over two- and three-dimensional hills, extending the

results of Drazin & Su (1975) and R.B. Smith (1980). We

provide some estimates and calculations for the errors,

associated with the hydrostatic approximation. When a deep

,4 layer with a weak stable temperature gradient lies above an

elevated inversion layer, the hydrostatic approximation

should be used with care, as is shown by the same general

analysis developed in §2.3.1. These are compared with the

recent computations and field measurements of Carruthers &

Choularton (1982).

The analysis here of stable flows over hills is mainly

restricted to two- and three-dimensional hills of low slope,

where the stratification is weak enough that the perturba-

tLons to the velocity are small. (Lilly & Klemp (1979) have
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shown how non-linear effects can be estimated.)

This means that the Froude number F based on the hill

height H must be somewhat greater than 1.0. Drazin

(1961), Brighton (1978) and Hunt & Snyder (1980), and recent

field experiments reported by Egan (1984) have shown how,

when F < 1 , around three-dimensional hills, the flow moves

in nearly horizontal planes below the summit of the hill,

but that near the summit in a layer of thickness (FH) the

flow passes over the top of the hill. This is a region of

some importance because of the high surface concentrations

that are found when the heights of the upwind sources are,

as is often the case, nearly equal to that of the hill. In

an appendix we use the analysis for the low hills and show

that the flow in this layer can be calculated, to first

order, when the temperature profile decreases near the hill

top. It can also be estimated when the temperature gradient

is uniform (as has been suggested by Egan et al. (1981), and

by Rowe et al. (1982)). (This 'summit layer' can be

analysed exactly when the obstacle is 'porous', which is a

model of a collection of hills (Pearson, Newley & Hunt

1985).

Most previous theoretical papers on stratified flow

over hills have been concentrated on stable conditions.

However,the results of field experiments on flows over a

hill by Bradley (1980,1983) as well as previous experiments

by Frenkiel (1965) have shown how an air flow across a hill

is also affected by weakly unstable stratification. In

strong convective conditions, cumulus clouds and local cir-

culation over hills are a well-known phenomena (e.a. Scorer

(1972), pp.84-84). We are concerned here with a diff-'rent

4 114llVIl
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situation, where all the convection 'cells' and turbulence

are advected over the hill, and where the main effects are

caused by the mean temperature gradient and by the elevated

inversion at the top of the mixed layer.

In this paper we concentrate on the inviscid flow above

the linear inner region. This means that the changes in

shear stresses can be neglected in these analyses; (see Pt.

I by Hunt, Leibovich & Richards (1985)). The inner reg,.on

has been discussed in detail in Pt. I and in the general

review of airflow over hills by Hunt & Richards (1984).
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2.1 Structure of the middle laver

2.1.1 Shear-dominated m layer

The linearised governing equation for a weak mean verti-

cal velocity Aw in the inviscid outer region in a upwind

flow over a hill with small slope is, following Scorer

(1949),

(aV2 2 dZUB /dz+2 E vj 7 w - 0 (2.1a)

where

2 a2 [2 21+

az 2  H , 2 ay2 7

2o d 29B /dz 2

the buoyancy frequency N2(z) - - ag B is defined in

terms of the gradient of potential temperature e B in the

upwind boundary layer, and UB(z) is the mean velocity of

the upwind boundary layer which extends up to a height h

(see figure 1).

The middle layer M extends up to a height hm  and is

defined as the lower part of the outer region where the

velocity shear has a dominant effect on the velocity pertur-

bations and therefore is the dominant term in (2.1a). This

implies that

SUBI d2UB /dz2 N2/U2 (2.1b)

and
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UB d2UB/dz 2 : L Z (2.lc)

But the (M) layer is bounded below by the inner region of

thickness I where shear stresses significantly affect the

flow. Thus in (M) over a hill defined by z - Hf(x/L1 ) the

vertical distance of a point from the hill surface

Az, - z-Hf(x), satisfies the inequality

hm > &z > L (2.1d)

and Aw is governed by

a2 +- 1 d2UB Aw -0 (2.le)

+az B dz2

V! the height of the hill is large enough that H is of

the order of hm , (but still has a small slope), (2.le) can

be expressed in terms of the vertical distance from the hill
surface Az,

az+ - 0 ,(2.f)

with an error term of O(hm/L1). The assumption that the

hill has a small slope implies H/L 1 < i. The thickness hm

* of (M) is estimated by assuming that the conditions (2.1b)

and (2.1c) are 3ust satisfied for z < h . For examole, if

the form of the velocity profile UB(z) is approximately

logarithmic, hm - LE n-1 /2 (L/Z 0 ). Thus hm  depends on the

length of the hill and on the forms of the upwind profiles

of velocity (for (2.1c)) and both temperature and velocity

for (2.1b). (Note that if the hill has a range of scales
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(kL1 ) (where k varies from say 1 to 10), because the

analysis is linear each component scale can be considered as

a separate hill, with its own length scale kL1 and its own

value of hm(k). This technique was first developed by

Walmsley et al.(1982).)

In turbulent flows, stable stratification generally

increases the shear dUB/dz, but decreases d2 UB/dz 2, (rela-

tive to U B(z) at the same height). Surface layer simlarity

arguments and field experiments (Monin & Yaglom 1971) show

that

dUB u,

dz- (1 + a Z/Lo)

Here Lmo is the Monin-Obukhov length and the constant a

is found to be about 5 ± 1. When z/LMo ) , it is found

that LMo - 5(ow/N), where N is the local Brunt-Vaisala

frequency and a 2 is the variance of the vertical turbulence
r w

(Hunt 1982). Thence, since aw - 1.3u*,

2 4(0~N w -UB/UB / (N/J)' , [i. + 1n (+ In ) J (2.2a)

Thus the condition (2.1b) is satisfied over leveL

ground Lf z < 4(0 w/N), which Lmplles that the thLckness of

(M) is given by

h m - (a w /N) (2.2b)

In the most 3table conditions, when aw/N 4 10m. or

Lmo  50m, this implies that hm - lom. (In such conditlors

'11
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the thickness of the whole boundary layer h - 50m according

to the Minnesota measurements of Caughey et al.(1979.) How-

ever in such stable conditions the thickness of the inner

region L may be of the same order as hm , in which case

the intermediate middle layer, as defined by the conditions

(2.1b), (2.1c), does not exist.

However, the value for h which satisfies (2.1b) oftenm

exceeds the value given by (2.2a), especially in undulating

or rough terrain. In recent field measurements on the 300m

tower over rolling terrain at Boulder, Colorado, it was

found that over a wide range of stable conditions, with LMo

varying from 30m to 300m, when z < 3o0M that

I 2 > 5(N/U B)
2  (2.2c)

(See figs. Za0b for typical profiles of UB, N and UB" /UN' and
2

(N/U ) reported by Hunt, Kaimal & Gaynor (1985).) The data

$1, quoted by Foldvik (1962) also showed a similar result for z

below about 1km.

Consequently we conclude that a middle layer can and

., often dces exist in stable atmospheric flows. In this layer

the solution tor tne vertiLal and hcrizontal velocity per-

turbatons and pressure perturbations 6w and 6u and ap

are given by (2.9a) and (2.9b) of Part I. Normalising the

velocity field bv the uCwLnd mean velocity U at height

h so that
m

U B(Z) - U . U(z)

1 l



we obtain

'aw( M ) - A'(x)U,(z) + Ap O(x)U(z)fU-2(z')dz" (2.3a)

oA)U( M)  Z'dz 2.a

Au - A(x)U'(z) - Ap a(x)J(z)/U(z) (2.3b)

where

z

J(z) [1 + tJU' f U-'(z')dz ' ] (2.3c)
4 0

o-
:To first order in h m/L I , Ap ( M ) - Apo 0 o (x) where AD O i s

* the characteristic magnitude of the normalised pressure per-

turbation. a(x) is a function of order 1 which is a func-

tion of the sape (for given slope or ratio H/L1 ) and of the

stratification. It is determined by the solution of the

upper layer.

Matching the flow between the inner and outer regions

r1 requires that

A(x) - Hf(x/L)

which imolies that the displacement of the flow in the outer

region is produced by the hill itself and nor by the pertur-

bations to the flow in the inner region.

The velocity profile function J(z) is def'.ned by (2.9c)

of Pt. I. The correction to Ap(M) /(x,z) to first order in

hm /L  is given in Part I (Section 4 and Aopendix B).

V. EssentLaLly in the middle layer, the str amw1se
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perturbation is the sum of the displacement term -Hf U'o(Z )

and the pressure-driven term Ap0 G(x)/U0 (Z). Over the top of

a hill in near-neutral conditions, the first term is nega-

tive and the second term is positive. A detailed discussion

of these two terms for turbulent and laminar boundary layers

is given in Pt.I.

Note that the condition (2.1b) can be satisfied by lam-

inar stratified flow if Uo/(hN) P i. Then the solutions of

the form of (2.3) are also applicable (Sykes 1978; Brighton

1977).
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2.1.2 Strong stratification _in the middle

The vertical profiles of N(z) and O(z) in Figs.2 and 3

show that the temperature gradient or N may increase by a

factor of 20 or more in the 50 metres nearest the ground.

Let the difference between the temperature in this surface

layer and the top of the middle layer (extrapolated down-

wards) be 68s (Fig.3d). This situation is typically found

in the morning or the evening when unstable surface layers

or surface stable layers develop, yet the main outer flow

over the hill is largely unaffected. In such a condition

-, N /U2 may be significant but still smaller than U"/U for a

depth h of the order of 5 to 50m over typical hills.

Then if N 2/U2 o U"/U, the solution in the shallow stra-

tified layer (lying within the middle layer) is obtained by

using equations (2.3ab,c) as the first-order solution and

then correcting for the stratification effects by using

(2.1a) (Appendix 1). Denoting the corrected solutions for

this stratified middle layer by (M,S), we obtain for

I < z < hs 1 ,

z gAe (z*)dz'(MS (M) _ U-.
I U 0 e (z-o)U (Z)

0

(2.3d)

u(MS) Au(M)_ (z) z &a (z')dz
-- i(u,-oU(Z- + ... ..
U o U (Z')0

(2.3e)

In other words the correction to Au is s mLMar to the veLo-

citv in a high Froude number shallow-water flow over a humo
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in that it d±za= over the top of the hill in a stable

surface inversion layer. Note too that the change in au(M )

is independent of the thickness of the layer, provided it is

shallow. The effects of stratification in the upper layer

are incorporated in the expressions for w ,Au

W A
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2.2 2L ti = a . a2Xr L

I

In the upper layer (U) of the inviscid outer region,

the shear effects are assumed to be negligible, so that

[U-1 d 2UB/dz 2] 4 min [ L -2 , N2 /U'

where min. denotes whichever is the smaller of the terms.

The governing equation, following from (2.1a), is

two-dimensional hills: a + a + S2(z) AW - 0 (2.4a)ax2  az I

three-dimensional hills: -- + 3w72J &W - 0, (2.4b)
ax2  H

where S - N2 /U 2(Z)

To match with the middle layer, the boundary condition

as z/L 1 - 0, is that

Aw- (H/L1) U0 f'(x/L1 ) (2.5)

The term neglected is O(h m/L ) and is given in Appendix B of

Part 1.

When z/ 1 - , the usual radiation condition (e.a.

Smith 1980) has to be applied to ensure the energy of the

gravity waves is radiated away upwards. The profile of

S - (N/UB) in or above the upper part of the planetary boun-

dary layer typically has three forms (Fig.3):

(C) S 1s constant;
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(ii) S decreases with height z , either exponentially in

the form examined by Foldvick (1962),

S -S (2.6a)

or algebraically:

S - SO (h m/Z)

where N0 and U are the values at the height hm of the mid-

dle layer, and hi is the vertical scale of the stably stra-

tified region;

(iii) (N/U B ) is effectively zero below a height hi and then

has a significant value for a finite depth h i < z < hi2

This situation occurs when there are high winds and a

strong elevated inversion and, for example, has been inves-

tigated over mountains in Wyoming by Marwitz et al. (and

compared with wind-tunnel observations (see Kitabayashi,

Orgil & Cermak 1971), and in northern England (Carruthers &

Choularton 1982). In some cases, as Kitabayashi et al. and

Houghton & Kasahara (1968) have noted, it is appropriate to

approximate the elevated inversion layer by a step change in

density or potential temperature &8 i , i.e.

N2 (z - h i ) (2.7)

where 8 ( ) is a Dirac delta function (see Fig.3c). This

may also be associated with a step change in strength and

direction of wind velocity.
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For purposes of dispersion, the aspects of flow of

hills that are important to know are;

(i) where the streamlines pass closest to the surface, i.e.

where n , the distance from a mean streamline to the sur-

face, is minimum, denoted by the point (x inymtn);

(ii) how close the streamlines are to the surface, i.e.

nm n as a function of the approach wind speed and stratifL-

cation and sloce of the hill,

(iii) the change in the horizontal wind speed Au over the

hill.

Over two-dimensional hills, n is directly related to

Au by

n
f (4u + U) dz - constant (2.8a)
0

whereas over three-dimensional hills, n has to be calcu-

lated from the vertical velocity perturbation Aw

z - z - Hf + n - n - A dx (2.8b)

where z , - n", 1s the upwind height of a tluid eleient

reachLng (x,z) over the hiLL.
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2.3 Ugr-a-.r slutin

2.3.1 Constant N/UB

The solutions to (2.4) for a two-dimensional hill sub-

ject to the boundary condition (2.5) and the radiation con-

dition, can be expressed most generally by using Fourier

transforms,

O1 1 1 
x

W= - f e Aw (K z)dK1  (2.8c)

where Mw satisfies equation (2.4a) of Section 2.2, namely

c2-w
+ (S2 (Z) - ic1) K w 2 0 (2.9a)

c3z 2  1

where we have shown S(z) - N2/UB and Aw is subject to

the boundary condition

Aw i Ki H/L1 r ( i) as z/L 1 - o (2.9b)

If S(z) in (2.9) is a constant, then

S-Mz

where

M 1 3 IK 1 ( -1e

"a,

2 2

" - (son KI V/(S2 K2L 1KI <

and

IJ

a -. . --



Au - H f ( 1 ) E(ec1 )

where E(i 1 ) - M (2.11)

The inverse transform yields

Au - (H/L 1 ) E(,ec,z) f(e 1 )e 1 dici  (2.12a)

When z/L 1 - 0,. Au(x) - (H/L 1 )a(x/L1 )

where a -f E(oc1 O) f (K 1 )e dec 1  (2.12b)

Using convolution theorem it can be shown that at the

bottom of the upper layer (z/L1 c i), in limiting cases Au

;* can be expressed in terms of integrals involving only the

hill shape f(x/L I ). The limits correspond to very weak

(neutral) and very strong stratification ( the 'hydrostatic'

limit), which are defined by the inverse Froude number based

on the length of the hill F - N0 L1 /U0 )

When

* (N LI /U O ) 0 1, and z/l - 0, &u - (H/L1 )O (X/L ) (2.131

a'

and when

z --N2HN L

(N 0../U 0 1 and 0 - u - L L U o- (x/L ) (2.14)
o 1 0

*where

a,,
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C1 7 [df/d(x'/Ll) f(x'/L)]dx
a, f] -. 0 x - x' (2.15)g -"

The results (2.13) and (2.14) can be generalised to

three-dimensional hills with low slopes

Ea (x/Ll'y/L1 )" a.(x/L1 ,y/L)] -f f7

[.af (A .) f (X"Y' )](x-x')dxdy
C1 x L~ L

2(x - x) + (y - y')]3/2 (2.16)

This is a generalisation of Drazin & Su's (1975) result for

two-dimensional flows quoted in (2.15). Thus in the middle

layer and inner region, the perturbation velocity can be

expressed in terms of straightforward integrals of the hill

shape and in terms of the stratification.

For the particular case of the bell-shaped hills,

f (-X) - -(a) ~ x1-32 (b)
L + 1 (x/L1

2  L' Lj 1 +X2+2113/

L 2

(2. 17)

the maximum value of Au(z - o), AUma x , has been computed andF.
compared with the asymptotic solutions and is shown in

FLg.4b. The variation of 4u(z/L - 0) is shown in Fig.4a.

Streamlines are shown in Fig.4c. In neutral and strong

stratifled flows, u(x,z) can be derived exDlicitlv for the

bell-shaoed hills defined bv (2.17b). For two-dimens5onal
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hills, for very weak stratification

NoL 1  
(H/L 1 ) ((z/L 1 + 1) - (x/L1)2

A 1 , Au (2.18a)
U ((z/L) + 1)2 + (x/(8)2) 2

To understand how surface winds change with a small

change in stratification, it is interesting to expand the

integral (2.12) as an asymptotic expansion when No..L,/U oa C 1

and ixi/L 1 4 1 The near-surface wind perturbation can be

derived from

2 222 1 NL 1
Au(x/L , z/L - 0) - (H/L ) - 3x/L 1 + In1 1 2 U [U

/. 2 2 1
+ o(NL /Ui ) +. ./ (2,18b)

1 0 6 31
s l mn fl0

So. due to its dynamical effect on the flow over the hill, a

small amount of stable stratification leads to a reduction
• " 2 2 2

in Au of order (N L /U o ) Ln(NLI/U o ) and to a small movement

of the maximum to the lees.de. Th.s surnr ,sinalv large

(Lcaar.thmc reduction can be understocd ov cons-Jerrn the

f~rst-order correction to Au due to stratfr cation wn~cn

(g/(H1 L1 ) z) de0odz JzUo z
0

Ao

wrere i z* is the vertical strear, e deflectio. SincC

AU

. . E [r L, 4 Z 4 ,-, and 3 l Ce r a2 a ..wave-
0

OV

- "-...

46N



like form for z U 0 /N o, the correction has the form

~N 2

( H/L )U 2 (H/L (In N/U 0 -In L )

o1 0

in agreement with (2.18b). (Thus if there is a non-uniform
1

stratification where deo/dz- L where p > 0, or if the hill

is three-dimensional, the correction to Au is of order R

wrier e

g(eo(L ) - 9o(I))L 1

R - 0 L (2.18c)
L 8o 0 ()U( 0( L1 )

For strong stratification

NINt.I x/L 1  f Nt.I

* Au - M . H/L 1  1 + O(-/--)-i
U 0 1 + (x/L0 )2  o

(2. 18d)

For three-dimensional weak stratification

2 2
NoL, -(3(x/L 2 - c H/L

0 i 4 , AU -
u 5

o c

x (I + z/L I ) H/L 1

SU Awdx 3 (2.19a)

and the vertical and horizontal deflections are given by

x
Y vx (y/L) H/L l

S= A1vdx = 3 1

u-- C
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For Mtran stratification, the equivalent results were first

obtained by Smith (1980), (though independently by us)

NL,/Uo>>l, zN/U o << 1 (note NH/Uo << 1), z/Lj << 1,

Au = (x/Ll) (NLI/Uo) (H/LI)/C3

NL 1 -( z/L i_ ) I

z " 0 L 1+ (Y/L)2]

(x/L1 )( - (y/L1 ) 2  2yL)2 W1 H/L

(1 + (y/L 1 )2 )c 1+(Y/L1) 2 cj c~ 3

(2.19b)

y/L1  NL F x/L1
- z -- H/L 1

y I + (y/L 1 ) 0 c

(2.19c)

where

2 2 ( 2
C (x/L1 ) + (Y/L1 ) + (1 + z/Ll)

Ea. (2.19) is used in the aoDendix for stratif ied flow over

three-dirmensional hills when NH/U < 1. F:o.4b sLnoW3 tnat

when NL ( 1 or FL > 1. the deviation from the sclutcion for

NL I/T - 0 for the mraxmum value of j or minimum value co

n is small, but Fig.4a shows that the dstr-,butlon of AU

or n varies considerably. However, a closer inspection of

Fig.4a suggests that over a hill the variation of Au and

therefore the -treamline height n is essentially a

weighted mean of the variations when F " and F - 0

This means that we can use, over a wide variety of hills. a
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simple form for Au , namely

u (x/L ) + N.a (x/L) (2.20)
a- H/L 1) (1+(NL I/U) 2  a 11

where a and cr. are given in (2.15) and (2.16). This

interpolation function is plotted in Fig.4b; it is accurate

to about 20% at the places where (Au) is greatest. ao and

N.a. can be easily calculated for arbitrary hill shapes using

- (2.15) and (2.16). We have not tried this approximation out

for three-dimensional hills using (2.16), but it might also

be adequate.

Formally, (2.20) does not have the correct variation of

Au with NoL1/U when NoL1/U • 1 , because as shown in
, -. 2

(2.18b), the variation of Au is proportional to (NL1 /U)

In(NL /U O ) But when N L /Uo - i, this difference is not1 0 010

be significant.
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2.3.2 (N/UB) decreases w height

The graphs of N and UB shown in Fig.2 indicate that

for hills of limited length, it is quite possible to find

(N/UB) decreasing with height when z - h m  To investi-

gate this possibility, we calculate flow in the upper layer

(U) over a sinusoidal range of hills. This brief analysis

shows some of the major differences between uniform and2 2

decreasing vertical profiles of N /UB = S(z)

Fis 2 2First let S(z) -SI z , where S-S - S/h at
00 0 m

z - h Then from (2.9a) Aw satisfiesm

f& f -:cf AwO 2.1

A[

i " 2 SO

A
Secondly, let SO0 lie between 0 and 1/4 ,so that we

can write S - 1/4 - v , where 1/2 > v > 0 (- a physically

realistic assumption when N0 hm/Uo 0 1/2). Then the solu-

tion to (2.21), subject to (2.9b) is

711""~~( Mw /L l /I (i P -1 1i/2 /lW_-i. /L1 1 2V 2 ( z/L 1 KV ( K 1zL 1

- (2. 22)

If at the interface of the (U) and (M) layers

dN/dz constant, at z h ,

A d d
d (N/U) N 2 - (I/U) (2.23)

TZ o dz

I1.4
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If U(z) increases with z in proportion to z ,

where (]- - Y) 1, it follows from (2.22) that

&-; ) U(z) as z/L - o (2.24)

* Thus in this special case Aw matches smoothly with the

leading term for Aw at the top of the middle layer (2.3a).

In general, there would have to be a local matching solu-

tion at the interface of the (M) and (U) layers.

Given (2.22) it follows that

-% -"j,. (h h /L1 )-( J -_ )

.1 ': d -H/L K __ - 1 d
2 -/2 d(z/L )

(2.25)

and when Kc z/L1 ' 1

Au - (H/L1 f (K )(hm/Ll)-( - (z/L -  +  V )

(2.26)

J

In FLg.Sa the forms of the vertical pruo iles of iAwJ

and I6ul are shown, and in Fig.5b the form of the stream-

lines over a range of hills when (hm /L) < S 0 Note

that the effect of stable stratification in this case is to

locate the maximum perturbation velocity and minimum n in

the valievs. whereas the effect of a uniform profile of N/U

is to locate u and n on the downwind sloces. We
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should also expect to see the same effect on a single hill.

We should also expect to see the same effect if the decrease

of (N/UB ) with z is so abrupt that the (N/U B) profile can

be represented as a step change. We consider that possibil-

4- ity next.

P 2,
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2.3.3 Elevated inversion

The essential features of the effects on flow over

hills of abrupt changes in potential temperature or wind

speed can be studied by assuming that S has a delta func-

tion form. In the case of an elevated inversion

F_2
N/ )2 Ui -

(N/UB) 2 JB2 AS 6(Z - h) = O(z - h (2.27)

',-g Ap g A
where AS = g A - and A , A9 are the d1scon-

p e P I

tinuities in density P or temperature 6 across the

inversion. It is also convenient mathematically, and

appropriate physically, to assume

h < h. L, nd H h (2.28)im 1 "

This would be appropriate where h. - 300m, and L ) soom.

If the length of the hill is less than the inversion height,

i.e. L < h. then solutions can also be obtained analyti-

cally. They exhibit behaviour intermediate between that of

I. W. neutral flow and that of ouasi-hydraulic flow found here.

Bv assumina that H/h is small, nonlinear effects such as

waves on the inversion layer can be ignored (Forbes &

Scnwarzz 1982).

Given (2.27) and (2. it follows that the solution

to (2.4a) below the inversion where h < z < h is

(H/L f'(x/L I ) + d - (H/Li) f (x/L 1 )
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where j = z/hi if h i >> hm, but in many circumstances where

inversions are within the middle layer, then

z hi

2 2i =U(z) f dz'/U (Z')/ fdz'/U (Z'),

zo zo

Then by continuity

Hf -Ah. h. 2~ 2.-

Au + L I - .1) A h (x/L + I L~if J/L2 3hL2 t

h L 
1 6 2 3 L /1

(2. 29a

Equation (2.4) can be integrated vertically across the

temperature discontinuity at the elevated inversion at

z - h.. We obtain at z - h.
I I

_F
- 2 d Ah.

_ _I 1,- AW ( I.i)az = ,(z h dx

which from continuity and by integratLon w.r.t. x becomes

at z - h

I

er denotes tne change across z = hwhere h 1

To calculate Au in the uniformly stratf ,ea laver

2 2
above the inversion where (N/UB) , = (N /Uo) is constant, we

B 0 0

solve (2.4a) subiect to the condition

at z -h Aw = U dh /dx (2.29c)
a''

Hence at z - h Au is proportional to UiAh II/L wnere
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Ah. I is the maximum perturbation of the inversion layer,I.

and also Au depends on N0 L1/U0 * In particular from

(2.13), (2.14) and (2.15), we can express Au just above

the inversion as

Au (x~z a h. I- U (2. 29d)

wnere, by analogy with (2.15), can be expressed in termsOFt (2.5r e inesofr

o .ntearals involvina the deflection of the inversion for

weak and strong stratification above the inversion layer,

vIz.

(d(- H)/d(x'/L1))(N L /Uo )-H (x'/Ii d(x'/L I

E - .J (x/L 1 - x'/L)

(2. 29e)

when F. L(U .and F -N L / . respectively.
0 0L 031 0

We can now calculate how the height n of the inver-

sion layer above the hill surface and the wind fields chance

with variation of the strengths of the inversion layer, and

the ucoer laver stratification, measured by F_ and F_
i L

restectvely. (We are still assuming 6u/U ' I and

H/L. X 1, h /Ll 4 C ).

By exzress.na n in terms of tne chance of the inver-i

sicn heiant 6h , and then combining (2.29a,b,d), n is

given by

h F 2  E_ 6h
Hf 1 IN1. _

n- h r x/L 1 ) - h /L
S2 - F -1 1 6 3 L

i I

(2.30)
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From (2.30) and the previous discussion of Au(u) , many of

the qualitative features of these kind of flows can be

deduced by considering some limiting cases of (2.30) for

various combinations of weak and strong inversion strengths

and upper-layer stratification. We derive explicit expres-

sions for the case of a two-dimensional bell-shaped hill

defined by (2.17a).

For a weak elevated inversion, when F * i, (2.30)i

becomes

n h - I H (x/L ) - .. . ". ) + F-2[ H)- -f
2L 

2 .

(2.31a)

Then if the upper stratification is weak,
.

1 df /d (X/L I)
FL and a --x dx' 1 + o(Ft nF)L fi 7r L L

(2.3 1b)

a'

For a bell-shaped hill, where

FL  1 , ao  - (H/L ) (i - (x/L ) 2 )/(I + (x/L ) )2 (2.31c)

and

: /l2 Z 3
f -2(i - 3 (X/Lp )/(i + (x/Li) ) 3 (2.31d)

a-2
"

For a weak elevated inversion and a strong upper-layer

stratification. wnere F 1 i and F L i, n is still given

...,140
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by (2.31a), but now

I .- - , _ dx' (1 + O(FL. .(2.31e)
U U X - X

For a bell-shaped hill,

- N L.. ( 2 .3 f )

- (1 + (X/Ll)

9.

- and f is given by (2.31d).

Summarising these results, shows that an elevated inver-

sion only affects the flow if the Froude number of the

inversion is small enough that

-2. -2

F -I > (h./L1 ) I where 1 ' F (2.32)

Since . is a function of upper-layer stratificat:on, this

means that if the upper layer stratification is weak

(FL ) 1), there is an effect of the weak inversion if

F 2 (L /h and if the upper layer stratification is

9,% strong (FL 1 i) there is an effect of the inversion if

'. F2  (L /h )F ). Thus surprisingly the greater the upper-

layer stratif icati on, the areater the effect is of an

elevated inversion. So for a weak elevated inversion in

either case the height of the inversion increases over the

hill top (i.e. an increase in nmin),  the well-known

sunercritical behaviour of a water surface. If the inver-

sion is just strong enough for (2.32) to be satisfied, it

can make the hill top a position of maximum n and minimum

velocity rather than minimum n and maximum veloclty,
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another case like that in § 2.3.2. Note how when the upper

layer is stratified, i.e. F L < - , an elevated inversion

does not affect the movement of the position of velocity

maximum down the lee slope.

The physical explanation for these results is that, as

,% the strength of a weak elevated inversion or uniform stra-

tification increases, the increase in potential energy asso-

ciated with the raisina of the inversion over the hill has

to be balanced by a reduction in kinetic energy over the

hill too, so Au is reduced. An alternative explanation is

thiat since AD increases at a given height z as the

inversion is raised over the hill, Au must decrease.

• F2

For a strong elevated inversion, when F 2 c the

streamline deflection n can be expressed as

n. - h. - Hf - F 2 Hf 1 1 E
1 1 1 6 2

4hIHf h
F (Hf + - i (2.33)

a,%

Note that the magnitude of tne upper layer velocity field

only affects h at O(F ) because to zero order 6h - 0
I I I

so the effect off tne ni l on trne uuoer-laver veloc'rtv iu

2
O(F , The reason for tne negative sign in front of 13

2
because when F I i . the inversion height is deflected

downwards and therefore 6u is negative (see Fia.5o (the

familiar subcritical benaviour of a water surface). Thus if

tne upper layer is weaky stratfied. (F 1) F is given
L

by (2.31b), and 1f it is stronglv stratifiEed, (F L  1 iI)

L~L
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is given by (2.31e) and the values of and f'" for

bell-shaped hills axe given by (2.31c-f) respectively. Note

. that the neglect of the upper-layer motion underestimatefs

the downwards deflection and so overestimates n.,n  For

example, if F L - 0.5 , the downward deflection Ah Is

increased by a factor 0.25 hi/L when F z i , and by more

when F L  is smaller.

When the Froude number for the elevated invers.on P

is of the order of unity, then, as may be seen from (2.30),

large changes occur in the height of the inversion. .t

behaves like the surface of a stream and hydraulic theory

may be appropriate. In fact, if H - LI and h L a

nonlinear theory can be developed along the lines of the

foregoing linear theory to allow for changes in h wniC.

are large compared with h. Then (2.29a) becomes

(U + Au) + U/(ni/h1) (2.34a,

V and (2.29b) becomes

1 2 F-2
1[(U+Au) 2_ = F Ah./h. (2.34b)

2U 22hi

and (2.30) becomes

n - h F 2  AU( U)
+ - + 1 2 U (z =h

h1  h1  2 L(nI/h)

(2.34c)

were it is assumed 6u(U) /U i and terms of c(h /L ) are

negligible. Note that when (n - h )/L ( i and h L i,
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(2 .34c) r - c i r :3) t, s4 ::z'rreA w It h (2 .29d, e)

show3 that when H, -l n rn _pper layer mnotiori3

crnly pr' du':. a pert 2ral 2 .- .. 2'f(HL)~ the

upper Layer >3 WeIK1. t5 ~ :~ N,9n A H T"

2 4

this theorv wrn. - name-v If I 17-.-e 0 oW

becomes 1 C av s3U 0e r 7r~~ ''7 n~L t 0 C I' Wre re

r. n and D ot decrease o n t rie

downs Lo e !3 d e t o a mr n n va~je n caiven by t*-e smallest

root of

nr -

Hydraulc (or n-,JrD 3r a -L c r'.rv has been u sedo by

several authors to 3stim' 3_: rI.: wrner ctcv

by Houo7ntn &i(asanara '-- a~~~ a. wrose Zcli-

~sned w r) r < wai 314 cr '_n eo -1v jv .. r0 M~ -ra r

197 an c; rnor r >r rr. nv ii;Er.': L -tn-e

tv e L w ,Trn icoar a ro cv anid I ei x:je rie r z and M th e

th irl w .th a car ef u L Lcor atiorv J* n a warter channeL of

Strat~fied f low ovIer1 tnhre _I'nernam(-ni Xi Ls Wtn an

e'lerated inver3ion and a neit-ral ucoer Litver-

Wthout c or r e':zinq for-L un e -. vr ac c e er a 0ns. te
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hydrostatic theory agreed well with observations, as our

analysis here shows should be the case.

The effects of stable stratification above a relatively

thin layer (thickness 01) of strong stable stratification in

flow over a hill have recently been computed and measured by

Carruthers & Choularton (1982). In their studies the length

scales were 6 - 4oom, h I 600m, L i - 2000m and H - 66sm.

The strat-fication across the inversion was such that

h +0 /2 f 2

)2 dz2 lay in the range 9 x0 4  4 tS (N/U B )dz x 10 m to0 2. 25 1 4 -
h -6 /2 i

so that 74 F < 8i

For tne upper layer, the stratification was such that

0.4 < F L < 0.7. Therefore we would exnect the inver3ion dis-

placement as given by Carruthers & Choularton (1982) in

tneir Figs.8,9 to be described by Figs.6b (i) and (ii), and

the maanmtude of h to be given approximately by

(2-31a,b)

We present here a numner of calculations from our formu-

. ,w. - car. comoare with Cazruther3 & Choularton's (C

wrc are in brackets.

c cnditions a r xL = o, n /L. 0.20;(0.24).

4
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When

F2 " 2, F L  - 0.4, x/Li - 1.0, n /L 1  - 0.28 (0.23)

F 2, F - 0.7, x/L 1  - 1.0, n./L, . 0.36 (0.27)

F - 2, FL  - 0.7, x/L 1  - 1.o, n /L 1  . 0.44 (0.42)

F - 8, F - 0.7, x/L 1  - 1.0, n /L I  - 0.38 (0.36) (inferred)
I. L 1I

From the acoroxi.mate aareement with the comctatons.

it appears that useful estimates as well as general under-

standing of the effects of elevated inversions can be

obtained from the idealised theory presented here. However

where large wave motions occur in the upper layer, they may

strongly affect the inversion layer, and then an analysis is

required that studies strong interactions between the inver-

sion layer and the upper layer.

.:S
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2.3.4 S stratification below a stro elva

inver s ion

One of the kinds of stable stratification that has

caused much interest has been when lee waves are produced by

a uniform stratification and are trapped and amplified by a

. strong elevated inversion. Klemp & Lilly (1975) have shown

that this situation can give rise to severe wind storms.

Inviscid computations for this situation are presented here

which have been compared with the laboratory experiments by

Brighton (1977). We assume that the strength AS of the

elevated inversion is such that

Aw/(H/L I ) • 1 at z - h i

and that h i i hm F so Aw satisfies (2.9), subject to

Aw -0 at z - h.

(2.35)
aw ik.i H/L f(k) as z/L - 0

The solution is

sinh ((h - Z)M)
1.

bw -ik I  (H/L ) f s- - h (2.36)

where M is given by (2.10); then when

z/L 1  ( 1, o(U) - u(U) -H . t (2.37)

L 1

ThIs 3oIution ha3 poles at
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h %I(S -k '-MIT

and to produce no upstream influence, the contour of

integration has to be deformed below these poles.

d' Consider the first-wave mode m - . , for which

7 > Sh > 27 or n > F L(h /L) > 27T

(For Sh ( no wave modes exist and the flow is said to be

sucercritical.) There are then two poles at k - tkp, where
: k v 2 2 2

JP.k. - V(S 2 _2h ) !n order to evaluate the integrais

./ numericaily. we split the pressure into its wave and non-

wavy components, i.e.

AP ( U )
- AP + Apnw (2.38)

where

IT 172 i(k o ) L(-ko)

Pw D 3 k k-k k- k

p

. The inver3e transformation o is then

-' AD - x < 0

(2. 39)

2 7- fr n f xk e

3 ( x 0

P

and t.ne Lnver3e tran3for of APnw 6 P -po 13144

-
.; 
.
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(Li)
The negative perturbation surface pressure

(z/L 1 -o) is shown in Figs. 7a and 7b as a function of x/L1

with hi/I 1 -3 for supercritical and subcritical ( m - 1 )

flows, respectively. The hill shape is taken to be Gaus-
--. i

sian, i.e.

-( x/L 1 )2/

f(x/L.) - e (2.40)

For S < i/h i  (supercritical), the pressure distribu-

tion is symmetrical about the hill crest with the pressure

minimum at the crest decreasina for increasing S . For

S > ir/h ( subcritical), the wave modes are allowed. Due to

the reflection of energy from the upper boundary, the ampli-

tude of the lee waves is greatly increased over that of the

-i unbounded crest. The wave length of the lee waves is now

given by

A 77f (2.41)

Thus an unoer estimate of the maXLmum near-surface velo-

'c7city is

P - ' " U ) w ( Z / L 1  - )
u(  (z/L -0) h -- A

*' •H /L,- - 27T S " V ( 2.42)
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In the example given in Fig.7b, where h. - 3L , it would be

expected that Au ( U )  would be singular when S L, - 7/3

The calculations show the increasing value of Au a3

When S h. - T large deflections of the elevated inver-

sions are generated and nonlinear inertial effects below h

become sianificant. If Au (U)/U1 x 1 , but the shear flow

amcl,-icat-on in (M) is large, t.en te nonlinear crr-

tion in §6.2 of Pt.I is applicable. Both effects limit the

magnitude of Au

p.1
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3. Unstable strat_,foaticn

Observ.ations (e.g. Fren~k-el 1965; Bradley 1980, 1983)

irndcate that in11 moderate windsneeds over hi .

(U ; 4M 3 ), eveni when the mean temcerature distribution of

the aCrrazh-- fLCW is unsta-ble ( i.e. d9 /dz > 0) where t3 I

*the fLow rernsr1 t3 its ucwind form.

Sare two mna-r reasons why there mntbe a large

c-a_-eL tne :cw w:.a sra-* degree of unstable stratLi-

cati~on:

If tn-e -iLL sloce is great enough. a-nd the approach

w,_na sneed is weak enouah, a local convec-tive cell

c ou Ce fzrred. An a:=roximate cr_,ter,.on for signifi-

cant convecti:on mot ions in the inner rea ion is that

- :rZ'e uter: reciocr. -s tha-,

rc~r.:~alt-mceratur, across t7 ?

a*/r ~'e: t -'C sse3 I So aIf Li - 300r. L 20r.)

- ,th e win7d sceed snotiLd be greater thnan 3M

--o tnra.effect3 .n t-e Lnner reqion..) in gen-

era-,~~r~ '''~c force efr.ects make a jarie

e::~t ccse o-7e sur~ace and a sma'ler one .n

rc.as o:Lta~oservat~ons at ar'Ic a~



winds show (e.g. Scorer 1972), and also katabatic

downslope wind studies make clear (e.g. Manins & Saw-

ford 1979).

(ii) A stronger unsteady convective turbulence might be

triggered by the presence of the hill. This does not
'.

appear to be observed. Since turbulent convection has

some gross features in common with the predictions of

linear stability analysis, linear analysis might pro-

vide some insight into the problem. Such an analysis

shows that the only modes which are travelling relative

to the flow and which can remain stationary relative to

the hill are decaying rather than growing modes.

Therefore the turbulence over a hill mainly consists of

convective turbulence generated upwind.

We surmise therefore that in convective conditions, the

air flow over a hill with low slope can be considered as a

small perturbation to a flow with a mean velocity profile

UB(z), and a mean potential temperature profile aB(Z)

The outer region turbulence, which is weak compared with

UB(z) in the limit considered here, consists of the convec-

tive motions travelling with the mean flow, but distorted by

the mean flow over the hill (as for examples discussed by

Britter, Hunt & Richards 1981). In the inner realon. the

turbulence is in part generated (mechanically and thermally)

locally over the hill, but the flow is still a small pertur-

bation to the incident flow. Consequently the same boundary

conditions at z - I can be applied in this case as in the

stable and neutral flows.

1'yen these assumptions, the governing equation for the
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outer region follows from equation (2.3), Pt.t. For a two-

dimensional hill

!!L- + - _c 2 Aw - 0 (3.1)
ax 2  az 'J

where

8eB f e+ d 2 UB
Sc -g aze/ tB (- )UB  +

zdz

In slightly unstable conditions, U 0 is large enough foru( M)

there to be a middle layer. The solutions for Aw (M )

dp AP have the same form as for stable conditions

viz. (2.3a), (2.3b), (2.3c).

Thus to leading order Aw in the upper layer must

satisfy (3.1) subject to the boundary-layer condition

,6w - (H/L) f'(x/L) U B(h ) as z/L 1 - 0 (3.2)

(or z - hM )

In most unstable, and also neutral conditions, 6w is

likely to be limited by an elevated stable inversion at

z - h It would be possibLe to combine an analysis of

unstable conditions below z - h with an analysis across

the inversion, using the results of §2. But here we shall

restrict ourselves tc the case where the deflection Ah

to h caused by the hill is small. We assume

6w/U 6h
at z - h _ i and - I (3.3),. ' H/L.1  H

H r-,

'2-" 3



For a Iill where L h , thLs requires that

U 2
B

q2
6h' I g 1 (3.4a)

H 3 h 2/LI2

and where L h I  requires that (from (2.32a))

~Ah UB
- UBH B 1 (3.4b)

H (g Ae9I/e B )H h .

Typically for U - 3ms - 1, A - 36K, h - 1o 3 m, H - loom,

A hi/Hi - 10 10 - , respectively.

.

I.

.,
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Uniform unstable stratification

On some occasions, the stratification parameter Sc

decreases from its maximum value at z - 0 to a small,

nearly constant value over the central mixed layer. So if

the hill length Li is much greater than (hi/10) , say 300

- 300m, Aw in the upper region may be estimated by assum-

ing that in (3.1) Sc  is a positive constant, subject to

(3.2) and (3.3). As z/Li - 0 and, if the conditions of

(3.3) and (3.4) are valid, subject to

Aw - 0 at z - h i  (3.5)

Thence the Fourier transform solution is

". sinh (h i z) V(k +S2) e
Aw - H f iklf (kl) 2 dk

1sinh (hiV(k +S c))

(3.6)

It the hill's length is small compared with the inver-

sion height, i.e. z L I then

2.

-z 2 + 2 -ik x

AuHfV(k 2 ) (k)e I C dk (3.7)
i 1 1 k .37

Thus the p of the horizontal velocity variation over the

*hill is not changed by unstable stratification, i.e. the

maximum is still located on the summit.

The effect on Au(z/L - O0 of smaLl values of S ,

from asymptotic analysis of the inteqral (3.7), is given by
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as S - 0

f S2
- Sn S -

A f'(x, dx' c f (x')dx' + O(S)ju "X -. X' 2)xc'

For a bell-shaped hill, f - (1 + (x/Ll) ) we find on the

hill too

Sc In IScl
Au - H/L1  ( -c 2 . (3.8)

NuJu a stratification

For cases where L1  hi /10, the perturbed flow mainly

occurs in the lower part of the mixed layer where we can

approximate Sc  by

S (z) - S e- z / 8

C 0

Then (3.1) becomes

a 2 a2 /
x2  - S e Aw 02 z2 0

Adapting Foldvik's (1962) analysis for a nonuniform stable

flow over a hill, let

Aw- (7, k, where Ti S e
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in which case (3.9) becomes

d 2- d 2

with boundary conditions

&;i- ik H U oL. f(k) at 71 S 5 (3.11a)

-z /5
-o 77 - s0 e (3.11b)

or W- 0 as 77 - o (3.11c)

The solution subject to (3.lla,c) is

Sk5 ( 0S 0e
-z /6 )

A.- ikf H U L1 ) (3.12. k 6 ( 3 S ) 0 1

where Ik5( is the modif ied Bessel function of order

k6.

The solut!on to (3.12) has the correct Im iting form as

the stratification vanishes. i.e. as

Z- , -kz
So' - O, Aw - H i k Z, 0 e (3.131

since as Z - 0

rI-

I (Z) - CZ/2) / ' + 1)

The Fourier transform of the horizonta- ve octy per .zia

t ion
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AU - H i Uo So e - 2/ __+k6n +

A - k6 (77 - 0)

so as (z/O) - 0 and S 6 - o
- 0

a - Hki U + 0
o ikI Zk( + lki)

For a bell-shaped hill at x - 0 , when SO 6 • 1

' 2 L 2 L /8

Uo - L + 2 e El (L /6 )  (3.14)

mU

where EI  is the exponential function. So if

L / 4 1 Au/U0 - H/L I + 1  t-n(L /6) + 0.581

(3. 15a;

SZL

Au H/L 01
/ 0 ,1 2(1 + L 1/6)

3 L1

A A

These results indicate how Au/U Ap/U °  and L3j
0,

the inner layer vary with unstable strat E icr -. ,

9similar way to the analysis of §3.1.
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.,..inversio layer

The height, z I , of the inversion layer above the

mixed layer is usually much greater than the layer where the

temperature changes rapidly. Typically

a - z i/10, so that z 1

Also in many convective situations the length scale of

" hills is comparable with the inversion depth (z I - L 1 ,)

so, as Bradley (1980) suggested, the effects of the inver-

sion ought to be considered. Over most of the mixed layer,

a < z < z i , the F.T. of the vertical velocity is, if
•1

S 1
0

G- ikf' U0 H e0kz

if the boundary condition that Aw - 0 on Z - z is

ignored. Note that AG is less than it would be in neutral

flow! To rectify this omission, the above expression has to

be corrected so that. if S 6 1 L, z ) s )

o 0 Ik1

'j S2 5 2

Au- ikf U H e o _ -kl/(-z -z)

f U0 H- e+Ik6Z e

%J

.°°.9

------------------------------------------::'~.-~ - ---.



(3.16)

Thus, when z/5 is 0(1)

77 a kj 1 (77)

A Iki f' U H k6k 77 0 k" ' I16k~n - 0I )

.+ + 6iki e--

so as z/L 2 - 0

62 
2 2 2Ze1 ~1Hf' k ( + 6 1kl) + 5 Ik e

(3. 17)

For a bell-shaped hill we find the inverse transfrom on x 0 to be

S 2 . _2 [ ! L ' + 2 z )/ 5 r , Z

HK+ eL/E, L_/ 6  - e(+2 / (*T

A%..
U. 1

,. 1
1- Z Z /[L- I

z~ z /L,

In the usuaL tILnit whers L i 7 5 (3. 18a) redtlce3 t

3 
U2r 

2
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+ I

1.i + Zhi/L (3.18b)

Thus if h t..1 h the correction of the term proporticnal
, ,to 2 Z1

to due to unstable stratification is slightly

reduced. There is, of course, a significant increase by 30%

S in Au/U when a strong elevated inversion exista, irresuec--

ti.ve of the unstable stratficaton below the inversion

'Ihe physical reason for the slight iase in the

upper layer with unstable stratification is the

following. The upward deflection over the hill locally

increases 9 and ap/az. This reduces p and increases Au

at the bottom of the upper layer. Of course with

unstable stratification, the shear in the middle layer

is reduced, so the net effect of unstable stratification

on Au in the inner region can be reduced to Au/U(1).

,.v'
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4. Summary of outer region results

In this section we summarLse the results of the

analysis in Parts I and II for the general effect of stra-

tification on flow over low hills, when effects of buoyancy

forces are weak within the inner region. The effects of

upwind temperature and velocity gradients on changes in the

flow over a given hill are characterised by the way wind

A

Ssceed3 in the middle laver Au chances at a z2,.ven d4sclace-

ment Az above the surface 3ust above the inner laver. In

thls section all variables are dimensional. Note that

u - U !Az) + Au - U (Z) + AU From the results of this
B 3

pacer and Part 1, the dimensional value of 6u can be writ-

ten schematically in terms of the hill slope, two amplifica-

tion factors, and the velocitv of the upwind flow at heiaht

h

ZSu U'h)H/L A,, -I A. (F.)-~ %:m h/ N
-mm

effects of dynamic

uowind x slope x stratification on the x effects of
* vLocty uowind veloc.,tv orofLle strat '

'he 'L-ne'-r analys s clear>v snows that ' r Aw

or n et. z 13 ocooort'onaL to r.he sLocc of tne hil L The

A

nrext fact' r shows hew, since AU (z) 6 [UB(hm /rg Bi 'A >

wrer .Az' .1 defined by (2.3c). the surf,ir- wind amc Lif

,n rn cp 319trongly atf-Ctceri hv the dccerr-orce o rn,

ucwLnd ve~oct'v aradient or shear on stratrtcat'on. The

sr aLso af - cts the deotn h . ..of the . .iJcJle th-

U°.

-°[ " %6
16A



hill's length scale is less than the boundary layer depth.

(The dependence of the shear on stratification is a function

of the ratio of buoyancy to inertia' forces affecting the

turbulence in the uowind flow and not those affecting the

mean flow, e.g. h mN(h M)/u* or hm/MO , where h m  is the

scale of the middle layer, and N(hM) is the buoyancy fre-

quency in the middle layer.) (For a short hill where L < h

the parameter is hmN(h )/u".) The third factor deter-

(U)m, es Au or Ap(x) and indicates the denendence of tne

flow on the ratio of the buoyancy forces over the hill to

the inertial forces of the mean flow. Consequently a strong

stratification is recuired for this effect to become impor-

. tant, as can be seen in the wind-tunnel studies of Bouwmees-

ter (1978), and the atmospheric measurements of Bradley

(1983), reviewed by Hunt & Richards (1984). These showed

A

how Au over an escarpment increased rapidly as the stra-

tification increased from neutral, but with a further

increase did not change much, as buoyancy forces reduced the

amclif ication.

A suitable parameter, which includes the buoyancy

effects of both uniform stratification and elevated inver-

sLins0 s an overall Froude number F0  where

. 2oU

' F ----- -- zd

2 -

If h L F -2 - (F F) for an elevated inversion wt
i 0 L

2 2
uniform stratification above the inversion and F. - F. ED.

uniform stratification.
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Note how the velocity pro' .- e factor is a measure of

the buoyancy acting on the turzuience over a Long distance

of the upwind flow, while tne third factor is a measure of

the buoyancy acting over the

Other factors of the same order are the shace of the

hill (see Table 1 in Part I) , and a'so the form of the

ucwind temperature and "'eloc :tv croftiles wh-cn determine

N rT z, •n the ucoer Laver.

It is useful to identify four main c-asses of strati-

fted flow in the outer region over a hill. The stratf ica-

t ion in the inner region (br iefLv discussed bv Hunt &

Richards 1984), can be quite different, e.g. neutral or

slightly convective conditions may be found in the inner

regions with a stable outer region, or conversely a neutral

outer region and a local ground-Level inversion in the inner

req Lon. That is why it is imor:ant to consider the reoions

differentl.v if oossbLe. (We shail main'y consider h='11

wnh .are Lona compared wilth the nheiaht of tne mio4,dae Layer

(L > h in the criteria for the different classes

44



Neutral fic (U, "(hmN(hm , h/ .1)

Anv stratif ication is too weak to affect the incident

velocitv profile and certainly too weak to affect the dvnam-

ics of the flow over the hill. A unique feature of neutral

flow over the hill is that the displacement, 5 of the

streamline and the proportional changes in the wind speed

Au are indecendent of the uowind windsoeed.

w[ L 5 : a 'fCweak st 1 C!7
(u!hmN(h ) h 1;h/ILMO > 0.1)

In this case the stratification (stable or unstable) is

strona enouch to affect the turbulence and thencc thc velo-

city profile in the middle layer. (It may also be strong

enough to affect the wake of the hill over a long distance

downwind.) d and Au are dependent on windspeed in this
z

cale. But the stratification is too weak to affect the

dynamics of the mean flow over the hill.

A typical situation where this might occur would be

when- -i -,
- lZ loom' - .0035 s r I - 3Com, LMC - 300m, us - O.lrs

U_ - 3om - 3ms 7hen h - i0om and - 0m.
2n

rEc 'ML, - 3 mit te rai :, :3I )/!B AZ' ' ust above the

able estimat-e 1.e OV _, -- Further exam-fr h iz

o.;es ot f o :n stace and unstanle strat icat~on were

a 'ven by. Hint i L1 " and Hunt. & R cnards L9841

rr
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Moderate stratification F ' 10

When the temperature grad Lent in the approach flow is

large enough and extends at least over a depth of the orler

of L, (which may take the form of an elevated inversion at

the height of the order of L ), such that F0 < 3 or for

convective conditions So L ) 3 , then the buoyancy forcesKci

signuficantly affect the mean flow over the hill. The

anavsis shows that, if 1.0 ' F0 , the chanoes in max:w-

windsoeed are less than 20%.

However, in stable conditions the f of the flow pat-

terns change quite markedly, even when F0  is about 2, witn

the flow speeding up, the streamlines approaching the sur-

face on the lee slopes and, in three dimensions, soreading

laterally, while the flow begins to stagnate on the upwind

side. In unstable conditions there does not acpear to be

any major change in the p of the perturbation flow.

When a stable stratification is strong enough that

F0 4,. , the maximum flow speed up near the surface can be

rather accurately estimated by the hydrostatic acorox.ma-

tion. provided the stratification is not so strong tnat tne

Froude number based on t-e hill heiant F = J B NH ce-rmes

Sess than 1.0. The proportional chance in surface wrisceeJ

-lr a un o -r, stra f. car' -s ,'NJ '' ,cn

" o O NL /U n trnes as grear -as
B m

neutral condititons.

We have also seen how the f:rn zt t~c -ranoe in

windsceed or streamline deflection decends on the orofiie of

2 oB  If (N,/rJ 2 dereases fast enouca w he.art

-2
e .in .rocoronto z or if tne 3tratr_ 'at-on :'3
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confined to an elevated inversion wnere

Uo2 /(h aB/e 3 ) 1 , then the maximum ve oc ty cc=irs

downwind of the hill, not over the point of max:mum leeside

sloce, as in uniform strataficaton. The effects of an

eLevated inversion A a uniform stratification below 'z

.' chances the position of Au yet again, and also provides

-' a mecnanisrn for even greater horizontal and vertical pertur-

bat ,cn to thne flcw.

~When the ucw-,nd flow below or near the he_,cnt of the

hill is suff iciently stable that F - Uo!(NH) < 1 t hen

irrespect~ve of whether the hill i s two- or three-

, d;..ensional, there is effectively a region of blocked or

hncrizonta-11,-confined flow below the hill too for which z <

P4"

-. H : -" (B~chon1978; Hunt & Snvder 1980). Above -h-is

She iaht, i.e. z >H I - F ) the flow approximat-ely behaves

as if _-t is travel!,na over a hilli of height FH ,(as dis-

cussed in the Accendlox) Then the analysis of the flow the

moderat stratfie c a t i o n trovldes an aFproximate model t
- dimeseaona ther is nefetivly acene regineo blocker-o

he* Johtie zc>  )= H h f_ low Aonoately: behave

* as-if tv of Colorado. KovR was su orted at Ca ra .d s

Fc. sse ate AEest Cock FcLowshn of the ova Seco.or

of ooa.M was suJcewrted at Cam 'dde by ane e

P ,. 7167

04
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A . L vertcal perturbation v

.In th middle laer with A correcti.on caused t v

surface stratfication

In the middle layer, where (3 2--w ) 3 2w if
az 2  axz

L h 2 H , and if buoyancy forces cannot be igncred, the

governing equation for Aw is

_,@2 U- N12
8"." U + I U Aw - 0

(If h - H , we substitute 6z for z .)

Then, if we assume that (N/u) 2 (U'°/U) , and denote
(A,4

the solution ignoring buoyancy forces as dw , given in

(2.3)), then the first-order correction to Aw AW (I ) must

satisfy

.,@ u" d(1 ) AN2  (M)

a4 z2 2

where (N 2 ) is the increas in N within the middle

laver.

Since w (M ) satisfies the lower boundarv condition.

6W -- f x/Ll) .f - 2 -3 U Udz U f~.4 U kUJ }U

Thence integrating by part3 and using the definition

dAe S /dz
:[?: e8(z-o)

- -H rj

L " . . .. . . .. . . . •i" " -



By continuity

A(1) *f ___ U(Z -- 2 dz'j

T1hese are the corrections in (2.3d) and (2.3e) of §2.1-2.

Acnen! ix Ue of 1risir ~er ana-7yq , to dpgr ib- f 1 - o"j-

4Consider a staob.v-stratif -,ed f lcw with a ootential tern-

pera-ire przoFiLe BB(Z) and ve-'oclty orofile EJ&,Z) Wn I C.

mcaso ioe Lio n~n H When inert-,a-

for-es are generally mucin Less than buoyancy forces, but

rnucr- ,7reater thnan viscous effects, exceot in thin boundarv

avers on the hill1, then the Froude number

U 0 d t) 3 3z]

H NH B wnr N, H

r ? Re UJ H H:')1 . wher e v is ttie k' nerna -i

7!-.>~p. - sr'c e 9 H. 3:

r .w -.~::~i~~ i na' n...

r : 1i- '10 of i''rci a wner 1

"I . re i noIE:i at-' 1n b a. 3 In t " r 3 n'e

-w rm A' tir' h L' 3, c' ' r iY r-~ lr' 1 1 1a z n/ r r .

1 -1r --r7 wa e )wor 7.! )Wr tmiJ



lies above the hill. In the region CT) the flow has 3ust

enough ki.netic enerzy (;p 0 U 0) to develoo the potential
*~ 2

enerovI N 3 to rise by an amount 6 over the too.
z

C.onseq-jer-tJ' at a heicht 5 - U 07N f rom the h- -'to;) or

HC - ( ,- F 'H azove the ground, there is a critical strean-.

l ine Vr d~vidina tne flow over the hill, ancroximate'v hor-

zcnza-. Thie ver .ca- d-,solaceMe-nts In CTI or-duce wea <

'e a'/e3 wt-'. diLacements of th'-e ord1er U : 'U in

r mC3 ~e~ Cl/ rTan,/ laccratlrv tes!1 S>~ rvde r
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descend close to the hill surface on the lee side and

develco waves downwind (Hunt & Snyder 1980). Nor do they

account for the fact that the dividing streamline i c

not horizontal; its vertical displacements are smaller than,

but of the same order as, the height H of the 'cut-off'

hill-

The first of these limitations can be overcome by model-

Lina t-e flow in region [TI as stratified flow over a

cut-off hil wit- low sloce. The rounded snace of mosr

hills means that the semi-length is greater than a--out

twice the hei-ht H of the cut-off hill L > 2H Since

(see F:g-.A!(b)) H - H - H - FH , the Froude number based

on H - (H - Hc ) , the height of the 'cut-off' h-11 is

un ,+tv

U 0 FH

H N H

( f 1tne stratification weakens at the hill tot, whc.n

,,s - :te comion. then U/H N) may be greater than ,

-':F.A I (c) Conseauent v, the Froude number based on 
@>+ U

F. - -2- IV2 Therefore the linear sed analvsls oflc L N +

i nv sc i stacLv-strat f ied flow over a hLLl ,t, low sI:

..
Wne2 :.can oe acp .

,,. "3. tne crobem is to soLve tne t''wna

r, -?e ee .at.c for the vertical veloci!t. 1w tnor-

ma. .E+ 'ne accpracI ve-locitv U at tnc hL t c

2 N

a I U t " - 0 (Ala

x 3 x ,/a 3 Z U ' [ ax" a
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where x~y~z are normalied on L c the hill's semi-length.

and subject to

-W ( (x,Y) on z-Hf, for (x,y) within the region H,

def ired by f (x, y) ) H /H and denoted by (x,,,,,,

or .w 7 -(x~) o (zH ) H Af wnere the cut-off hillr~-

an.d i w - o on ---H /L for (x,v), outside H (Ab
Cc

(3ee .7-o.A 2 ))

We need to cajculate the strearn~ne vert'caZ- and hor-

izontal' def ections r L A)dz, and the ve-lcc-tv over
5/x 0

3
the h;.' us.ina the continuity equation

8.,, 3x 8 AV'av * AWa - 0 and t- e fact- tnait

az!V ax - AU.ay - 0 . ver aL t'wo-dimren3sonal. hi'' or one
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Chapter E

Temperature field in turbulent
flow over hills

Prepared by
J.C.R. Hunt
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Summary

A brief review is given in the first two sections of the general physical processes

governing the temperature field in the earth's boundary layer and the way it changes over

hills, with particular emphasis on the time scales and length scales that determine these

changes. The changes over the surface are quite different to those in the bulk of the

boundary layer.

Next, different models are developed for these two regions of the flow. Near the

surface, the turbulence is close to equilibrium and an eddy diffusivity model enables the

temperature field to be computed in terms of the upwind temperature, the mean and

turbulent wind field and the changes in surface fluxes over the hill. Some surprising

results emerge about the different trends of these processes. From the calculated

distribution of temperature fluxes and mean temperature gradients over the hill, it is

.. possible to estimate the change in the dissipation and structure function of temperature and

humidity fluctuations, ce and CT2 , Eq and Cq2 .

In the flow above the inner region, we provide an estimate for the changes in

1, 'temperature spectra which should be of practical value for the propagation of electro-

magnetic waves.
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1. Introduction

To analyse the problem of how the temperature field changes over hills, it is first

necessary to describe the broad features of the atmospheric boundary layer over level

ground. The temperature field in the atmospheric boundary layer is closely linked to the

velocity field. Both are strongly affected by the local diurnal heating and cooling of the

ground by radiaton to the ground by day and from the ground by night. But also they are

affected by the advection from elsewhere of air with different temperature and velocity

field; for example by large-scale frontal systems, sea breezes, or localized thunderstorm

outflows. Because these individual temperature and velocity fields are less frequent and

have special characteristics, we concentration on slowly-varying conditions driven largely

by the diurnal cycle. (For a general review see Nieuwstadt & Van Dop 1982).

The atmosphere is largely heated and cooled by the turbulent transport of heat from

and to the ground. This transfer of heat to the atmosphere Fe(Wm-2), then determines the

temperature difference between the ground 8 (0) and the and E (z) above it. The

temperature of the ground 8g depends on the balance between the radiant heat from or to

the sky Rn, the heat flux upwards from the soil FG+Rn. In the presence of vegetation, the

heat flux to or from the air flow above the vegetation Fe can be significantly different from

(FG+Rn) because of latent heat being absorbed or released by the wet vegetation. Clearly

the water vapour flux Fq is therefore intimately linked to FG (see Thom 1975 and the

discussion in §2).

When there is a net upwards heat flux, Fe(>0), buoyancy forces drive large

eddying motions whose vertical extent is limited by the stably stratified air above the

boundary layer. (The lower atmosphere in the absence of motion tends to be isothermal

because of radiative heat transfer between different layers, and is therefore slightly

hydrostatically stable). The convective boundary layer thickness h typically grows during

the day to its maximum (say 1-2km) in mid-afternoon. The structure (from Kaimal et al.

1976 - see fig. 1), shows a uniform potential temperature 0rm through the bulk of the layer
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(0 Iz/hI ,- 1), and only a thin surface layer (z/h< 0.1) where there is unstable temperature

gradient, and the temperature may rise to its surface value as much as 30°C above the

mid-alyer value. The mean wind velocity UB(z) is usually approximately constant within

the mixed layer, but also has a large gradient in the surface layer.

In this surface layer, the turbulence is generated both by the buoyancy forces which

depend on the surface flux F0 , and by the mean velocity gradient which depends on the

shear stress (T* = pU. 2). So the structure of the mean temperature 8 and velocity UB

fields are determined by the height (L - the Monin-Obukhov length) at which the buoyancy

forces dominate over the shear stresses. Its definition is

(1.1) LMO = - u, 3pC p 0/(gkF 0),

where p is the density, Cp the specific heat, k the van-Karman constant, 90 is the mean

temperature at a reference height (typically 10m above the ground).

Dimensional arguments (substantiated by experiment and computation) show that 0

and UB can be expressed in terms of F0 and u,

d@ Td, dUB u,
(1.2a) -(z)= f( /M) dz U( MO)

where fH(z/LMo) and fu (z/LMo) -I 1 when z/LMO -4+0. When these are integrated, special

constants appear. When z/LMo-+),

(l.2b) (0(z) - 0(0))/k = T.{ ln(z/z0 ) + B-1 }, and UB = (u./k) ln(z/zo )

where B- 1 is a thermal parameter dependent on u., and zo is the roughness length. Over

rough surfaces B has been found empirically to be given by B- 1  8u, 1/3, where u. is

measured in ms-1 .

When LMO < 0,

(1.3a) fe(Z/LMo) = (1-16z/LMo)I/2

(1.3b) fU(Z/LMo) = (I-16Z/LMo ) - I/
4.
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These formulae are approximately valid for z/h 0. 1.

The key features of the turbulence structure are these. When z < LMO the vertical

turbulence, Ow, scales on u., and when z > LMO, it scales on the buoyancy velocity scale

(1.4a) w. = { (gFoh)/(pCPOo) 11/3,

and increases to a maximum value in the mixed layer. In fact,

(1.4b) aw = 1.4(z/h)" 3w, for z/h <0.2

(1.4c) Ow = 0.6w* for z/h > 0.2 .

The horizontal turbulence scales on w, throughout the layer. The scale of vertical

turbulence increases in proportion to z for z/h _< 0.1 and is about 0.2h for z/h > 0.1. The

energy dissipation S is approximately constant through the mixed layer. But in the surface

layer, where the rate of production of turbulent kinetic energy (u, 2dU/dz) by shear plus the

rate of production by buoyancy forces

Fog/(pC P 0) = u, 3/kL

is approximately balanced by the rate of dissipation of kinetic energy, so
3U,

(1.5) .f- zI

The variance of the temperature fluctuations 0 2 in the convective boundary layer

decreases from its maximum value near the surface

(1.6) 2 =1 T2(z/L)-2/3
0 2 *

The integral scale of these fluctuations Le are about 5 times that of the vertical fluctuations

Lx(w) at all heights. The distribution of the rate of dissipation of temperature fluctuations,

5e in the surface layer is determined by an approximate blance between the production of

temperature fluctuations - (Fe/pCp) d0/dz and eo, so 50B = - (T*2u*/kz) fq(zfL).

In a stably stratified boundary layer the heat is transferred to the ground, so all the

turbulence energy comes from the shear near the surface. The thickness h of these layers is

much less -- as low as 30m. in some extreme cases. In the surface layer E and U are given
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by equations (1.2) and (1.3a), (1.3b). The profiles throughout the layer are given in figure

2. Note that the temperature gradient a@/az remains positive right through the layer. In

fact, the Richardson number Ri = (N/dU/dz) 2 is often found to be constant through the

main part of the layer, (N2 = g[dE/dz]/@(O)) showing how the turbulence exists in a form

of local equilibrium (Brost & Wyngaard 1978).

The vertical turbulence decreases to near zero at the top of the stratified boundary

layer, but O remains large, due partly to wave-like motions. In the surface layer, 00 = T.-

The scale of temperature fluctuations L0 is larger than that of the velocity fluctuations - the

latter being controlled by the large shear, so

(.7a) e £Ocw 2 dU/dz ,

(Caughey et al (1979) Hunt, Kaimal & Gaynor (1985). It is more usual, though arguably

less physically correct, to suggest

(1.7b) E -oOw2N.

When the heat flux from or to the ground becomes small, or the wind speed (driven

', . by horizontal pressure gradients) is large enough that LMo/h--, the buoyancy forces are

negligible throughout the layer. In rare cases the thickness and the structure is determined

N by Coriolis forces, (so that h = 1/2u./f); more usually, h is determined by the period over

which the boundary layer has been developing by u,, and by the value of N above the

layer. There is usually some weak temperature field O(z), and therefore the temperature

fluctuates even in this situation. Typically in the surface layer

,,,"O~ w  U,

L(W) l

L 15 z

(1.8a-e)
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T2 u,u,

S B kz £BkZ

For the transmission of electromagnetic radiation through the atmosphere, it is

important to know the correlation and spectrum of the small scales of temperature and

humidity fluctuations (i.e. in the inertial subrange). This was recently reviewed by

Wyngaard & Lemone 1980. It is customary to express this small scale structure using the

structure function

2 22/3(1.9) (O(x+r) -O(x)) =C r

where CT2 - 3 % C- / 3. In this report we discuss how CT2 is changed in air flow over hills

on the basis of calculations of the temperature field. It is found that for z/h . 0.5, in the

convective boundary layer (LMO < 0),

4.9T 
(1.10) C.=-.-[1 - 7z/Lo]

z

and in the stable boundary layer

2/3 T 1 + 2.4(z/LMo)2 ]

z

The refractive index fluctuations are also affected by water vapor fluctuation and correlation

between the water vapor and temperature fluctuations. (see Wyngaard & Lemone 1980).
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2. Overall structure of the mean and fluctuating temperature field over hills

The mean and fluctuating velocity field over a hill say z = Hf(x/L1) naturally divides

itself into two regions (figure 3). In the inner region within a disktance of order I from the

surface (typically 1/10 of the hill length), the changes of the mean flow U0 are strongly

affected by the shear stress generated over the surface of the hill and therefore by the

changes in the shear stresses. Also the turbulence increases and decreases in proportion to

the local surface shear stress, defined in terms of the upwind shear stress as u.2(1+t),

where t(x,y) is the local dimensionless perturbation. The reason is that the timescale for

the turbulence TL ( = Lx(W)/a,) is less than the time to travel over the hill (= L/U(1)) within

this layer., and so the turbulence adjusts to the local conditions for z < I. (Britter, Hunt &

Richards, 1981).

Above this layer the airflow travels too fast over the hill for the effects of the

surface to diffuse upwards. So the changes in the mean flow are caused by the air flow

having to pass over the hill and the internal adjustments within the flow are controlled by

the inertial forces (of which the pressure gradient is an important manifestation; Hunt &

Richards 1984; Hunt, Leibovich & Richards (1986)).

The maximum mean vertical velocity w in this outer region occurs at a height hm

which is typically about 1/3 L (hm = L/I nl/2(LUz 0 )), where L is a characteristic hill length.

This height defines the mean velocity scales U0 = UB(z = hm), and the mean horizontal and

vertical perturbation velocity components uU 0 and wU 0 are scaled on this value. The

perturbation pressure Ap is of order of p(H/L)U0
2, where H/L is the slope. This is the

pressure that controls the flow near the surface. (Hunt, Leibovich & Richards 1986).

A similar division into regions is appropriate for determining the measured

fluctuating temperature field. Within the inner region, where the flow and turbulence

adjusts to the local condition, the mean temperature is controlled by the local surface heat

flux F0(l+g(x)) and the local shear stress pu. 2(l+t), and the changes in the local mean

wind speed uU0 and the changes in the turbulent diffusion coefficient K, to K, + AKz).
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The time scale for temperature fluctuations in the surface layer is Tr - 02/ce - kz/u.

while the travel time T is L/U(z) = Lk/(ul n(z/z0)). Consequently, To is less than T when

z _< I E where 1 0 - L/ln(l /Zo) (so 1 o has about the same thickness as that of the inner

region). In the inner region, the temperature spectrum can adjust to the local flow and

surface conditions for wavelengths less than about X,

kl - I/ 2 T3 /2 =I ln 3/2 (/ /Zo)

(since time scale for adjustment of a wavelength X is of order E7 / 3(2/.),-2 / 3, Panofsky

et al 1982). Typically 1 = 10-30m; so the small-scale spectrum of practical interest (of

scales much less than I ) is expected to have a local structure and be determined by the local

values of EO and F.

Above the inner region the large-scale temperature flucutations are not determined

Nby the local conditions because their time scale T9 is larger than the travel time over the hill.

They have been generated in the air flow upwind of the hill and are distorted by the change

in the mean flow, the turbulence and the mean temperature gradient over the hill. The small

scales of temperature are likely to be affected by changes in local small-scale turbulence,

rather than by changes in the whole turbulence field, since only the small scales can adjust
?.1

fast enough. There is some evidence from wind-tunnel studies that the temperature

spectrum may be significantly distorted.
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3. The temperature structure in the inner region

3.1 Changes in surface heat and water vapor fluxes over a hill

In this region the temperature, 0, and humidity, q, are determined by the local heat

flux Fe or water vapor flux Fq from or to the ground, the vertical diffusion of heat and

water vapor, and by the advection of heat and water vapor from upwind. Over uniform flat

terrain the advection has a negligible affect on the distribution of 0 and q. But over non-

uniform terrain such as a hill, where the surface fluxes vary with downwind distance, and

advection of 0 and q affects the vertical distribution of 0 and q. Furthermore, the

convergence and divergence of streamlines and the change in the turbulence over the hill

can have comparable effects on 0(z) and q(z).

A widely accepted model for the 'sensible' heat flux and the water fluxes at the

ground, when covered with vegetation, is that developed by Monteith. Its mathematical

derivation and implications were nicely discussed by Thom (1975); its use in dispersion

modelling was developed by Smith & Blackall (1979). It is convenient to express Fe and

Fq in terms of net in-coming radiation heat flux Rn and the net heat flux arriving at the

surface from the soil G, the Bowen-ratio [3, and the latent heat of water X, as

(3.1a,b) F =RO F = R
0 1+ ,X(1+13)

where the net heat flux from the radiation and soil is R = ,n + G. Thus, the relation

between F0 and Fq is

(3.2) Fq/F O = 1/(DX)

The ratio 3 depends on the shear stress at the ground t., the roughness z0 , the local

mean temperature 0 and water vapor concentration q, and also the nature of the vegetation.

The lowest value of this ratio is zero, when the winds are moderate, the air is dry and all

the energy is used to evaporate water from the vegetation. There is no upper limit of this

ratio, if there are few plants or they have a high 'stomatal' resistance.

-S
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The changes in F0 and Fq, denoted by AF0, AFq, can be expressed in terms of the

upwind value of F0 and Fq, and in terms of the changes in I and R thus

(3.3) AF9/Fe0 = AR/R + p/[3(1 + Ii)]

and

(3.4) AFq/FqO = ARIR - 83/(1 + 1).

This result reveals the sensitivity of the changes in F0 and Fq to the value of 1.

On more or less sunny days any changes in (R. + G) are mainly caused by changes

in the direct solar radiation Rs reaching the surface. Then we can assume that the net

radiation and ground heat flux is related to the changes Rs by a relation like

(3.5) AR- RRs/Rs

where the coefficient XR is not equal to 1.0 as supposed by Smith & Blackall (1979),

because R,,, the net radiation, is only about 1/3 of the solar radiation reaching a surface. Of

course the diffused radiation tends to be concentrated at angles near to the solar elevation (.

(Fig. 3) From data quoted by Geiger (1965, p. 376) it appears that XR = 0.7.

For a slope equal to (H/L) f (x/L), the proportional change

. (3.6) ARs/R s = (cot 0 )(/L)f

Note that cot 0 is smaller in summer than winter. Geiger's data shows that on a south

facing slope of 100, AR/R = 0.13 averaged over the whole year, but 0.4 in winter and 0.06

in summer. At 480N, cot (0 = 2.9 in winter and .47 in summer, so the predicted variation

in AR/R from (2.6) would be .5 in winter and .04 in winter. At night or in foggy or

, '* overcast conditions R does not depend on the slope (for small slopes).

'p- . From Monteith's formula in the appendix we can derive the changes in 13 caused by

changes in 0, q, and t: P is also changed by variations in the surface vegetation or

roughness. We are assuming here that the form of the vegetation remains fixed over the

hill. These expressions are
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(3.7) AF0/Foo = AR/R + Xr I1AtIT + XOAO/00 + XqAq/qo

(3.8) AFq/Fqo = AR/R + Nfr ,AtI/t + xioA0/0 0 + XVqAq/qo.

In sunny conditions (3.5) and (3.6) can be used for the first terms.

As is shown in the appendix X, and t, can range between about -1/2 and 1/2 in

most kinds of condition, when the heat flux is radiation controlled. This is consistent with

recent data that gives X, equal to about -1/2 in stable conditions, when the heat flux is

downwards and the heat transfer is controlled by forced advection over the ground. This is

based on a correlation of measurements by Venkatram, (1980). In the former case

generally Xr depends on the nature and state of the vegetation and the humidity of the air.

A range of examples is given in the Appendix.

The parameters Xe and 7, depend on the humidity, i.e. the ratio of q to its saturated

value at the temperature 0. If the air is saturated, X9 = Xq = 0. But for typical air flow over

vegetation in mid-latitudes, a change of -1 C for given q or a doubling of q for given 0

produces a similar order of magnitude of increase in FO as I ms-1 change in wind speed, i.e.

XIE)c = (1/3)10-2, Xq'I.

This provides some framework for considering how the surface heat and water

fluxes can change over a hill. Some results were reported by Hunt & Richards (1984).

There is some laboratory evidence for the validity of (3.8), when the upwind flow

is unsaturated. Dawkins & Davis (1981) measured the change in flux of vapors from a

small region on a surface located on a model hill in a wind tunnel. They found that the flux

increased by about 50% of the increase in At/t. (That is not how they expressed their

result - that is our interpretation.) A similar result was found by Verma & Cermak (1974)

4in their study of mass transfer over wavy surfaces.

3.2 Analysis of the mean temperature field
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In the inner region the vertical gradients of temperature and velocity are large

compared with horizontal gradients, and the relevant small scales of turbulence are close to

local equilibrium. Consequently, the change in perturbation temperature (which we scale

with the upwind parameter T.), 0 T,, can be calculated by assuming that the perturbation in

vertical heat flux AFe can be estimated with an eddy diffusivity (K2 + AKz), which is

perturbed by the change in turbulence. (We assume that its distribution with height is not

changed; this is probably not a good approximation over steeper hills because Kz appears to

be a function of the local mean shear (Newley 1986)).

The conservation equation for heat leads to the usual 'advective-diffusive' equation

for temperature over hilly surface (which we take to be two dimensional for simplicity)

(3.9) Pc[u; a0+ w: * ] = \0~fJ)}

CP ax WdaZ

The vertical displacement co-ordinate Z is defined in terms of the height Hf(x/L) of the hill

(3.10) Z = z -Hf(x/L) ,

where it is assumed that H/L is small. Terms of O((H/L)2) are neglected. The velocity

components ud* and wd* are defined in terms of x and Z. Equations (3.9) is now written in

terms of perturbation quantities and normalized in terms of U0 (=UB(hm)) and T.

ud = Uo [U(Z) + ud(XZ)]

(3.11a, b,c) wd =U 0 wd(x,Z)
}*

T
0*= O(Z) + L O(x,Z)

so that using (1.3)

(3.12) f(Z/LMo ) +az 7 ' a

where fo (ZILMO) is the local Monin-Obukhov function over the hill surface. Using the

eddy diffusivity hypothesis, the heat flux is given by
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F )+ AF Zoo*
(3.13) a = ku. [1 + -/f(Z/Lo)PC P az

where pTu. 2 is the perturbation Reynolds stress. Thence, using (3.12) the calculations for

S/LMO is small (say less than 0. 1),
AF9 a0/az Af(3.14) =uT* { 2~ f (Z___) f }

where f0 = f0 + Af, and Af is the change in the Monin-Obukhov function. The flow is near

neutral in the inner layer if its thickness I is less than about 1/20 of the Monin-Obukhov

length LMO (or the Richardson number is less than about 0.1). Then f0 = 1 and Af = 0.

The boundary conditions on the temperature in the inner region are

(i) that the heat flux is equal to the mean surface heat FO* at the ground, where Fe*

FO + AFo . From (1.3) this means that

ae*_ (F0 + AF0)/PCp

aZ k4(t/p)

where t* is the local shear stress. Since t* = pu. 2 (l +,t), the non-dimensional

perturbation temperature satisfies

- (3.15a) i__ = G(x) AF /F" . az o

where

G(x) = AFoF o -t/2

(ii) that very close to the surface the temperature should have the same relations to the

local heat flux F0 * and shear stress t* as over level ground, so from (1.2),

(3.15b) e*(z) - 0*(0) = ) -[ In-ZZ+ B-I

kpC Zo

where B-' = B0-' + AB-'. For typical vegetation, B-' = 8 (T./p)"/ 6) so

1 8 1/3B0 = 8u" 3 and AB = 't(x)u, ; (u. is in ms-); therefore from (3.5b)
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(3.15c) O(Z)- 0(0) = G(x) [ ln-+Z B0 ] +AB.'
zo 0

(iii) Upwind and downwind the perturbation temperature tends to zero. We now derive

the normalized governing equation for 0. Substituting (3.12) and (3.14) into (3.9),

and scaling x in terms of L, and Z in terms of !, we obtain

U(y) ae (wd/U(I)L ][a[a] + 1 T k2L

S) aln-
z0

But from the definition of I for the mean flow

In (li/zo) = 2k2L

and the use of the continuity equation simplifies this to

I 
f-)In( I a0" 2 a [ U(l) 2 a

z0

At this stage it is convenient to separate the factors that determine 0, the

perturbation temperature, corresponding to the 'source' terms on the right and to the change

in surface flux AF8 (0).

We let

(3.17a) 0 = 0(a) + O(b) + O(c)

where

(3.17b) L(d(a))= d' subjectto 0 +
o0

(b) t ae(b)
" (3.17c) L((b))O = subject to2 a- 0a-4

and
(3.17d) L(0 C) = 0, subject to 0(c)--O as -- -G(x) as 0 .
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Using Fourier transforms and the results of the analysis of the mean flow by Hunt,

Leibovich & Richards (1986), the perturbations O(a) are expressed as asymptotic

expansions in ln( /z0). Thus

(3.18) 8(a) - H/L [((a) + 1 (a)
U2(/) 2l(1)

zo

We only need to consider the bulk of the inner region where In / ln( /zo) >> I because

there is no discontinuity in 0 or D0/a across the inner stress layer where this

approximation is not valid. Then the equation (3.17b) reduces to

(3.19a) iK 8(ao) [ R 0(B a'0)] = :

(3.19b) i) l '-)-I i[ S2] =a h() - i I In(ao)

where

h( ) [A f- Op) + In - 2]

where p' = 7

Since I< 1 in the inner region, we approximate h( ) (to within 10%) by the

expression
5(3.19c) h( ) =-[4K0(P) - -+ in

The solution to (3.19a) is obtained by noting from HRL that

(i - [. a]) (Ko(p)) =0

so

L(K0(p)) = iK1,K0(p)

and that the complementary function to (3.19) is K0 (q) where q= 2

Therefore
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(3.20a) 0(a) - (H/L)a(Ki) [ I - [8Ko(p) - 4Ko(q) - .+ 2 ln;]]
U2(I) ln(7)

At the surface (as -*0),

(3.20b) 0o) 5/2+2 In2 + 2 In I + i

U2(2) In (-)
zo

Note that

30(a) (H/L)a(K))  2 F +4 K [2(ker,0 + i kei'o(p))

U 2 (1) In (- I
zo

(3.2 1a) - [ker'o(q)+. i kei'0 (q))]]

As -4 0,

(3.2 1b) W9(a)/,i o _ (a/a )[p2 In p] - - In 0 = O[ (H/L)(yU-2(I) In(I/zo) In ].

For the effect of the perturbation in shear stress, (3.19c) leads to

(3.22a) iK1 2(b.0) _ _aR[ ) I= z a . I (2U(/)

where
k(, [ [4Ko0(p) + ln -ll] .

The integral which satisfies (3.17c) (or 3.22a) is

(3.22b) 0 (b,0) --Y. 4 [K0(p) - Ko(q)]

Thus as -- 0, since
-0').- I I 3 1n 2 9n (b) t 2 n.( 3.22c) K (P) - -- in -In 2 -In i, K (q) - -- I I 2  -InC U 2(1 n"

0 2, 2 2 L U2 (1

and
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H
(3.23a) V J

U 2(1) j1

[ker1 (p) - .,2"kerl(q))(1-i) + (keil(p) - ,2kei(q))(l+i)]

Again, ae(b)/a -c 1n as -4 0, but the order of magnitude is great,.:

rHi
=0 - ln; I

IU 1(1 )

The solution for the third component 0(c) is given by

(3.24a) e(c)(K,;) = - 2G(K1) K0 (p)

This satisfies the surface flux condition (3.19d), because as -0,

(3.24b) 0(C) -2G(K )" [-21n-y-L mi]2 2

wherer y is Euler's constant, and therefore

r G(c),

but (3.24) must also satisfy the condition for 0(c) at the surface specified by (3.15c). By

expressing (3.15c) in terms of and substituting the limiting form of 0(c) given by (3.24b)

into (3.15c), it follows that

{3.25a) -o c(K0) = G( [B 2y-i n + In ) + AB
0 zo

where
, G(Kl = g  . 0)

where AB I depends on the distribution of T over the surface. An approximate form is

B 4 3 T (KIUU.1 3 where u. is in ms-1

The vertical cradient of 0(c obtained by differentiating (3.24a) is
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(32b)~ (c =GK 1  [kerp)(1.i) + kei1 (p)(1+i)]

Near the surface WO~c/a - G(K1l) [1I + i4 1 1I
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3.3 Discussion of analysis of inner region mean temperature distribution

The order of magnitude and phase of the different components at the mean

temperature perturbation on the surface can be compared using solutions (3.20a), (3.22b)

and (3.24a).

The perturbation 0(a) caused by the convergence and divergence of the streamlines

brings warm air near the ground when the streamlines converge. Therefore 0(a) is in phase

with the surface mean speed and mean elevation at the surface (when the hill is large

enough or the surface smooth enough that In I/z 0 
> > 1). From (3.20) it follows that

) U2 (hm
(3.26a) 0 a = (--) U [I +

SIu 2(1) lno

(In this expression the second-order term has been retained because typically it is of the

same order as the first-order term.) Since the greater the shear in the upwind flow (i.e. the

ratio of U(hm) to U(I )), the greater is the speed up and rate of convergence of streamlines

over the hill, so it is not surprising that O(a) is also proportional to the upwind shear.

I." The vertical profile of 0(a) in figure (a) shows that the perturbation is maximum

* ~..above the surface and just below the height where the horizontal velocity perturbation of Ud

is maximum. Therefore the gradient of 0(a), a9(a),/, is positive below about 1/4 and

negative above 1/4. We note that to first order 0(a) is constant with height in the inner

region. This is because the rate of convergence (or vertical velocity) to the first order

increases with z and the mean velocity gradient 0/az decreases in proportion to l/z and the

product of these two effects is constant with height. Thus the gradient of 0(a) is determined

Y. by the second-order term in (3.1 la), and its magnitude from (3. 10b) is

(3.26b) 0(a)/a = (H/L) U2(hm)/(U 2(l ) In (I /z))

The perturbation component 9O) caused by the change in the vertical diffusivity,

which is proportional to t, leads to a change in vertical heat flux gradient proportional to
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a3tr/Z Since ataZ increases rapidly toward the bottom of the inner region (in proportion to

- !ln(l /Z)) the change in aF0 /aZ is greatest close to the surface, where

a3F U2(hM)
"-k [ If 7 (-In( ))Ia• U 2(1 )7

This is of the same order and has approximately the opposite phase as the convergence

effect, because although, -T/(0), is in phase with the surface, O't/az (as Z/l -40) is about 90'

out of phase with the surface elevation.

This explains why 001)(0) is about 180' out of phase with 0(a) but of the same order

of magnitude, thus (from (3.22)),

(3.27a) o (b) H U2(hm)
I) U2(I )

The rapid variation in xt/d near the surface leads, however, to a rapid decrease in 0(b)

over a scale I and therefore its vertical gradient has magnitude

(3.27b) a 0() H U 2(hM)
at L U2 (I)

which is 0(n (lI/z 0 ) greater than aE(a)/a. (This would be a factor of five or six in

practice.)

Graphs of 0(b)( ) and 30(b)/a are shown in Figure 00.

The perturbation component 0(c) caused by the changes in surface heat flux and

shear stress is such that its gradient is in phase with these components al the surface, the

surface temperature itself (given by (3.15a) slightly lags the phase of the combined surface

flux G bv (3.15a)) 7r/ln(l 40). HLR showed that the surface shear stress is in phase with

the surface elevation but slightly leads its phase by t/(ln (l/z0 )). Therefore, to first order,

the pase of the surface temperature depends on the relative magnitude of the surface heat

flux and shear stress, which depend on the kind of heating occurring over the terrain.
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The order of magnitude of this surface component follows from (3.15a). If the

normalized change in heat flux is proportional to the 1= (e.g. by the effects of solar

.idiation),

(3.28) 0(c)(0) = H/L ln(lI/zo)

This is grea than the other components 0(a) and 0(b), but the numerical factor may not be

very large (e.g. 21n2 U2 (hm)/U 2(l ) is typically about three, while In( l/z 0 ) is about five or

six).

If the change in heat flux is proportional to the changes in surface shlear stress (so

that there is a net change in F0 /4t), then the relative change in 0(c) is greater than (3.28).

21
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3.4 Typical changes in surface flux over terrain

We can now calculate the changes in temperature caused by different changes in

surface heat flux g(x) over a hill, using the approximate formula developed in §3.1

(3.29) g(x) At ARn Aq
F(O) XT - + R + Xq -q

Case (i)

AR = ,= ",Aq/q = 0

Here is no change in radiant heat to the ground (e.g. cloudy conditions), and any heat flux

is being caused by the heat flux to the surface from below the surface. There is no change

in humidity. The change in g(x) is just caused by the change in shear stress. In this case

the change in the combined flux term G(x) is zero, so that effectively T. is constant over

the hill. Therefore the changes to 0(c) are at the surface where 0(c) is changed by the

constant term AB -1 = 4/3mru. 1 /3 . The perturbation contributions to 0(a) and 0(b) are

independent of these changes in surface conditions.

I Case (ii

Here R n/R = IL f(x/L), XT = 1/2, A = 0.

The primary change is caused by changes in incident radiation which are proportional to the

slope. We have chosen the constant for multiplying the slope to be unity, corresponding to

a latitude of about 50'N.
4
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3.5 Estimation of the changes in turbulence structures

The turbulence is close to equilibrium at the bottom of the inner region because its

time scale TL is small compared with the travel time T. We have made the assumption that

the turbulence is local equilibrium right through the layer in order to be able to use the

simplification of the 'mixing length' model for the heat flux.

In the same vein is the assumption that in the inner region the temperature

fluctuation and their dissipations are determined by the local heat flux F0 (z) based on the

local mean temperature gradients and the local sheart stress. From (1.8d), this implies that

if

1 /ILMoJ << 1, the variance over the hill is given by
(F 2

2(F + AF0 /pC)': 2 + A602 = P
B 2

u,(1 + t(z))

Therefore the fractional change is
(3.30) A02/0; = [2AF (z)/F (z) - t]

In local equilibrium the rate of generation of temperature fluctuations is equal to its rate of

dissipation. Therefore the fractal change in dissipation is
AE--. F 0]/C P

E -F a0/aZ

(3.31) A r,

0 2

where

(H/L) U2(h) 5
t =[I + .]

U 2( U ln(l /Zo)

and

0 =0(a) + 0(b) + 0(c)
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We note that (3.30) and (3.31) are consistent with the usual similarity hypothesis of

turbulence that
2~ )2 '/(W)w

£0oCo2G /L~[

Since w - u. in the inner regions where I /ILMoI << 1, and since Lx(w ) is proportional to

distance above the surface Z, it follows that

(3.32) ee  u* (I + _ and A02 22o 02  2

0 B B

The change in the rate of energy dissipation E in the inner region is given

approximately by

(3.33) .6L= 3
LB

Therefore
2 (h

Ae = 3 2 H Uam) au
2 TCOC(x) 2m[ ]

EB

where the Fourier transform of u( 1) is given by

-(4K 0 (p)+ ln -1) andp=2 1.7&

Therefore the relative change in the structure function parameter CT2 over hills for

temperature fluctuations is given in terms of its value in the upwind boundary layer (CT2)B

by
21/

(3.24) CTB E0B E

where AE is given by (3.22) and AL by (3.23). If the changes in E0 and c are small

enough, (3.24) reduces to
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2

1% + 2 + 1 = [1 + 2
Cy 2 2 )

Thus it is only the change in temperature (when mormalized on the upwind values of T,)

that determines the first-order change in C92 near the surface. Of course, as we saw in

§3.2, the change in 0 is significantly affected by the change in shear stress.
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4. The change in the temperature spectra in the outer region

4.1 Governing equations and approximations

In the outer region the mean temperature gradient is changed by the convergence

and divergence of the mean streamlines. The changes in the velocity and temperature

fluctuations, however, are not just determined by the jggj changes in the mean velocity and

temperature fields, because, unlike in the inner region, the memory time or turnover or

Lagrangian time-scale TL is longer than the travel time T. Thus the changes in the

fluctuations are determined by the nature of the upwind fluctuations and by the changes in

the mean field along the whole trajectory from upwind to the measuring point.

There is a well-established theory for the changes of the velocity fluctuations in the

outer region, based on a linear theory for the distortion of the vorticity of the upwind

turbulence by the convergence and divergence of the streamlines. This rapid distortion

theory enables the changes in the velocity spectra to be predicted, with the results for the

changes that are correct to within about 25% (Britter, Hunt & Richards 1981; Panofsky et

al. 1982). There has been no corresponding theory for the changes in the temperature

spectra.

Warhaft (1980) has measured the changes in spectra of temperature fluctuations in a

wind-tunnel contraction. These measurements have not previously been analyzed; they

provide a valuable set of data for beginning to construct a model for these temperature

fluctuations.

In this section we consider three effects:

(i) The effect of the change in the mean velocity and the turbulence on the change in the

-- mean temperature field, AO. We show that in the outer region (unlike the inner region) the

turbulence has little effect on AO.

(ii) The effect of AO on the fluctuating temperature 0'. For most purposes it is a small

effect.
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(iii) The direct effect on O' of the convergence and divergence of the streamlines and the

changes in the turbulence. We look particularly at how the spectrum of 0' changes, as the

wave numbers change. The leading-order effect is that caused by the mean flow.

However the distortions to the spectra caused by non-linear pressures associated with the

changes in u are unexpected and possibly important. The theoretical suggestions are

largely in agreement with Warhaft's measurements. Fig. 5.

We first derive the equations for the mean and fluctuating temperature field 0 *, 0'

in terms of the mean and fluctuating velocity field U, u'. (We shall only be concerned with

length scales larger than the Kolmogorov microscales so that molecular diffusion can be

neglected.)

From the full equations

(4.1) (k + (U + u').V) (* + ') = 0
at

it follows that 0* satisfies:

(4.2) . + (U. V)O=- V(u'. )
at

In the outer region the right-hand side can be neglected. For a two-dimensional steady

flow the mean velocity and temperature can be expressed in terms of the displaced

coordinates as

(4.3a) U(x,z) - (UB(x,Z),0) + (ud, wd*) (x,Z)

0*(x,z) = 0(x,Z) + A0 (x,Z)

where

(4.3b) Z = z - Hf(x/L) and aud*/ax + aWd/aZ - 0.

The mean temperature can also be expressed in terms of the upwind mean temer turc

profile plus a mean perturbation AO. Then (4.2) reduces to

(4.4) U - +wd 0
ax daz
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whence, from (4.3b) and using the fact that UB varies slowly with height,
Ud U.

(4.5) "[1 +0(
3)Z I BZ -B

The equation for the fluctuating velocity 0' is given by

(4.6) -+ (U.V)O" = - V.(u'8' - Ue')
'3at

The left-hand side of (4.6) shows the effects of lina distortions on the fluctuating

temperature and the right-hand side the effects of non-linear distortions. The change in the

term (U.V)O' in the accelerating flow is O(ud*O'/Le) or 0(HL U0 e'/L8 ). The change in

the term (u'.V)0 ° is 0(u0'3A0/aZ) or 0(Au'/U0 30/Z), whichever is the larger, where

Au' is the order of magnitude of the change in u' over the hill.

Au 3AO
Since u7- - II' UB - H/L and since ZZ- =0 o(. )a1/aZ it follows that u'0 A is of the

uB Z

Aw
same order as )/3 Z.

For typical boundary-layer flows U00'/L O - UoT./z, while

u aAO H u,T,FS: 0 <AO <
"Z L Z

in near neutral flows. Consequenctly the change in (U.V)O' is much greater (by O(U oiu.))

than the change in (u'.V)0* in the outer region, and is the most significant linear trm.

V "In stably stratified flows, using the theory of Pearson, Puttock & Hunt ,' 1983). and

the measurements of Hunt, Kaimal and Gaynor (1985), the estimates for these terms are:

L~ (/N and 0' - (O)w Q Zo (H )U - U  Z"

Then uo'aAO/aZ - 3, H/L aE)/aZ.

*' Thus stable conditions are similar to neutral ones in that the change in od-0Z also has a

smaller effect on 0' than the change in U.
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The order of magnitude of the non-linear term on the right-hand side of (4.6) for

eddies of scale Lq is uo'O'/Le. Thus the ratio of the right-hand side to the largest term on

the left-hand side is u0'/U0 . Since u 0 /U0 <<1 (typically less than 0.1 in the outer region),

this suggests that to first order the non-linear terms can be neglected. However a better

understanding of how the non-linear term distorts the spectrum is obtained by analyzing

how the wavenumbers of the temperature fluctuations are distorted. This also leads us to

our desired result for the change in the spectra.
..

4. 2 Fourier analysis and estimates of non-linear corrections

In the outer region the length scales of the temperature and velocity fluctuations of

interest are small compared with the depth of the boundary layer (h) or the length of the hill

% (if L - h). Therefore 0' and u' can be expressed in terms of a local co-ordinate frame at a

Spositicn x0(t) = Udt moving with the mean flow, viz: X = x - JUdt, and thence taking

:,ouner transforms Sq. S, with a L wavenumber X(t) (see Fig. 6)

(4.7) (O'(x.t), u,(xt) (S( X,t), S (Xt)exp i (XX) dX

The equation 0' in local co-ordinates is

a aS dU 00. auk d0'
(418) X U )- X

"-at ax ax 0 xk  j 3ax ax

Substituting (4.7) into (4.8) leads to an equation for So:

-as dX k  Xau I XS -u(X S+ XXS(X')s(X-X')dX'
,t k ) Jx k 0) k XjJk o k

These equations are only satisfied by matching coefficients of So and XjS,

as
(4.9) Uk Xk S

and

-.-; (4.10) S 0 X S (X )sk(X - ')d X
. xk
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Thus the error in the magnitude of St, caused by neglecting the non-linear terms in

(4.8) increases with the travel time T. its order of magnitude is apparently of O(AuoXT)

where Au0 ' is the change in the turbulence over the hill.

The error in the magnitude of the wavenumber X is also apparently

O(Auo'XT). These main estimates are.far t.Ia= if they are used to estimate the errors m

the spectra because they do not allow for the fact that the error terms are random and

contain products that have weak correlation (e.g. uk'Sq). One way to estimate the error

term, analytically, is to divide the velocity and temperature spectra into two halves, and

assume that the fluctuations in the two halves are approximately uncorrelated, and to use

the fact that small scale fluctuations (X) have a correlation time scale of order c-13 X- 3 .

If X > Lx1 , where L. is the scale of the velocity fluctuations, then the rate of

change of the temperature spectrum (e(X) (-ISO1 2 ) depends on the amplification A(X) of

the small-scale velocity fluctuations. A two scale analysis suggests

dO 253113
(4.1 la) -A(X) - 0 (k) X E A(X).

dt e
(4.1 lb) for 2 iEL X :5,

-V3

where X = XI.

Over a hill of slope H/L the amplification A of the turbulent energy by linear rapid

distortion process is of the order of H/L. But for scales much smaller than a critical scale

I., non-linear processes reduce this amplification where E-1 / 31 2/3 - T - Uo/L. For L -

_ 103m, 1. - lm. Thus, the typical proportional change in O over a hill of 100m for an eddy

scale of the order of about 1 meter would be (from 4. 1 la) about

1 U0  H L .01. 100 1
1 2/3 1/3' L'U0 1.000)1/3 4

This would be negligible. But for higher hills the change might be significant. For smaller

scales non-linear processes would reduce any amplification.
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The most significant feature of (4.11 ) is that it indicates that the Ls.gm of the inertial

range of the spectrum changes in an accelerating flow, and most surprisingly that the

departure of the spectrum from the (-5,3) inertial subrange spectrum irfrases as the wave

number increases In his wind-tunnel experiments. Warhaft 19gill found that the high

wa~enumber spectrum was indeed amplified, by an increasing amount as X increased. The

estimate 4-1 11 agrees qualitatively with his observations, Including the criteria for its

applicabilt. As (4, 11 b), implies he found that when L9, L, decreased a larger range 41 the
,-a

temperature spectra was amplified. (in his case he compared I.j+ I 1 2 to, Lc L, .

Since there is no significant effect of mean temperature gradient, there is no net

increase of O so the increase in small-scale temperature fluctuations indicated by

(4 1 1 has to be compensated by a reduction i the intensity of large-scale temperature

fluctuations, as Warhaft observed). This effect is only significant it Is less than.

approximately. 1,, So in the atmosphere where L0qLA, there is likelh to be little reduction

in of, when xi,& , I

. ~, Change in tempcrature sptctra by linear straining

We have shown that, for length scales of temperature fluctat, )n, ot interest. In the

tuter regiin of flow over hills, the change in the Fourier transOTrm ani theime the ,,Vc trim

of temperature fluctuations are not affected, to first order, h, the c hai ,. nthe non IIncar

, terms in (4 9) and (4.10)

From 4.9 it follows that on the trajectory of a fluid clette,.i a i ttiat ilie. m ,r

a t% en ]( ii wa',enumber X. S0( ) does not change, and therr-t,,e c ,ye " h ,Tcc rnt'

-,I .ctrurm at a three dimensional wavenurnber X at a F"siti, n 1 ) C. the hill is elual to the

up, ind ,peC trum with wavenumber K i.e.

.. Pi,) s 4 giives the change in \ ,aenun ihei A ,li , lic c.. , ,r I t;,

\ ci a ,, dhNlrlern nal hill

'p
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dx, a a -

(4.13a) d" x I axI 3 U3

dx 3  -' - U3
.4.1b dt I x 3 3 x3

In general the solution of these coupled equations (4.13) require integration along

the mean streamlines over the hill. But for hills with low slope, an analytical integration

becomes possible. since

dX dX X H LHdX' --t" d Ux ax O(

-hen (4.13) becomes

4" U L2 d X aU

ax ax B ax I) I axI

-' Note that in the outer region DUi/ax 3 ~ aU'/ax1 , to leading order in u./U0 , and by

continuit, UU O = - aU1/ax1 .

Tus at a given distance x in the flow direction and given height z

KUU

. I

A hi le
U U

• ,stz) K "K1 7 -

B B
U9

I i : the previous notation for the perturbations of the mean velocity

'hc ,mp,, nents ,,t Xcan be expressed as

.~ 2%

.
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1 3"i Z t~l+.u U(z) 'X2 = :

(4.14)

a n d X 3= 1 3 ( + U - )

Therefore the local three-dimensional temperature spectrum 80(X) over two-dimensional

hills at high wavenumber can be derived from the upwind spectrum by:

(4.15) (D 00 o e 3

K1
1/3

where k = Kcand Ki is expressed in terms of Xi by (4.14).

For example at the top of a hill where w = 0, (4.14) reduces to

- u X

I = XI (1 + "),K2 = X2, 3 = +U

So from (4.15)

(4.16) ( OM
[X2(lU)2+ 2 11/3

1U 2

Thence the one-dimensional spectrum can be derived by integrating (4.10): 00(XI)

P=JfeXdX 2 dX 3. So

E E-1/3
, '- O o ( X ,)d

,. 5/(1  u 23

Another way of expressing this result is in terms of the temperature structure

function -, which is not now isotropic: For a displacement r. in the x direction
2 U 2/3n -/

(4.17a) (O(x,y,z) -O(x+r,y,z)) 2  1+u) r :
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Also the integral scale of the temperature fluctuations in the direction of flow, Le, is

similarly distorted:
L tct%(0)

Since L 0- - I2 'f2'3 2 3)dX2d3
02 0

L
(4.18) L 1BL u

eB

Warhaft (1980) expressed his measurements of the distortion of the spectrum in

terms of the change in the wavenumber, Xmu, at the maximum of the function XCo((X). For

typical spectral it is generally found that XmxC 1/L9 . He found that the proportional change

in Xrx 1 from upwind, Xmx(B)/Xmx, was approximately equal to the amplification of the

mean speed in the contraction of the wind tunnel, when L9 = L. (When Le <Lx, the

amplification was less.)

.P Thus, we conclude that the major effect on the temperature spectrum over hills even

for scales as small as 0.1 m is the linerdistortion of the wave numbers. The non-linear

effects lead to distortion of the form of the specttrum.

These effects summarized in the schematic diagram Fig. 6.).

.12
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Appndix

Variation of heat and water flux over a surface

From Monteith's formula, as explained by Thom (1975) and Smith & Blackall

(1979), FO and Fq are given by:

FO(z) = 3R/(I+13), Fq(z) = R/((1+3)k)

where the Bowen-ratio 3(z) = (ra+rst-ri)/((A/y)ra + ri), R is the net surface heat flux. X is

the latent heat of vaporization of liquid water, and the resistances ra,rst, ri have the

following values:

The aerodynamic resistance ra(z) = [1/(ku*)]1n((z-d)/z0 /5)), where d is the

displacement height, which is at the order of the vegetation height ra(z) is usually defined

in terms of the velocity at a particular value of (z-d), eg

ra(z) = 6.25/U(z) I n((z-d)/zo) I n(5(z-d)/z)

= 2x10 2/U(z) for z0 = 10-2m.

For a typical wind speed at 5ms- 1, ra = 40 sm-1. the stomatal resistance rst is the resistance

by the vegetation to evaporation and transpiration. When the plant surfaces are wet rst--O,

but when the plants transpire very slowly rt--oo. In most typical air flows over crops, rt

ra = 40 sml . Monteith called ri the 'isothermal resistance' because if ra + rst = r1, there

can be isothermal flow. ri is defined as:

ri = (pc,(Ry))(psv-pv),

where y is the psychometric constant y = pc,/(XE) - usually in mb 0C-1, and cp, F, p are

the density, specific heat, ratio of molecular weights of water to air (=5/8), pressure. p,

p, are the saturated and local vapor pressure: P, is a function of the temperature 0, p,/p

8/5 q, where q is the water vapor concentration.

The parameter A in the expression 'or the Bowen ratio is related to r,:

A = 1/2 ((apsv1a 0 ) (z) + (dps,/aO)(0 = 0)

A/y(0) is plotted in Fig. A.I from Thom (1973).
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In order to understand how 3 varies with perturbation of t, 0 and q, we have to

consider various conditions of humidity and plant type.

(i) In conditions at about 50% humidity over field crops in mid latitudes (Thorn, p.

103, 1973) ra = rst = ri, y-- 0.66 mb/°C, R - 100W/m 2. So 8P = 0(-ra/ra - Bri/re).

Note that since aP/ari<0 < A/y <6 in these conditions aJ3/ara < 0,

Thence, since ra/a)t -c - &t/lt, cr/d)q - - 8q, DP/o'ir<O and 13/Pir<O

5F&/Fe - Fq/Fq = 0(1/28/t/X, (-pc/R) (A/(ra) 80, 8 q/q)

depending which term is most significant.

Since 1 < A <6 mb/°C for 0 < 0 < 40°C, pcpA/(Rra) is of the order lsm-*C- 1

Then an increase in wind speed reduces the evaporation, and increases the heat flux

from the ground.

(ii) In conditions, where there is a strong, dry air flow over irrigated vegetation,

ri >> ra,ri >> rst, then 3- -1

so that FO/R and Fq/R become indeterminate; but FO = - Fq.

In other words there is a downward flux of sensible heat.

(iii) Where there is a strong dry air flow over vegetation which is wet on the surface,

then there is no stomatal resistance to transpiration so ri >> ra >>rst. Then Fq > 0

and F. < 0 because of the evaporation.

In that case

P--4 - I +(A/I + l)ra/ri

So FO = -[R/((A/y) + 1)]ri/ra, Fq = [R/(A/y + 1)ri/ra, then 8 Fq/Fq - GF

AR/R-4 (1/2)IAt[/t - 8ri/r i.

In the case, an increase in surface shear decreases the magnitude of F0 .

(iv) When the wind is strong, there is some humidity and some transpiration. So that

ra >> rst, ra >> ri,

and -l/(A/y) 1/2 at 20°C.
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Then Fq is about twice Fe; both are positive if R > 0 and both are independent of

wind spced.

(v) When the (stomatal) resistance is high, and the wind speed is moderate so that

rst >> ra, ri,

Then t3---rst/((A/y)ra + ri) >> 1.

so that Fe = R and Fq = (R/rsO ((A/y)ra + ri) << R.

In this case the heat flux is approximately independent of wind speed, but note that

Fq increases with ra, or decreases with wind speed.
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Figure 1. Mean potential temperature and velocity profiles in the

convective boundary layer. (LMO<O)

IJB

e ( ) upo

-_I /
,". ..LMo /

(a) E (b)

Figure 2. Typical profiles of mean potential temperature and mean

velocity in the stable boundary layer. Figure 2a includes

a profile of Richardson number. Its value at the top of

the boundary laver tends to be indeterminate or very variable.
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:; '. upper

(z) h larrouter region

h -middle

m layer

z) H ner reSion

z =Hf (x/L)

Figure 3. Region of different flow characteristics over a hill.

solar
'9i . @(z) k \ radiation -7 0(a)

0) (C)

..

0 (b)

Figire 4. Different components of the perturbation to the mean temperature
over the top of a hill. - convergence of mean streamlines.
.(b) - increased diffusivitv caused by excess turbulence

,,- - increased in heat flux from surface associated with increase

in stream.
(T e sign of these components differ over the parts of the
hill).
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Figure 5
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(Contracting streamlines)

'x () (Upwind)

Arbitary
unit

M 101 102 103  -1 (n

~(c)

Fi gure 6

(a) schem atic diagram to show how diverging and converging

streamlines of the mean flow affect the wave number.

(b) change in the spectra of temperature caused by the mean

streamlines' ,oniergened divergence. --- convectron caused

bv non-linuar processes (stronger when L9< L "

9 x

(c) Measuirements of XIx I X) before and after a coontroction in a

wind tunnel h.' Varhaft (1980) - in agreement with 0-'
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.'i sHlIIPl otl4/)/' I/ct J )f TZlfl /ien M7 ' 1: , 11", 'INJO 1141I

( ",t lruc n M i tilt' "14 ,dt'i

Tile general _onsiructi ,n ot thc nbtcl ., ', . c Al ,, :n i ui imlc, & \ansteld

1984), to .hich the reader is retcercd t!,r details 1:.':,. is ., a ii!, tiree stl ensiik,

second order mtodel tor the transpori 4 latcnIt .nl W1, v)Ic .a: in :e atliphcrk ,u:ta, c

layer The variables used are dens,, antial, and ,.,..c alC ' , t tilAt ac nn t]K111 s!c:-h'

humidt, .-\n alchraic lorm ir th ird [ I mI . n c:it- .:L . : ist rF 'C, is

"as opposed to an ,d hisC tIlldCl LVct\ attempt hA, h .s :1 m1,,. ," ke the mkilel a"

realizable as pxossible. co.mpatibl ,e .th com put at . rn.: c It c r ic ihat is Ohe M icled

equations are constructed in such a a, thti, all N ,rian,' arl ,. .l , 3U I il: t . m intained n, n

negative, and all fluxes automatically satisfy SchvNarit,, ncquaiitt all titres -Ihis at

least true in the continuum limit- the saiisfaciion ot these various inequaiines b\ the

ditfferenced forms of the equations is more ici,. a e, aid k. i i _" Jii, nsseA later

At the time of the Interim Techni alI ;,,,rt a ,,ugh the full nril(kel had heen

presented, it had been exercised only in a - indless situation. Ihis had the advantaize ot

being vertically axisyrnmmetrc, and consequently having (Ink fike independent nm-zero

third moments. As will be discussed in greater dctil atcr thc, lkchraic expressions for the

third moments are cross-coupled, and the linear f presins br the moments must be

solved at each grid point to obtain the required values Solitin f a 5 -5 systern does not

present problems either by hand or by mac hine or b\ ., n. -hic algebra program, such as

MAKCYMA. Our first goal following the Interim I-? ,, :?1, 11 R(] " ,rt \k as the exercisc o)4 the

program with wind. .nfortunately, vv hen the w.ind i ,trodis. c,. the sNstem r, os Vner

vertically axisymmcinc, and there :ire now twel c lidepridn third ofnt , Ssiti+n t

this system at each grid poitnt is rtughl_ sy t.in J CO' ll co- . n mai hin ti meC +hiis.

exercise of the model to resolve di ficultiCs hcm: i n I i l' ' , 1' 1k 1'11'

W hen the ,.ind was rst ntrdi, .(I. \k c,,:.rn. c' ,criis iwsttilitr at the

inversion base. ['his instahilit'. did ', ps.1I' 7.: .. , :A t.n .rc me hai een

6LA
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calculated It was clear that it was not a customary numerical instability, but a non-linear

4 instabilit introduced by the model. The instability appeared in the region near the

inversion base wkhere all the variables were tending to zero. Their values in this region

were e,entiallv negligible physically, but the way in which they all approached zero

together was critical. The better part of a year was spent in seeking the source of this

problem. (Recall that our effort during this year had been reduced to approximately one-

third of that dunng the initial years of the contract).

The problem was caused by realizability violations near the inversion base, and by

the way in which we tried to avoid them. The general technique of making the continuum

version ot the model fully realizable is not adequate in this region, where ditfeten'. Itg

errors can cause realizability violations even if the continuum model is fully realizahle. it

should be recalled that our model is not, in fact fully realizable. We find it essential at each

time step to examine the values of all the fluxes and variances in this region for violations

Oft S.h~ jrt s inequality and negativity. Violations that are discovered are corrected by

adjustment of the variables. The way in which the variables are adjusted is critical; it niust

be done smoothly, so that when the curves are differenced to determine the ight hand side

of the equations for the next time step, no unphysical terms are introduced. It must be done

in the proper sequence. The correct variables must be adjusted. The problem usually arose

near a zero of a flux, which usually did not occur at a grid point. Schwartz's ineqlialit

would be violated on one side or the other of the zero. There is a choice of three variables

to adjust to correct the violation, the flux or one of the variances. The correction must be

carried to at least two neighboring grid points on each side with a smooth weighting

function, gradually reducing. If it is the flux that is adjusted, there is a problem. Suppose

that the flux were positive at the point of violation, but negative at the neighboring point,

and that the required adjustment at the point of violation were negative, should the

adjustment at the neighboring point be positive or negative? Our inability to resolve this

problem in any consistent manner lead us finallY to adjust the variances, which did not

2 1



preNent this~ difficultN. Note, how eer. that we have Ito deal wiW1t *.p'U J)11 -u anld

,U u %%Ith Var a nces U 12 , and I. U ;eaiCh v Ia ra'Ce appears in two , the

- tn es Te rqure ajustmlenit tpossibly eu in) eachA oi the: ildicts of, stanfdard

dO!,1 .1oills -nv\es three equations in three unknowns, thle Jkdj uStruenlts reqlutred ini each )f thle

tndaird d'iain.These are then smoothly dlistributed Otit each side of the poitnt in

question. Nowv, howvever, the values of thle variances have been chancd at points at which

I ik%.art z s t netualitv had not previously been violated; it is nlecessar\N to make another

t c'' Lheck a-ain for violations, and go through the samec procedlure atain.

this~te process con, eri-es. We monitored the numb11er of t ain and the

tikbe t ltc~attoris required as t-he run progressed, a rapid increase inl thle number of either

icii-edre ustiaill\ indit ated the presence of an instability. Our final technique (combined

%k t~ explicit. calculation of the pressure transport, which improved the stability) proved

satlisfactotw.

This phase of the work was completed by September 30, 1985. A one-dimensional

qape. with programmnable boundary conditions and svtv. 'ptic conitin a rprd

together wvith a user's manual, and forwardedi to the contract manager. We include in this

report figures ( 1 -13) from the test calculation we caried out. T[his is the same physical

situation we examined in the windless case: a dry boundary layer arnves over water: the

radiant input remains thle same, and the water tetnper.ture is thle samne as tile air teinperature:

the input changes from sensible heat to latent heat, reNut~it Inl a shar-p drop inl thle SUrtace

density anomaly flux; a stable region de\ elups ticar the sur face, and is, oraduLt

transportied upward, finally the region is again fully mixed,.% ith thie niew, low ci alue of' thle

surface density anomaly flux.

Inl Figures I - 13, the computer-enerated call-' 'N are tratispar ent acron\ nis: 1 PS,

for example. is Rho Prime Squared, while DRI3 is /)eri\.iti\ c of Rhio Bar, or A . he

notation is the same as that in Lunilev & Mansfield (1984) 1: and f are the niean atnd

fIluctuating, water vapor mixture tract on, f' is the di\sipattlor of at,-t~Q% er vapo r



mixture fraction variance. Cf, C1 and CP. are the relaxation coefficients (which multiply the

pressure correlations) in respectively : the water vapor mixture fraction flux equation, the

Re\ nolds stress equation, and the density anomaly flux equation.

During the final year of the contract we have concentrated on installing our program

- on Cornell's production supercomputer facility. This has involved writing a new code to

handle our massive equation set, a new treatment of the boundary conditions, modifications

to the way we handle the third moments, motivated by time considerations, a new treatment

of the pressure, and testing of the new algorithms. Each of these is described in detail

below,'. It should be borne in mind that we are hoping to solve 21 equations over an

irregular boundary in three dimensions. The solution of four such equations in these

circumstances (the "simple" test we use for our algorithms) is equivalent to ordinary

computational fluid dynamics, i.e.- the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. This is

not generally regarded as an off-the-shelf item in three dimensions. Only in this way can

one appreciate the magnitude of the problem we are attacking.

COrnputation of the pressure

In a three-dimensional computation it is necessary to determine the mean pressure

from an equation; this was not necessary in our one-dimensional computations, in which

the homogeneity assumption combined with the Boussinesq approximation made the

pressure (anomaly) uniform.

The usual method for determining the pressure is to use the incompressibility

. assumption

~U.. i = 0

We take the divergence of the equation for the mean velocity, using the incompressibility

assumption, to obtain a Poisson equation for the mean pressure:

",.-"_3,11-P~ U I,jU j,, - 1uiju j  i> +- g <p '> 310 0

'I his may now be solved by standard Poisson equation solvers, using the values of the

mean velocity and the Reynolds stress determined at the last time step. On a regular grid,
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in a box, the pseudo-spectral method is very fast: the products on the right hand side of the

Poisson equation are calculated, and the Fast Fourier Transform is applied to both sides.

The transform of the pressure is calculated in Fourier space, and the FF1' used to return it

to real space.

Unfortunately, solution of the Poisson equation in three dimensions on an irregular

,., grid, in an irregular geometry (as required by terrain) is expensive in computational time.

The FF1 can no longer be used conveniently, and over-relaxation, or a similar technique

must be used, requiring many iterations.

In order to avoid this difficulty, we have used an alternate scheme. The atmosphere

is, after all, not an incompressible medium. It is a compressible gas, with a finite velocity

of sound. It is therefore more realistic to use the equations for a compressible gas.

Experimentally, it is known that the effects of compressibility on mean streamlines are

negligible if the mean flow Mach number is below about 0.3. Of course, mean flow Mach

numbers in typical flows in the atmospheric surface layer are more nearly of the order of

0.03, but between 0.3 and 0.03 we would expect to see negligible change in the mean

flow. The use of the equations for a compressible gas has the advantage that the equations

are predictive equations that can be solved by time stepping, like all the other equations that

we are solving.

We begin with the equation for the instantaneous density and velocity:

atP + P,iUi + pu1 ii = 0

Using the isentropic relation between the pressure and density dp/dp = a2, where a is the

isentropic speed of sound, a2 = fRT, and the equation of state P = pRT, we have

.-, tp + P,iUi + )Puii = 0

For a diatomic gas, y = 1.4. This can be placed in conservative form as

atp + (Pui),i + (Y - 1)pui,i = 0

We may now introduce the Reynolds decomposition p = P +p' and average, to obtain

atP  (PUi),i + <P'Ui>,i + (Y - 1)PUi i = 0
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We have neglected a term <p'ui,,>, on the grounds that the Mach number of the fluctuating

velocity is (in the atmospheric boundary layer) only about 4% of the mean flow Mach

number; for this reason ui i for the fluctuating velocity will be negligible, even if Uij is not.

The term <p'ui> is one of those modeled, as -0.2<q 2ui>, and this quantity is calculated.

Note that all terms but the first (atP) are known at each time step.

In effect, setting the level of the absolute pressure, which appears nowhere else in

the system of equations, determines the mean flow Mach number, and determines the

strength of the feedback in the pressure equation. Note that M 2 = a2/U2 = yP/pU2. At each

time step, U i is calculated. If it is not zero, it is multiplied by a fairly large number (P),

and from this a new pressure field is determined which will tend to reduce the value of Ui i .

As an aside, since the pressure always appears in the momentum equations divided

by po, it would be reasonable to work in terms of the kinematic pressure P/p 0 = I-I, say.

Since our pressure equation is homogeneous in the pressure, we can divide by Po and write

a similar equation for H7.

Three dimensional test of numerical algorithm and pressure equation.

In order to test our general numerical algorithm, and to test our method of

calculating the pressure, we have carried out a fully three dimensional laminar calculation,

choosing as our problem one for which an exact solution of the Navier Stokes equations is

known to exist. Our numerical algorithm is set up to handle an essentially arbitrary number

of equations of the form

,t f = (Df, )1 + (Eif),i + Ff + G

We selected a laminar problem because the laminar Navier-Stokes equations are three

equations of this form. In addition. it ,ll be seen that the pressure equation is also of this

form. Hence, by solving the laminar Navier-Stokes equations with the pressure

determined by our compressible algorithm, we are effectively testing our algorithm on a

four equation system, instead of the twenty-one equation system that we ultimately have in

mind. In addition, the determination of the pressure using our compressible alghorithm

L ' -
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call be done as well in a laminar situation. Finally, we have the advantage that exact

SOlLition, to the Navier Stokes equations exist for several problems, and we can hence

determine the accuracy of our computation.

We took as our problem the impingement of an axisymmetric jet on a flat plate.

This was studied by Homann (Zeitschrififiir Angewandte Mathemarik und Mechanik 16

(1936) 153-164). If the plate lies in the 1-2 plane, and the jet approaches along the 3-axis,

the velocity field is given by

U1 = (S/2)xlf(rl)

U 2 = (S/2)X2f (T)

U3 = -2(Sv/2) 1/2f(9)

TI = (S/2v)l"2x 3

n- = F0 - (1/2)[(S/2) 2(x1
2 + X2

2) + U3
21 + VU3 ,3

where S is the strain rate of the approaching inviscid flow. The function F has been

tabulated by Homann. We carry out the computation in a cubic box of side L, including

one-quarter of the jet. That is, the sides of the box are the planes xI = 0, xI = L, x2 = 0, x1

= L, X3 = 0, x 3 = L. The Maximum velocity is roughly SL. We choose to normalize all

velocities by SL, lengths by L, time by 1/S. We indicate nondimensionalized quantities by

italics. Thus,

Ui/SL = U,

xi/L =x i

St = t

v/SL 2 = I/Re

the inverse of the Reynolds number. The pressure normalization is
",S

I.- 1-/S2L 2  1 I

Our equations of motion now read

.tui + (UUj) j = -7i + ReI

-t + (HUi)' = /-(1 - )Uii

Y a 2 4
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To set the level of pressure, we take SL/a M0 = 0.3. Hence,

n (TM02)-I

The box is now a unit cube, and the exact solution becomes

U, = x1f /2

U2 = x'f/2

U3 = -(2/Re)ti 2f

T1 = (Re/2)1r2x3

1I =l - (1/2)[(x, 2 + x22)/4 + U3
2] + U3 3/Re

- To select a value for the Reynolds number we note that the boundary layer thickness is

roughly (2/Re) l '2 in dimensionless form. To have an interesting calculation, i.e., one in

which the effect of viscosity can be seen, we want the boundary layer thickness to be

roughly 1/2. Hence. we take Re = 8.

So far as the boundary conditions are concerned, we use the exact solutions on the

- inflow face x, = 1, and on the outflow faces, x1  1, x2 = 1. On the bottom we use the no

*"- slip condition U1 - U, U-1 0, with the corresponding pressure condition

11 = 17') - (xi 2 + X22)/8

"'" On the faces quartering the jet we use symmetry conditions. That is, on the face x1  0 we

" use

, J,1 (), ,M 0, IliJ 0

% hile ()n :he fjce 0 % le use

2- (1 = . U'3.2 11, 2 = 0

As initial conditions we begin with the exact solution. As might be expected, the

s'liMOr ,_, uvcr":c, ftitc raidly. and is stable. Numerical values of the velocity divergence

'are n hscrce no c ,han rom_,lv ) 1, and over most of the flow considerably less. In

-li urcsI *-. 15 arid 16 we how several views of the solution. It can be seen that the

strtxImIlTC', have cenCr,,lly the correct shape. Numerical values of the velocity field are

2!4
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v~ithin a few percent of the correct values. We feel that the results can be interpreted as

v: positive for both the numerical algorithm and for the pressure equation.

(7 ,mJ!,tation of the third moments

In the one dimensional computations we were able to use the our (essentially) exact

t,,0 t,,r the third moments. This is summarized in Lumley & Mansfield (1984). Briefly.

,hi, is an algebraic form for the third moments, obtained by perturbation expansion about a

I flITI homogeneous, nearly Gaussian state of near-equilibrium. The equations are

-' i'usly cross-coupled. In a general three-dimensional case there are nineteen 'ndependent

third miments, ten including three velocities, six including two velocities and the density

anomaly, and three including one velocity and the square of the density anomaly. Although

the matrix of coefficients is relatively sparse, it is difficult to eliminate more than three of

the variables, (reducing the system to 16x16), since the terms involving the density

aniumaly appear in all equations involving the vertical velocity, through the buoyancy. In

our one-dimensional problem, things were much simpler; even with wind shear, there are

only twelve independent non-zero third moments, while in the windless (vertically

axisymmetric) case, there are only five. Inversion programs, including symbolic

inversion, are relatively efficient up to 6x6, and rapidly break down thereafter. We were

able to obtain the values in the 12x12 case using Gaussian elimination. This was time

consuming, but not insupportable, since the number of grid points was limited. In three

,N dimensions, however, we will have probably 203 grid points instead of 20, for a factor of

400. while the solution of a 19x19 linear system by Gaussian elimination will take roughly

25 times as long as a 12x12, for a net factor of 103 in the time required for this part of the

calculation. Since in one dimension the calculation already ran of the order of tens of

minutes (say, 20 minutes for a typical case) on the IBM 4341, this part of the calculation

alone might be expected to run day and night for two weeks on the same machine. While

we c(pe.t considerable increases in speed by running on a highly parallel supCrcomputer,

they ,ill probably not be enough io compensate for this problem.

I,%



The efficient solution of large, relatively sparse, systems like this is a current

research area. Several members of Cornell's Department of Computer Science are

currently working on this problem. It is quite possible that within a few years we will see

considerable increases in efficiency for the solution of such systems. In the meantime,

however, we must proceed.

This situation was clearly untenable. We were desperately in need of a way of

simplifying the calculation of the third moments, but without discarding the benefits of the

form. Wherever our form for the third moments has been used, it has given values of the

third moments essentially within epcrincntal error. Our form for the third moments is

virtually unique in the annals of turbulence in being to a great extent the exact result of an

asymptotic expansion, and hence being a genuine approximation, rather than an ad hoc

model. Hence, it seemed desirable to preserve some part of it.

In the initial development of our third moment form, we had neglected gradients of

the mean fields. This was done on the basis of the perturbation expansion, which indicated

that these gradients were of lower order. In our development of the complete forms (see

Lumley & Mansfield (1984) we kept these mean field gratients, since we felt that we might

find sharp gradients in the mean fields at the inversion base, gradients large enough to

upset the order of magnitude analysis, and raise these terms to the same order as those

retained. In our extremity, however, this seems to be the least damaging place to introduce

an approximation: we propose to neflect the mean field gradients in the three-dimensional

case. It is not out of the question to consider the possibility of surveying the field

computed with this reduced system for regions of large gradients, and solving the full

system at a restricted number of points in the vicinity of the large gradients.

Elimination of the mean field gradients allows the system to be split into two

essentially independent systems, a 9x9 and a I 10. Four of the 10x 10 can be explicitly

solved, leaving a 6-6. The 9x9 can be turther reduced without much difficulty to a 6x6

and a x3 Computation of this system uing (jaussian elimination should take only 56%

24



of the time required to compute the 12x12 used for the horizontally homogeneous case.

Since MACSYMA is relatively efficient for 6x6 matrices, there are possible further savings

by solving the system explicitly symbolically. In this way we have achieved a saving in

time of between five and ten (five without symbolic reduction), and have reduced the

expected running time on a supercomputer to something less than that for an exact

simulation of a homogeneous isothermal turbulent flow. We include in this report a table

of the coefficients of our reduced system.

i4
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Explanation of Table Markovianized Gen'I Matrix

,. This is the matrix of coefficients in the nineteen equations for the nineteen

independent third moments involving velocity and density anomaly in the fully three-

dimensional case, with mean field gradients eliminated by order of magnitude analysis.

Since the mean field gradients arise from the substantial derivatives, their elimination i,

referred to as Markovianization (in a Markov process, the future state depends only on the

present state, and not on the past; hence, does not depend on the present derivative in the

continuum limit). Because of the limitations of the program EXCEL it was necessarv to

introduce some abbreviations in the matrix. We have designated C h y C, and C., by C.;

-q2.,'<c> by T, and <p'2>/<c .> by T'; and finally [i by b. All notation is the same :s in

L.umle, & Mansfield (1984). The column designations A - S are as follows: A = <u 13>' B

<u 3>, C = <u 3
3 >, D = <U l

2U.>, E = <U1
2U3>, F = <u 2

2u1 >, G = <u >, H 

<U 3 -UI>, l = <U3
2 U2 >, J = <UlU 2u3>, K = <[u1 ,2>, L = < p UlU 2 >, NI = <p'U lU3 >, N =

<p'u,2>, 0 = <'u 2u 3>, P = < p'u 3
2>, Q = <p'2Ul>, R = <p' 2u2 >, S = <p'2U3>. The

matrix may be visualized as post-multiplied by a column matrix of these variables. Note

that equations 12, 17, 18 and 19 have only one entry, and hence can be solved

imnediately. Note also that the matrix 1OA - 191 is empty, so that the matrix IOJ - 19S is

independent of IA - 91. With the elimination of 12, 17, 18 and 19, this leaves a 6X6.

'Since the sub-matrix Al-C3 is diagonal, we may easily multiply each of rows 1-3 by the

appropriate factor and subtract from rows 4-9 to eliminate all entries below the diagonal in

columns A-C. This makes the sub-matrix D,-19 independent of the first three terms.
.iving a 6x6. The right hand sides of the equations (i.e.- the column matrix appearing on

. the right hand side of the martical equation) are as follows:
1 : .3<ui,2 >,!<Ul 2 > + 3<up2> 2<u2 u1 > ± 3<u1 2> 3 <u 3 u1 >

2 3-u2 2> ,I <ulu-,> + 3<U2
2 >2<U2

2 > + 3<u2>A<U >

. 3< u u->,l<U3 > - 3<u 3 >,2<U2 13 > + 3<u3j>,< U3 >
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4-'u,>c~ 2  <U 1
2 > 2)<u, 2 > - <u 1

2 > 3 uu>- 2<~ 2  u 2>
-'Ull 3<3U' +u2u2 >,3<uIu>

2- I ->-' U- l - -'U -,<U U

~<U! >.l<U IUI> -<d 1 >, 2-<U-2 U 3 > +<U 1 ->, 3 <U 3 '> + 2UU><V

I -- - A-

6 = <Zl<l>- j - 2,<u 2 u1 > +~ <u12
2 > 3 <U 3 u1 > + 2<U2 u1>,l<ulU'>

2 > + << UU >i >U U 2

7 =<u-,> <u> 2<I3<U3 2 ><uu>+< 2 >< 3 >+2uu>uu>

8 = <U~>,AUj> + <U3 >, 2 <U 2 ui> + <U 3
2> 3<U3u1>+2uu 1 ,uu>+

-2<U32<uu<> -'

9 = <11><u1 u2  <U2 2<2 > + <U3 
2 > 3 <U 3 U2-> +2uu><~ 3

2<u1u2>,'<U2U3 > +i 2<U3U2>,3<U3
2 >

10 = <ulu >,1 <ulu3 > + <uIu 2 >,2<U 2 U3 > + <uIu 2>,3 <U3 
2 > + <uIu 3 >,l<ulu 2 > -

<U 1 U;> '<Ul2> + <U 1 U 3 >, 3 <U 3 U 2 >+ UU>< 12>+UU3,U-)l

U -2U;>,<3 >

11=<U1
2 > I< p'u> + <U1

2 > 2 <PU 2 > + <ul 2 > 3 <P'U 3 > + 2pu>Iu2

12 =<p'ul>,<uIu 2 > + <p'ul> 2 <u> + <P'ul> 3 <U 3 U2 >

<P U2>,-2 <U- u > 4 <p'U 2 >,3 <U3 u1 > + <uIu 2 >,1 <p'ul> + <UIU 2 >,-<p'ul> 4

<U U-l,< 3

13 <p'u> 1 I<uIu3 > - <P'ul> 2 <u'.u3 > + <p'ul> 3 <U 3 
2 > +- <P'U 3 > <u 1

2 >

<P U-,>.'<U'u 1 > A-<P U3 > 3 <U 3 U1 > + <u 1 U 3 > I<P'Ul> +<UlUl> 2-<p Ul>

P U3

14- 2p'u2>1 <uju2> ~-2<p'ui> <u- 2> +2<p'u 2 >,<u-ju2> ~<u 2
2 >, 1 <P'u1 >

ILI,,> <P '1> -<U1
2 ->I<P pU3>

*'5
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C 3, TM 11-5805-204-15

SECTION . PRESCRIBED LOAD ALLOWANCE (CONTINUED)

(I) (2) (3)
I S-DAY ORG.

FEDERAL M T. ALLOWANCE
STOCK DESCRIPTION (,) (b) (c) (d)

NUMBER USABLE ON
CODE 6-20 2150 -O

5930-729-1706 SWITCH, LEVER: (3 pon ocking); SM-B-335465; 1,2,3 * * * 2
8063

5930-729-1709 SWITCH. LEVER: (2 pon locking); 5M4-B-335735; 1,2,3 * * 2

8oo63

5930-734-5202 CIRCUIT BRAIW: F/heater; 10172H334A; 17465 2,3 * * * 2

5935-o45-9830 CONNECTOR, PLUG, ELECTRICAL U-185B/G 1,2,3 2 * 2

5935-045-9831 CONNECTOFR, RECEPTACLE, ELECTRICAL u-186/G, 1,2,3 2 2 4 8
U-186A/G

OR

5935-926-7428 CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE, ELECTRICAL U-186C/G 1,2,3 2 2 4 8

5935-162-6285 DUMMY PLUG, TELEPHONE: (red); lbSD; 01401 1,2,3 2 4 1i 20

5935-392-4116 JACK, TELPHONE: JJ-086; 81349 1,2,3 11 39 92 179

5935-22m-4038 JACK, TELEPHONE: JJ-O85; 81349 1,2,3 Li 19 92 179

5935-283-1269 JACK, TELEPHONE: JJ-034; 81349 1,2,3 * a 2

5935-359-6025 CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE, ELECTRICAL: F/heater; 1,2,3 * * 2 2
9210; 74545

5935-577-8804 ADAPTER CONNECTOR UG-1312/U 1,2,3 a a 2

* 5935-577-8781 JACK, TELEPHONE: JJ-o24; 81349 1,2,3 2 2 4 8

5935-642-0743 DUMMY PLLG TELPHONE: (Black); 165C; 01401 1,2,3 3 7 18 33

5935-682-1070 CLAMP, ELECTRICAL: KS-17; 0992 1,2,3 a * 2 P

5935-775-2446 DUMMY PLUG: SM-B-370299; 80063 1,2,3 2 2 4 8

5935-892-9176 CONNECTOR, PLA, ELECTRICAL: U/with cable asay 1,2,3 a a a 2
CX-469A/U and CX-4693A/U; SC-B-76446-I; 80063

5940-049-8791 CLIP, SPRING, TENSION: U/ to retain tube 1,2,3 a a 2

extractor; 107002 Type XX; 75915

5940-223-5293 POST, BINDING: SC-DL-72398; 80063 1,2,3 2 2 4 7

5940-254-2244 CAP, ELECTRICAL: (F/binding post); 1,2,3 2 2 4 7
SC-C-76202-1; 8oo63

5940-702-7256 TER1NAL UE: l0'A25/W; 09922 1,2,3 a a 2 2

5940-802-3771 SPLICE, WINE: PT61; 59730 1,2,3 a a 2 2

5950-815-6687 CIRCUIT BRAE: 15 APB; Q01515; 08434 2,3 a a 2 2

. 5975-702-9311 CAP, TLWTRICAL: PT6M; 597 3 1 1,2,3 a a 2 2

5975-711-ib56 GASKET: U/on duplex outlet; 585; 73586 1,2 a a a 2
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c 3,T 11 .- -204-1s

SECTION It PRESCRIBED LOAD ALLOWANCE (CONTINUED

.~ (,) (2)
15-DAY ORG.

rEDERAL MAINT. ALLOWANCE

STOCK DESCRIPTION (a) (b) (c) d
NUMBER USABLE O

CODE 1-5 6-20 21-50 51-100

5975-682-0461 BUSOMI, ELECTAJCAL $ONT UCFP: 112; 04C109 c 2

5975-682-0=,9 IAREP, CABLE: ('.!/to retair catles t, side 2, * 2
of shelter); SM-B-3t3104; qOO6,

5995-ti-8427 CABLE SSED1LY . ',PFECIAL PURPOSE, ELECTRICAL 7
CX-4768, U*: (2 ft)

5995-,81-842Q CABLE ASEXPLY, SPECIAL PU I"fSE, ELECTRICAL 1,?, 2 II 4 7
C-7,':- ft)

59-68-1-830 CABLE ASSENDLY, S}p.RTAI F,RPOSE, ELECTrnAL e,2,. * C 2
Cx-476C' ': (' ft)

5995-681-8436 CABLE ASEMBLY. SPECIAL PURPOSE, r7ECTRICAL 1,?,) - 7
CX-474 !: (' ft)

5995-681-8441 CABLE ASSEMBLY, SPECIAL PLRPOSE, ELECTRICAL 1,2,3 a 2
rCX-476/U: (4 ft 8-1/4 in'

5995-6 1-8448 CABLE ASSEMBLY, SPECIAL ?1UR-JSE. ELECTRICAL 1,2,3
Cx-4767,/U: (4 ft 8-1/4 in)

5995-68i-8450 CABLE ASSEMBLY, SPECIAL PURPOSE, ELECTRICAL 1,2,3 2
cx-4774,U: (4 ft 8-1/2 in)

5995-68i-847O CABLE ASSEDBIY, SPECIAL PURPOSE, ELECTRICAL 1,2,3 2 4 7
CX -L7 9-i,U: (I, ft)

5995-681-8473 CABLE ASSEMBLY, SPECI;L PURPOSE, EIDCTRICAL 1,2,3 2 4 7
CX-469/U; (3 ft)

5995-681-8474 CABLE ASSEN[LY, SPECIAL PURPOSE, ELECTRICAL 1,2,3 * 2 2 3
CX-4769/U: (5 ft)

5995-681-8475 CABLE ASSEMLY, SPECIAL PURPOSE, ELECTRICAL 1,2,3 2 2 4 7
CX-4769/U: (2 ft)

5995-688-5699 CORD ASSi2MLY, ELECTRICAL CX-4695/U: (5 ft 1,2,3 * 2
• ,. 10 In )

5995-985-7569 CABLE ASS](LY, TELEPHONE CX-4566A/G: (250 ft) 1,2,3 * * 2

621O-199-8633 LAMPHOLDER: (F/neon law); )490287-20; 81349 1,2,3 * 2

6210 686-5568 SHIELD, EIECTRIC LIGHT: SM-B-335531; 80063 1,2,3 * 2 2

6240-143-3070 LAW , INCANDESCENT: 50A/RS; 24455 1,2,3 * 2 2 3

6240-155-7786 LAMP, INCANIDESCENT: PR-2; 24455 1,2,3 * 2

6240-223-910( LAMP, GLOW: NE-51; 81349 1,2,3 * 2 2 3

6240-223-91o4 LAMP, GLOW: NE-4O; 81349 1,2,3 * 2 2 1

6240-270-4286 LAMP, GLOW: NE-21; 81349 1,2,3 2 3 . 16

6240-538-8447 LAMP?, F'LJORESCENT: F20T12/CW; 24455 1,2,3 2 3 7 13

'A"
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C 2, TM 11-5805-204-15

SECTION i.PRESCRIBED LOAD ALLOWANCE (CONTINUED;

(2) -DA OG.

FEDERAL AIMI. ALLOWANCE
STOCK DESCRIPTION Ia (b) (1) (d)NMIN4ER USABLE ON

_________CODE 1-5 6-20 2t-50 S -10

6250.-1-4-46.4 "*I{OLDF : (' Ff!iores cent lamp and starter) 1,3

- x'716; .7411

t-250-299-28,4 3AFTiEF, FLITORFSCENT LAW4: F'S-?; 64.95q 1,2,3

625 ?2q-tc.M LkWOLDE : (F/fluiorescent lamp); 78X491; 2"+55 e2

a 6-t.2-3.t. L~:'XLE: Hc.ds indicator glow )azs); 1,2,

g253- %2-34.,3 LAWOILERi: (porcelain); 2Va; 73586 1,2,3

6250-812.-344q AU. LAF.O: (F,'fluorescent lamT); 89G1457D; I ,2, a
2"1,5

6t~oC..793-9575 SdIT1I, -HEMOSTATIC: (P/o h.eater); 2727A; 65289 -2,3
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C 2, TM 11-5805-204-15

SEC7ION ::REPAIR PARTS FOR ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
'p(3) () ( 5 7

~~~~I~~N TICI'~ 81:3 If ~~A:ALLUSTNAIl,111
DECRP30 ISOA RGNIAIOA

b . -- k ., -A" 11%, :1A~3 . K-1
A ~ nl !- is 15-o-p.lb-'

HY E. FLC':7.L PFllM1 F- '*9 .A, MY,0

*' P~.0*,t3od.1 re.,,t .- 7: .01.

1., kX.T :MX'T

: -- 1A.u ASEWP~-I2ALE 21U -X4iA1 ft' c 1 2 1-1

!-44: '..'2'.' :-3.. 0. SPECIAL PM-SE. E7(U-RIAL , -3 e. 1 -1 Wi

1A24U ACSEMLY, SPDOSAL PIM , E01377'I2A: -. 3 c 21- 811
74-7 'J: i4 ft 3-1/. In)

-BEA3SSD8LY, SPECIAL. F?733P21E. K-JC-ICAL .:3 cc 2'2 7 1-5 19 
3
'.PA W31~ :(2 ft)

-. A 93. 31 ASI1.Y, SPECIAL1 ?3JP7SE. EIECT0ICA!, 1.,1c 2 ? 4 7 _5 Wl120 thr. 11,
A''1 

1 3 ft)

-6'9L ' AAA US3483,SP7IL 3'S,7E, LE73CAL1,.3 cc 27 2 2 7 1- 147 thr'. W173
A 1,. 6--4 8:7: (4 ft)

-0 3 1 - ALE ASSV(PLY, SPECIAL1 Pf.-HPOSE. EW77TRIA.L "2.3 e. 12 * 2 2 3 -2' W186 th-' W197
A- --X-468/j: r5 ft

P-1) 54q5-i S_ .23' ABLE ASSEDILY, SPECIAL, PURlPOSE, EECTICAL 1.2.3 Pc 7 2 2 3 -,-5 112 thy- W8
303' 7-34(9,/Y: (2 ft)

"- 6.613 -AB1,ASS A1V01Y, SPEOSAI Pt7POSE, ELECTRICAL 1,2,3 ea 27 2 4 7 W0146 th-' W9?

e- 4A3 7~ CABLE3 ASSDELY, SPECIAL KPO33SE. E1ECTRIC3-L 1 .2,3 cc 27 2 3 7 1-5 W93 th-' W4119
A320 7-X-'.769/U: (3 ft)

3-2L (31.6163: 731ASD4BLY, SPECIAL P'23'POSE, KI.ECrhIC31, _2,3 cc 12 2 2 3 1-5 14 th-' 1819
A029 '7x- .69/3 (5 t

P-'A6 -6-31 CABLE ASSEML0 SPCAL PI7 0SE. ELECTRICAL 1,2,3 c 27 0 2 3 6 -5 V196 thru W217
303. 747/U: (4 f 8-1/2 ..

P.2 135-103-46936 CABE, POWER, ELirhlP9IAL: P-cr .ble. foe heste, I t 6 4-1
* - 3731 2 cond 1416 avg; Type 3053; 8066

P.) 1, '-7 2-2562 28311E, POWER, 11LECTRICAL: F/h..tee; SI-'i325. 1,3 It 6 4 -1
A3;3 Type 45/.0063; 23355

P .7 '135-752'-2473 "ABLE, 30818, ELIDRICAL: '1/vith 70-4693A/U cod 1,2,3 ft 150 1 -11
* A, 7-h-69hA/U; e1 co,.d 06 1 cond #8; SC-A-466ORB;

P> 09~.U2531 AP, ELECTRICAL: P-6111; 59730 1,2,3 *c 10 2 2

P- 16-2v54-23 lAPE1TRICA.L: (f/binding post); SC-C-7627Q.-1, 1,2,3 *c 0 2 2 3
003

-'.-- 'APAOI3IP, 7I)=, 33211 DrmhUY2 kl: u/,rth '.,2,3 2c Ps* 2
A,' f..2rc*3*ot 1.V flxttne.. 32-'.33033-3; MX33

21,6 7A18X. RMA: Coc tecble reel; wc1de to olii; 1,2,3 ') 10

A4-8

'Ps

so*

,04 -* ~ *-. --.-- '3

5* * ? ~ ~. - ~ 2 . .



TM 11-5805-204-15

SECTION m. REPAIR PARTS FOR O5ANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE(CpTN )________
TT ,2) (3)'4 )

3 Fl(Uj SKINIPTI8 .*IT 975 1&-08 ORGAIZATIONAL ILLUS11011005s

'w, wm" WEAS '1 1TN o
OD. *ofW@-Mo W106 & WI, Code C00E U I i 4-0. *1j 3 00 DfIhTFR

F-0 60106729-5951 C14610, PEWM lS! (U/06 bulletin b.oad); r28".1; 1,2.3 ;1 14
AOW 96561.A

-1) 5930..73A..20 CIJ3T DIAI ?/bft.., 10172103M.; 171.6 2,3 1 2 4-.5

P-1 5925-6a2-107i CrW'u BIMM 50 ampe; QI21O 881.31 1'?,3 ea 1 0 2 2 4-5 017A, CM7

-0 5425418-41.1u CICTSA~ 5%p;W 5 63 1 04 6 * * 2 2 4-0 191 tb,- -56
A040 2,3 On 2 *2 2 4-13 113, 111

P-) 5950-815-6687 CIKIJIT DRUM: 15 e; W1515; 8M3'. 2,3 1. 2 2 U.13 ---1. 11C2, CM. 126

)10 "3l-682-10"(' CLAW , 113 rIICAL: K-17; 09922 1,2,3 Va 3 2 2

P1-0 sq1C09-8791 CLIP, SP1E, SMION: U/to retain tub* extractor; 1,2,3 to 2 * 2
A,18 1070 type XX; 75915

F0 5 940- 727-'7646 CUIP, SPRIN, TNSON I'old opea atert..; 1,2,3 go 3 * 2 2
06O9 109002 typo XI,; 75915

P-0 664'5-973-0178 cioCK. AimcRAPT. ~mcAmcAL: w--3"1789; 80063 1 to 1 - 416
A05C

p- 66cg95o8w9 ClOCK, AIRCRAPT, PAMMCAL: (Restain. wtg bracket 2,3 .9 1 - 4-16
A051 ebo- replacing clock)

F-O 5935359-25 CNM Ro, PECISACIZ, UETUCAL: 7/bo~toc; 1,2,3 4o 1 2 2 1-13 J35 th-' J38
ACK2 9210; 76.515

F-0 5935-518-9653 C0NITOR, P1121, &ILOCTICAL UP-1,2C3 1.2,3 to 1
0 53

P-0 15-N-I BCTWO8R, P1433 UXBTR1CAL: U/oIb cable etoy 1.2,3 go 1 - 1-11

P-0 WO-M-tE., '5 CONNCTOR P1121 ZUBCTCAL: U/elth cable assy 1,2,3 On 2 * 2 1-u I
A055 0-691.6/u and cX.1693A/u; £e-a-76W&16-1; 80063 u-N'st

-0 5935-51.9-3562 COIMR, RITACZ, SUTRCAL: U/os conduit 1,2,3 *a 1 * * -13 J40
A056 asy 9200; 7451.5

P-0 5935-537.-23 CNI70R, RDWOACL1, EWCTRCAL: Power-ia on 1,2,3 sa 1 - 1-8 231.
AO", voeor etrame o. -1-4-3 595; WC63

P-0 5,93,5-666-4.512 72OMMPI ~R]7ACL8 KLE1IICAL: Pomi-out on 1,2,3 an 1 - 1-8 J33
A058 poeer en~trance box;. SM-5.36.591; 80063

P-0 5935-04.5-9030 CONOMR. P1121 EBNCTRICAL 0.1853/0 1,2,3 06 2 *
A059

P.0 5935-OA-5-9831 00IVIR, PMW IJC, nT1CAL U-186/0, 1,2,3 .0 18 2 2 1. 8
A060 T-18WAG

OR

P-0 5935-926-7.26 COVIUM, RIVITACXZ. r1:7R1CAL u.186C/0 1,2,3 461. 2 2 1. 8

P-C 5120-691.-Ugr C0UT, P08T10U, EXTPON ?=, OCUIT! 1,2 to I
A062 7 pin coetact; 5191; 72653

P-O 5120-29-W COACT P TTOWf ELDCMW T1U 80CUm 1.2 04 1
A063 9 pin contact; 8105; 72653

P.0 5995-688%. CORD ASLY 1IXLW CAL C.1.65/1 (5 ft 10 in), 1,2,3 .0 1 *2 1-5 W.11

P-0 1.03-805-o6 om0uPLI ZaZ 01462 106 70k93 1,2,3 4o 1

P.O 5935-72- CCVII nZTlacALL CNOMP C-9176; 96097 1,2 .0 2

F-0 54.10-072-09 C 1WAIU 8LACpl7P 51 ine - 1 63 in 19; INe-C..17882; 1,2,3 a 2 *1.4

P- 0935-01.2-^31 2Jew P1121 TUWmss 'ecx), 165c; 011.01 1,2,3 .0 150 3 7 18 3 J

C- ~ 35-6-68 ill Pur1, E~j=: (Red); 165D; 011.01 1,2,3 SO 75 .

Change 6 A4-9



0'TM 11.5805-204-15

SECTION in. REPAIR PARTS FOR ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE (COyTIutO _______

S FEOEI. M(IINPTIOU UIT M 1 IS-OAY ORWIZATIONM. 11.1.STRATIOUS

mMALEO 01 NIT (.) (bi (c) () mo. 01 OfFERE, . 10S,nwcs .W W Uf C. Cox 1-_ .4 -20121-5 51-IO - ESIGNATIM

P-0 5935-M775.6 MW PU13: SWII-370 9006 1,, 83 2 2 4 -

AveC

P-C 51.20293-W63 Erwv~c~o. -zi~ TRFT= (7 pin mtore); 1,2,3 . 1 - 4-16
A085 713; 9153".

I'P-C 5120.2932692 UITYIAC!VS ELWTWN TE (9 via mintzr); 1,2,3 1 . . . . . . -16
A A086 91-13; 9531.

P-0 Wm7-7u.183 IA2UT: j/On Awvl. -io1t; 585; 73586 1,2 *6 1 2
A096

P.0 5120-776-9918 aw, ckIZ, wovu: (l2 i~n is); ~a265; 9536 1,2,3 - 45 2 2 1.e. 0)50 thru 0,551
A098

P-.) 5120-752-59 ;XF, CAOLZ, WOM: 8 In 14 U/vlth CZ-1.693/tl and 1 .6 4

A099 21-A.696/U; zs5-9; 95344

P - 51.20-r76-9917 0RP, CAX, VDY. 16 La 14; IA6-I 953&A 1,2.3 c 5 2 21-6
C0

.-0 5V52418-7104 WOWT, 1MM. P/0c ontrol, tel line C-2896fP0; -,I,3 . . . . .1.13 s264
01 913; 7331.3

-4) 5120-251-1.89 HARM, RAM: (8-lb lead); 020-H-8; 81349 1.2,3 1c LIS-1
02

4 .0 975-682-0519 RAZZI. CABLS: (U/to ,wtain cebled tn Old. Of 915Otez); 1,2,3 - 2 * 2 1-6
'03 ss-3s-363210k; 80063

1-0 5820.70&.7185 WA1zM, ELMOT, 2IWMCAL- U,-. 54.w 0-375/3; I I - 41
a013 402/300/1; 63325

-o 4SU.404- EAMK =01M E1TCAL: F/beeatcc; 3954-G; 72143 2.3 10 . . . .

a06 ta

-C 38-7&3 VLM, CAXLBS RM: Ratalai &U#1 @0.1 ft g tralt; 1,2,3 2. . . . . -4

L09 9IO-S-363238; 8003

-0 6140-765177%8 DWLLE, UN, AXLAL, P/0 54.6w R-373/U; 1 Ic 1 *

3LI 00-7210-3 6039

-o A-520-799-8396 IIWU.1, Pa, AfLA1. 20; 60399 1,2 c 1 6-2

-0 -1e.0-069-19052 DWELLER, PAZF, ClgFlAL- 7/ahat bln....; 1,2 cc 2
,112 61-3.1-a; 60399

-0 4140-073-3246 DWELLER, PAN, CzraWL A16959; 60399 3 cc
1L3

-0 915.577-d'S JACK NEM TOiaf; 81369 1,2,3 a 8 2 2 4 8

* I 933i-33-1269 JACK. TZJWU 3 036; 81349 1,2,3 - 2 0 * 2

,-0 5935.28.1038 JACK, U 3EO J085; 81349 1,2,3 - 123 U 39 92 179
.-7

-.3 3935- 1924a JACK, 7W EUMM J3 86; 81369 1 .2,3 *e 2 1.1 39 W2 179

.0 !35-626806 1173: If..oft knb On 54ter MD14 tYP* 1600; 11

S 250-66.563 LAV, YMCIZ 1ADE NE.353/0: 1.2.3 cc I - L16
Xc-DL-167r188; %0o6

-~62440-308-8"7 .AW, ?VPROOUY MUMT./CI; 21615 1,2,3 cc 5 2 3 7 13 1 6 027 th-e 0911

-0 6,260-210-466 LAP, 3tov- 11 5131.9 .2,3 cc 6 2 3 9 .6 1-'~ 0lthre, W

'22

-' 2%0-223-4.04 :AMP . ;XW!010 813 49 '.,2,3 - 1 * 2 2 3 .-- D612
'21

62h.0-22?!-41X LAWO KI M E . 513k9 1,2,3 - * 2 2 3 1 021 3

szko 6-.3-97 r- I17AWW ma w rt A/m; 255 i23 @ 2

-. 60 .. '.'06 lAW. 'UWA 7!I~ Pt..; 2i55 1 .2,3 *.* 2

V. A4-1 0



C3 , TM 11-5605-204-15

SECTION n. REPAIR PARTS FOR ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE (CONTINUCO)

3 TT r) (1) (6) (e) (7)
F(I.I OS(lIPTIt* UT PS I-.AY UGIUIZATIOIAL ILLUSTRATIONS

1( STOCK F 11C UTEUACE dA, (a)

,aoEI a ( c) (0) WN . 01 REFEREIC
C. IReference nufber 'I Cod* _m _ - 6 -5} 'I I _STl

P-0 6210-682.3h,62 IAMILG ; (Hold. indicator (lo laW.; 95263; 1,2,3 ee 6 2 ' 2 2 4-5 X1 thru I6

P-0 6250-299-6093 tAWWCi (1/fluor..cunt 1eaW); 7MI191; 244155 1,2,3 5n 2 2 h-6

1

P-O 625o71-74 LAWIW : (F/flu)re;cent 1NW and stat3r); 78X736; 1,2,3 5 1 2 2 I,-6
Aiv2".155

-0 26 .- 7&l- LIGHT (PIA OR /NEON LAtr 1,2,3 1 * • 2
a.33 371 MS*0U7.-10 01134

W.0 6250-692-3%63 L , 11VL , (porcelain); 2 /6 73586 1,2,3 1 2 2 X12
131.

0o,
., .: P-0 6105-ft3-763 t(>zox, zc: Rc (6ri v-),,- 21CO;,; 3272 17h 1,2,3 1 - 4- • *16Sa

~~0, l33

' -0 510-732-2525 U0, XETaCAL: (?/Pvo&1dn); U-B-352166C; 80063 1,2,3 . 1 . 1-6
36

P-0 6230-615-3384 LT1T, ErMIMO, (25 ft); wV--66i. Type 1, Class 1; 1,2,3 a .1 . 1.. -6
37 8134.9

-0 WCSPR, TUF:EC, FAB2, U/on ventilator 1 *a 2 * 2 a 2
38 corrs; 95-225; 72791.

- -0 5325-290-4.34.5 ErWC T, IM CK FS7 : U/on distrib,,tio box 1,2,3 0 8 2 2 2
- -. 39 terminal box, air filter covers and storage cabinet;

- - 86-275; 72794

* 0-0 mm5-8-3f 1OFIT101 AlMR U/on bolder for axe, 1,2 04 7 2 2

Lik h. aier and fleahlight; 84-22,; 72791.
-_0 6109-561-6321 W0VR, AC: (P/0 ezbouat bl10..,); PA2611; 1671.8 1,2,3 a 2 - 1-11. 31, B2
11

-0 6105-726-8681. XICR, AC: 5XV5.AL.cl; 24h155 1,2,3 an 1 -*1-1 3

-0 5915-83-8110 MIMZ, KTh~D, CIEUIT* 3-11.-36.673; 80063 1,2,3 e 12 a 2 2 1-3
1.3

.0 53410-6 ; SS ( /); 29823 1,2,3 e 1 ." " "

-0 5315-844-56" PIN, SP M: "/ cable rI, bolders; 79-012-062-0500; 1,2 es 6 . * 2
1.6 72962

-0 P.N, STWAORM , UA I 203.; (?/7 and 9 pin); 3 ea 1 *
.7 0- 27r9; 8.065

*-0 5975-682-01.76 P'ATE, VALL, ELOCMCAL: 5260; 7k.515 1 04, 1 *
1.8

--- 0 5990-223-5293 P06T, UMI: SC-DL-723981 80063 1,2,3 ea 10 2 2 1. 7
49

-0 $130-6%6-1090 WIL, CAML hC-1.35/U 1,2,3 a4
50

-0 51.10-783-6250 RvAnt KrT, amC xwQtITi 9111.13 1,2,3 0

52 ".--680/G (U/to rer puncture to alter akin);
3=: Item to be ."qu's it-w.d for 'iete , us*
only. order direct f. depot stock.

-0 5905-805-2906 Pmi3t0, raw, mwsTIom: (3,000 om 1/1, v t5%); 1,2,3 an 6 * 2 2 4-3 R1 thr. 16
53 W09a7303f; $131.9

.0 5905-583-N20 =n1l3, FZXZ, FTlM (6,4W9 om, 1/1. w); 1,2,3 an 1 4- C 09 3
51. 0111516191y; 8131.9

-0 50-581-0008 in11203 n= T~TA- (2,960 ohm 1/1. u); 1,2,3 an 2 C C * 2 h9 R2, A
35 05390iP; 81349

-0 5905-801-8631 MIM0, MM,PTIL(665 obn1/1.e01 1,2,3 an 1 a 4-9 RI
-56 =~656W 8131.9

- .0 5975-243601 NOD, 0O141 11-148/0 1,2,3 an 1 4- * 16
56

-0a20.I6538 UECC 1.102? iNiOf-335531; 80063 1,2,3 an' 3 5 2 2 4-6

,0 5110-062-5535f WACD, 81fl3 (W/s battery box tervinal); 1,2,3 an h. *
P1170; 9631.._ __ _ _

.4%



C3, TMA 11-.5805-204-15

SECTION III REPAIR PARTS FOR ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE (CON~TINUED)

rn1 (2 () (4) (6 (6) (7)
IMN KRALk KIME01IOI UNIT QTY 15-OAY ORGIZATIONAL ILLUSTATIONS
COU ,TOS OF INC MAINTENANCE AaLv (a) WT

-all NUBE FIG R TEX. FRO
US~WABLE 00 go.~ 'D(SI'TU

soEqfer.ac 1.6 AOf Co CODE _ I-1 Cc) (CS ) a1U AEE(DES CE

A-~'1 3pi1 win: P16cm; 5730 1,2,3 46 10 *2 2 1.-6

- o2sc- z99--384 5!Amm, TuiomUT iAI' m82; 64"99 1,2,3 5s . * 2 1-7

vC 'X -696 S1ID, 1 JURIC FASTS=:; 5-35-V/11fL0W1133; 72791 1,2 2 . .

-C -l'-'q WIH IJYIR (2 pom, Iockivi); inS-3-33 '35, 80063 1,2,3 ft 1 * 2 1-13 2

WI9CH ISM (3 " 1ookig);fi216.3-331065; 80063 1,2,3 as 1 2 1-13 81

C lc-- 2-O3.1 WITCH{, F~A" (P,/ hooo); 8 112; 7031. 1 08, 1 -

-C ',69--61 SWITCH, 3StTC: (PAW3 AetOr 8802132; 931310 1.2,31 2 4-1651

- -O 59351-9 3 SWITCH, nWWOiZ I (P/0 ooltdr rMA;,o 1.65^ 2,3 Os 1 * * * 2 .-1
k'6

C 5930O.63.1i. M(ITCH, T1EINCSATC 29351-i 21.1.35 y* 6;931 1,3 as 1. 2 2- 2t' 5

10 5930-615-7W9 SWITCH, TooEz: Im25og22; 8131,o 1,2,3 so 1 2 86

-C 59-?W-7256 TMINCRAL URI: KPA25/ M; 09912 1,2,3 o . *2 2

-~596.-6_-6o' IWIA sl~f, P/pvoundig; Mi..8-363337; 80063 1,2,3 O

-C 5950-892-8224. TRRM,0U, CUIIT: (U. samtor); 1623, 93993 1,2,3 as 1 .* .5 71

6C 625-883-4272 W)t"UM: II36w15OACVvP; 8134.9 1,2,3 as I - -5 M(3

A4-1 2

a2



C 2, TM 11-5805-204-15

SECTION iv REPAIR PARTS FOR DIRECT SUPPORT, GENERAL SUPPORT, AND DEPOT MAINTENANCE
, .:l) (2) 737 (4) (5) [6 (7) () (i[o

"l FEDRAL. DESCRIPTION lUllLLUSTRATINS
OWE 070(8 - 30-DAY DO 18,81T 30-DAY GS MAINt , DP IUT'o

. , - ,C O E S T O C K O F S I .A L L O II fC -~ i P " R Ml ,, Nl T R )
MEA A LIMI E PG ITEM NO.' OR

INEXUSBL1O (a 2-0__ .0 ) (c0 TO, DO NO 1 O AEEti

40 REFERENC IMAGE ,,i WR CECOE 1-2 1211-5 u100 El' Ql IP T rHo

P-C- 58C -- 2-P'r- .qE1, PAICrING, COr.'NICA.0N
4011- S3-tIC 40<0: (7h. Item Is

,non e x"e na,bie'

S-'.1/ W. S-IMAB .11?

W-.E: 8alte on code 1 refer.

7 to-1 /; 2 ceter, to

, . .-. 5935-C -88 A:APTEP, CONTWWROY-C.12i' 1,2,3 ea 2 2 2 2 * 2 2 16 8 7-I: CP, ?c

P-C1 PO2-
5
2531 ,4CE: MeR-IWC CC2PEC?; 824 -C2,3 c 1. . . . . . -5 W

Atk

F-0 p-e &i- 'z AXE. ' IEWE PIT: G0O-A-926R, 1,2,3 1a . . .. . . . 1
AX-" Cyp D" g C; 81349

2P-b t255-3-3-"4 BA..:A, LAM: F/fluorescent 1,2,3 pa 5 * 2 2 * 2 2 'L-

C
Iselp 5-; -45

l- " - -z.-4c1 0-20Cr, -Sr' C C2AL CO NC<CIFP: 1,,3 2 * 2

F -, r684 5  iTIW, ELETRWAL, -200~7017: 1I m I . . . . . . -
6>-' .w Seter; A9!; W4,9.

J% - A.' Ite-Eite; 2212; 2o..55

P-C 'Q5-#''6 C APLE ASSD0<0,CEC,E1 OE 1,2,3 ea 1 * 2 2 * 2 2 12 5 1-il
A-- -X--'tv&C : 2'- C

7-) - -.2-,-Ly ,ASSD<Y. SPECIAL P'POSE 1,2,3 so 1 * 2 2 * 2 2 12 5 1-5 W216
- 22 VrTCAL. : -- 47668': (4 ft

kP-C -i4-t1-.-.< -ABLE A3SEMBy, SPECIAL PURPOSE :,2,3 ea 1 * 2 2 * 5 2 12 5 1-5 All

E,._ , ,'.3,:.7 r 6x 23i2: (2 Ct

-a
A + J 3E L F , 7" T L J - 7 , -: ( f t )P-C '.'---- ' CABUE A.SSD0LY, SPECIAL PURPOSE 1,2,3 ea 27 0 7 13 2 3 3 15 125 1-5 W3) t r- WlT

A- EIUCTRCAL C--.68/: (2 ft)

595-6-6-3t CAB 11 ASSEMBLY, SPECIAL P SE 1,2,3 ea 27 7 13 2 3 15b 125 1-5 W120 thn, w14i
.f , A- ELCICAL 75-2769/2: (3 ft)

P-C 995-64-8429 CABLE ASSEMBLY, SPECIAL PURPOSE 1,2,3 ea 27 3 7 13 2 3 3 158 125 1-5 3147 t-t w.
A024 ELECTRICAL CX-1766/U: (4 ft)

P-0/ 595-621-8430 CABLE As3EMLY, SPECIAL PURPOSE 1,2,3 ea 11 2 3 3 1 7. 56 1-5 Wi1t tre WIl

PA2' ELECTRICA.L -X-4768/U: (5 ft)

.-i. 99-3 197 CABLE ASSEMBLY, SPECIAL PURPOSE 1,2,3 ea 27 3 7 13 2 3 3 1.58 125 1-, 012 Itro w-S

./',t ELECTRICAL 70-4769/U: (2 ft)

?- ' 95-68-8473 CABLE ASSEMLY, SPECIAL PURPOSE 1,2,3 e 27 3 7 13 2 3 3 152 15 1-5 W66 thr. Wp
PL E9CTRMCAL CX-4769/U: ( 3 ft)

5s1 7 CABLE AS DMLY, SPeCIAL PURPOSE 1,2,3 ea 27 3 7 13 ? 3 3 158 L 5 1-5 093 tr 011
A ,leELEICTRICAL 7X-4769/1< (4 ft)

2- 5995-681-8472 CABLE ASSEMRBLY, SPE)CIAL PURPOSE 1,2,3 ea 12 2 3 6 2 2 2 71 50 1-5 W174 thn. W1St
ELECTRICAL CX-476'9/2J (5 Ct)

P-b 5q9-681-8451 CABLE AS51OLY, SPECIA.L PURPOSE 1,2,3 ia 20 2 6 11 2 2 3 130 100 1-5 W19 tr- -r17
AC]C ELECTRICAL CI-4'72/<' (4 ftk*" -6-1/2 in)

P-0 615-- -69 C OWER, ELECTRICAL: Por 6 . . .. . . . 30 60 4-1
A:31 caSle for heater, 2 cond V16 awg;

7n. HPT; 8066C

P-0 6145-752-2562 CABLE, POWR, ELECTRICAL: P/heater 2,3 f% 6 . . ... ... ... 30 6o 4-i
AC32 S1-5325, Type 65/.0063; 24455

P-0 6.5-752-2473 CABLE, POWER, ELECRICAL: /with 1,2,3 ft 15C . . .. . . .750 1501 1-11
AC33 C a-93A!" and 2694A/U; 2 cond

06 1 cond 06; SC-A--66o8< 5063

P-B 61-5-577-8480 CABLE, TELDMIDE W14-13IA/G: 1,2,3 ft 250 * * * 1250 2500
AC35 C/wlt CX--.566A/3

A4-1 3

'.

2 - e . . .&.p Nr I--t i.-



C 2, TM 11-5805-204-15

SECTION yv. REPAIR PARTS FOR DIRECT SUPPORT, GENERAL SUPPORT, AND DEPOT MAINTENANCE (cowripiuCD

~~~e~~ IT3 fcir~MS 3-* 5 ~ Iy EO ILLUSTRATIONS
1306 P DTESCITO DYD A -A 6!' MAN LISP M1.S ()

MUIE ONU 2017 02 UNT8 I IO 0.O

F_ 517-2-9311 ^'A, IZCJA, F79 boU1'30 1,2.3 mefl 10. . . . . . . . . . .140

p 593Z -2.-5212 -A?,J0 r- I Cl (7 41.41.& pe) 12,3 ea 1 3 7 213 2 2 158 2 5 5

P- 9-5-9 c -APAC IUR F= 0 PAPER 1,2,3 *s 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1927 5 CrC7

2- _KAM BEAD:6667Z:301ZT 1tA. r5 . 12,3 ect 40 21 2 2 3 0 11 R,02 5

A,3. n-1515 9to 3 ea3609

P-1 593C-.0.92-1Y ZIFC, .rr T R A:Fhetr 23 1s 2 2 2 2 12 50 -
AlP' 117;13 A 0992 65

P'PI 591-6a9-9'9 C2P,0P'<LkM: 50N Ito 1,2.3 *6 1 2 2 2 * 2 2 69 1 - 17,C7

2,300 e.i' 2l 75915-1 C1,

p -: 530.-Z--6 -hIP, SLETR IAL: 1,2,3 e. 2 2 2 o 10

type0 -l 759150 1

p_0 530-75--646 =JP ', S P~r'Z,,CION 1,2,3 e. 3 2 2 2 * 2 2 19 10 4-3 35to28

A,1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ yp EIIZZZ; 7591 er 911

P-1 6645-513-_53 ZL 72, IRC .11, MW177PAL: I,, m.. . . . . . . . . .16

2-I_'K 0 ARC pV, MEC~~jAL 12,3 em. .. . . . 8 1 4-16

AISI I/~"Pl.i .21 u 1-61/

2-0 5935- 892-91' COMKE70P, 21112, ITTA, 1,2,3 4 2 2 2 2 2 13 10 1-13 3 hr 3

KW-lUC3,&/I F3C-3-7641691; 3

-1 5935-519-3562 :10WIMR, M111, 02.00216, 123 I. . . . . . 3 41 6
AISA 'P10 M 

I- 
A uy 20 11

.- 53-3-53z0pamcm0E, PuuTA0L0,Al 1,2,3 PS 1.. ... .. 8 3 1-1 1

~tSnC e bo.46 ; 84-B-365;803

?-1 59354-176-11 00WT0, FTAXCZ -L -,2,3 *. . . . . . . . . . . .81 3 1-8 23

7otosoop bo; SC--6461; 8063

-I 5935-05.4-3531 CO0ECTOP, PU.1.ZI, OIA 1,2,3 P. 2 2 a 3 2- 1346

P-I) 5935-537-23 Z00CF1TP, 'EC ACLE, 1,2,3 ea 28 3 9 168 J34I17 5

entaze bx;SM--3459;0 0 06

P-I 5935-666-412 COM(E10 , RECETACZ, 2,, 8s 38 3- 9J633 I 17 5

"96 LZCCIIA 0-160/

A4-14

04

. .A ." " . . . ..



03, TM 11-565-2046-15

SECTION iv REPAIR PARTS FOR DEC SUPPORT, GENERAL SUPPORT, AND DEPOT MAINTENANCE (CoefrINAD)
-n- 1 )- (5) ("1 (6) (4) (7 *m) (0)

MALKSC IPT CE ITILLVAT~TIMaO STOCK OFCIPI W0OAY 03 MAlST 304AY 63 WeI I 2OM
C208 S7a 0"ALWIC a NBIi a b

UL49 0 I.MT axl PEA
111 '(C (-)** x iao Fig ITIIL U.

__. IMEFVE10 MI &Wt. CAN COE 1 1-10 1-20 _ 10 QUI so- F

A062 TM3, SOCKM 7 pin 5191.'265

P-C 5.20-293-0270 X217AC7 P09ITIW, ruIw)E 1,2 a

-C 5Q9-Aa 69 VI ASSBGLY, K1X'T:AL 1,2,3 a. 1 * 2 2 * 2 2 1.2 51-5 111
i 2-.695t0: 1, ft 10 '-)

Y-C .03&$1-O ZNJLIC MAL MCMI 1,2,3 an 1. 2 . 2 1.
A066 I 2A. 7W9

P-0 5q 29-," waI mmaTYcAL 011101MR: 1,2 a - 2
A061-1-?.76. 96,V?

P-C 7~-'-90~JRAI, BLAC)tT51in wx 63 ',2,3 - 2 2 14
1. It; 9116-C-476682; 8003

Z -F 62- W9' R ASAS1.Y!Z (Co a for. ipnl 1,2,3 1 1 1.1
a,. 03 -t- Wnn); M6-D-1.7873; 8003

1.7 DWR'7.~.. c ANIMNULYt (0aa for .igna. 1,2 & 2 *2 1-1
'14 mtrane box, 140.68; 963.1

P-, 5ODO7R391 ASMLY: 0.1,78725; 3 2. 2 1-1

P-0 5935-t.A2-073 D4.U P1WI, TCAFAM. 1,2,3 a. 150 15 35 68 9 13 1T 4.79 700 1-6
A076 (2a..k); 165c 011.0

P-0 5935-62-625 DUMOPXI, nDMVI 1,2,3 e 5 8 20 38 5 8 10.6 Mo hm1-6
A077("~d); 1651; 011.01

-0 3935-775-44~6 N PLU11064.I37029; 1,2,3 a 38 3 9 16 2 3 4 187 150 1-6
A(78 80063

*-C 5.2-293-Ji603 E(RA p ZECT y.T8 1,2,3 -. . . . . . 1. 1 1.46
5O (7 pIn mlntwa), 71.13; 9P53441

* -C 112:- 292 - Z VrrRAC2VP, KUrTRM tUM:Z 1,2,3 4... .... ... 1

A6(9 ;,1- 11ntw). 9U13; 9"3."

-0 5975-71-1%.SGABT: U/..dpleotlet; 1,2 a. 1 2 2 2 2 5

J AO%585; 73586

r*' 5,e20776-9918 GRIP, CABE, MOIIII (12 in 1) 1,2,3 4.15 2 3 5 2 2 2 59 1.0 1-6 0510 thmu o85%
A9 M426s; 9531.1

P-0 5120-752-859 OREP, CABL WDY, 8 In 1 1 1. . 2 * 2 10 1.
I/a Ith CX-1.693A' n Cl-19,1
EM-9; 953161.

.0c 31.20-76-9911 iwP, cA*L1, vw T 16 in Lg 1,2,3 em 5 . 2 2 2 2 12 5 14
1. O A6-4'1 953.1

-0' 53.15-24&67104 GKSW , MIINIZN:P/0 oointol 1.2,3 - 1 . 2 * 2 10 1. 1-13 M6
A01 tal line C-2894/11 13 9113; 7551.3

p { 5120-251-"".9JW A (816 leal); 1,2,3 m..... ................ 1. 1 1.-16
Al OG-1I-A; 131.9

P-0 5975-6W-1519 MK)"f, :MA:I(/ta mta1n 1,2,0 ft 2 2 2 2 * 2 2 821-6
A.13 tab's. to side of sh.1tr);

ii-5- 363106, 80063

P-) 5820-6-7185 MMATM, MEMCFlT UXTRICAL. 1 a 1 * 2 * 8 3 1.-i

A05 " M-37/U; A22/W11/1 1

P-0 4S10-404- IfATIMI CAMT, ZWWCAL. 2,3 m. 1 2 * . 8 3 11-2
A106 S13 7/bant-; 39%1-G; 7211.3

-0 .39-76&.81.73 I()L, calZ on: at0n 1,2.3 m.........................2 1-
Al - 9 ca!. 8 t -wit,

P-0 1.11.0765-7h8 CIILZZ, ?A11, AXTAL, F/o 1........................ 1. 6-1
0.1 .eata wm/; ou-m2-5; 60m9

P-0 a5?92..8NIB nD1A, PAN, AXIAL: 2,3 -. . . . . . . 1 1.-2
20i 60399

,~ ~.&crq-j2 ?An Cw"uma., 1.2 2...................... 2

412ba; 1,3142 0



C3, TM 11 .5805-204-15

SECTION 1v REPAIR PARTS FOR DIRECT SUPPORT, GENERAL. SUPPORT, AND DEPOT MAINTENANCE (COHTINUIED)

(2 (3) 4 (5) (5) (7i g (9; (10)
30 MENAId Df5CAP;0 Al I T ILLU STRAl lOwS

:~ TOC OF~ T 30-0.. 03 MAINT 30-04. G5 MINT )P o
NM EAS AL I apa 4L.~( ALWPE k

INK1 USA$LE ON W- ..ry Ii Q P U I ITD4 00. 0R
ac co C9. E7'ERfMcf

00. _______ REFERECE 0KWRf A .RI CODE CODE ___ __ 1) h. __ '20 21S QUIP __

P- .7...57.P Frz, FAN, :s.2xc

X> t2', 31.9

P. ~ P-28 3- kPE JA . -ELElPHL)RI , . 2 ? .

~-. A2P. !-El"EXE .4 . . . 7 1 . 7 .c 4ccX

k--' . ..416

F-' :W , Y- 1

- Me, F7L907-' ., It , . .I . ~ .~ W

p. )J ,74 E 714.c P- '. ' . .

A-! X 22.2.74 73' 74 I4, 1. . :, .. ..

C., g.72. ,1 -" --' ItAIE7O .. 3

A.1? -X4OD1 1

P.O6-- 7 .~ 7.APJMI-AE SC ., p 2 1 P2P.

P-0 637.C6A1 7AWIC:75r .72pp~..~.. .

A.!3" 7( 58

- A7.35 276' 35,z

P-0 547..-752.52 L&. ILXThCA.L: PF ip-lig) 1,;,3 1 . . . . . . 5 1-6
A.136 s0345.352,66C, 907*'

P.0 623-6.5364 L5~n, E) 79 2't'. . , 3 e. 1 71-6

P-0 LOSI110 727'.0X PASSMR I ea 2 '?2 2 6

V-0 5352'.. 7 CKSPRIIE, 7 P~r.XX "AS79 R 1.2,3. 3 2 3 2

C c.,/ 11p 'SiM?.t r. 11 t~ma

I.S4 j '16-2!. 72'9'.

P-0 5V25-205-33-1 LX7PRING, 7Sr7547OX FASI: z2 0. 2 2 0

P-0 6105-561-6321 W7OB, AC: (P/ 1  ."-,.t 2op ,, 2c i22 -. 16 B1,

P-0 61:)-2o6-8684 14 R AC 5? XB A2.C, 2445, 7-2,3 ... . . . . . . . . . 2 ";. B3

P.0 5%15.8C3-8.S7 ~M X, X"P=, 'f?1,2.3 .6 12 2 2 2 * 2 2 79 10 ;-3
A4i3 W11-7.-3646'3; "043

A4-16



C 2, TM 11-5805-204-15

SECTION 'v REPAIR PARTS FOR DIRECT SUPPORT, GENERAL SUPPORT, AND DEPOT MAINTENANCE (cof(TINUEo)
. , ; (3) (4) ( ) 6) (7) (0) (9) D00

m EXRA DESCR IP I LI I0 T-DAY DS MAINT 30-DAY G I DEPOT ILLUSTRTIT 103OE ST IX OF I 1 30"A S anT O.D $ lt I1 D PO

M)33 IN~ AL00a ALLMW AL~~
0 

po NWT )b
,OD USIL 0 30 LMT 1( ) (c)~ AMER I 6 T04 00. O

00. 4EFERENE NU .0 -20 2A Ii-i CoQREJPIfn

. Pa,2""( l~ALB1  21.,7 e1 3 18

}- + -- . ' 2 '. "A 2St_; re---.Ier . .. ,-e-2 2 2 6

* .. r . '.. ' v " ,

: - -- 6- , :2 2 c1: .1 -5 . . . th. . W

' -+ '" I = = >,F:KT_:, F7!M: 1, , 2s 2 3 L- " 9 f L ,

- - I , F: : 1 2 3 4-9 R1

- - "- " " ,I.-.. ; . a-
T ICH= ,,+ , 5 2 2 * _ 0 -

FL.-r ,E~ L<t A W: 5.1-7

X~ . -y.. -

-- 3 !%- ; '' aNt r .,.,3 e 2 2 3 2 2 33 2g 5 R tr~

. . . . . . . . .. 
. . . . . .

7 -M F W 3 T A5.

ter

I. . . .. . . . . . . . 7-1

.. ." * ..+ :/ 2>;:;2 e 5 2 2 2 " 2 13 1-6

w'"-, :+ .3.T F rv. e ryE .,, es 2 • * 2 * 2 2 6

" *: +-" +. ++ :d ;,: , :22 e .L:l: ' ) .2,3 e. I . - 1, 5 1-7}

-]- i*""""" " j* ;E 1'.$ Icelg , i .,2 5. 1 2 2 -5 1-1) 1

-, . . . ..3'{27 .r.'~ 3'. (P-. 1a,; .2 e. * ~ 2 * 2 I-13

-* I -. '. W,'
w

, .1aX12 TATC: ,. * . , " 2 - 2 •. 5.-. 1

a- +i;5' 'A- : . .. .22 ,, 5-

-- I
-I• -, % % - -.. 2. .. I a-o a .

,• ,o+ ,,,r,,. " " " ,," N ,' ," "/ a% " " j _ _ _ _ _ _ _.__ _ _ _ _ "- -" - -'%, ' ". -" -•_
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C 2, TM 11-5805-204-15

SECTION -. REPAIR PARTS FOR DIRECT SUPPORT, GENERAL SUPPORT, AND DEPOT MAINTENANCE tCONTINU'O,

DE ~OSCRIPTION uNIT 30- DS AIT 0
COE STOCK OF 30-Ar os 65iNT 3o0Y OS jAinT , yo

v3ef MEAS l I u.-w ALN PER AAIM F. ,i
Ifs USAkE 00 LNiT f - P E FG t Tr N O

gO ~~~~~~ ~ l OEIO11t&E , cCTv
0 0 

N. REFERf C(

p-O 59330-615-7696 W'ITCH, ITOGLE: 1.2,3 el 2 * 2 2 C

I I, 2500-822; 8134.9

P-1" 5940-702-725t LET R;WIM : W A .1,2,3 ea - 3 2 2 ,

A1,8 81. 9~302

p.S 190--9 607 TERMNAl1 67,Z: " -d~g

Ai33 SM-B-363 37; 5--163

02.9 .. te ~ 93993

P.?_0 -~3.T VOLMTR; MR3&15OACWv. 1,2,3 2 M

A;88 81349

7b

A4-18

.

9.7'

,-- h%



TM 11-5805-204-15

SECTION v. INDEX-FEDERAL STOCK NUMBER CROSS REFERENCE

TO INDEX NUMBER

FEDERAL F EDRA FEDERAL
STOCK INDEX STOCK I ISEX STOCK I NDEX

_____UM_ _R ___NO. ______ NLWER NO. NIJOER NO,

2540-846-8483 A120 5820-706-7185 Al05 5935-729-077b A067

3895-766-8473 A109 5905-581-0098 A155 5935-77'5- 46 A078

5935-OO.2h6-4515 A054
.Cl -7, " A039 5905-583-5207 Ad54 5935-O-168-13,5 AJ55

4010-729-5951 A04o 5905-801-8634 A156 5)5- It-'2o ACL

4030-oo5-o68 A066 5905-803-2908 A153 5 A4c-
'1 "-C69- 952 A112

414o-'73-3246 A113 5910-553-6096 A03
8  

5q4--2, 3-52'93 A-i 14

414-705-7748 A11O 5915-803-8110 A.43 594c- -2 A237

4210-727-8111 A007 5925-682-1071 Ao
4
3 59q4-581-_07 AI.8

4540-404-0232 AI04 5925-818-4811 A04A4 5940- 70, -7256 Ait.

5930-504 )923 A176 5?40-002-3771 kA f

4520-792-8398 A.II 5930-615-7896 A17
8  

5950-d15-6b-7 A04,

5120-251-4489 A/ln 5930-636-4014 Al77 5950-892-8224 A!d7 ,6

5930-669-7465 Al172 5975-224- 5260 A158 1

5120-293-0270 Ao63 5930-682-0349 A.17
4  

5975-682-o451 A015

5120-293-2692 AO86 5930-705-9131 A.171 5975-682-o461 A013
r12C-293- 3

6
o3 A065

5930-707-1313 A175 5975-682-o47 Aa 46

5120-694-1197 A062 5930-729-1706 A17C 5975-t52-0519 A103

5120-752-8859 A099 5930-729-1709 A1
6
9 5975-688-4t25 AC14

5.20-7-P-99l7 AIOO 5930-734-5202 AL'2 5975-702-9311 A,3t

'512-77'-9918 A098 5935-045-9630 A059 5975-711-18 5t Auj9

5310-582-5535 A165 5935-045-9831 A0
6

0 599 5-i-818427 A022

'315-844-5644 A4t6. 5935-162-6285 A077 5995-61-6421 A024

5325-248-7104 AlOl 5935-192-4926 Al18 5995-651-843
,  

AO'

5325-2- 331 A140 5935-228-4038 A117 5995-661-8436 A02

5935-283-1269 A116 5995-t5 1-8441 A02C

5 325-290-28 9 A168 5935-359-6025 A052 5'-8-tFj
-

44
-  

A0,2I

5325-29CQ-4345 A139 5995-81-,450 AC3,

5340-682-1508 A44 5935-518-9653 A053 5995-e 1-8472 A0 8

5340-727-7646 A049 5935-537-4253 A057 5995-681-8473 A02

5 3 55-682-6806 A119 5935-549-3562 A056 5995-681 -8474 A22

5 40-0 72-0991 %075 5935-577-878 1 AI15 5995-681-8475 A026 -

1)4,,)-072-099"2 A070 5935-577-8804 A005 5A695-58-599,

%410-7 2-2525 Al 3 5935-642-o743 A076 5995-9e5-7569 AIlf

A1 52 ,935-6r6-4512 A05
8  

6105-5-' 321 A-1 41

SO
,

-A42- 72' 1OOl 5935-682-1070 A047 6105- 72' - 54 A4,

Change 6 A4-19

/,r

- -.-D-.



C3, TM 11-505-204-15

SECTION v INDEX-FEDERAL STOCK NUMBER CROSS REFERENCE
TO INDEX NUMBER (C04fTNUrD)

FEDERAL FEDEMA. FEDERAL

STOCK INDEX STOCK 10DEX STOCK IWEX

aEKR M,. mE.R 0O. NtWER 0.

'_, 3-7 _8.26 A07

t135-.20-120 ADW
t)4,- i64-t946 A031

614.5-57--84c A335

61.5 752-2562 A132

62 1-i-n -.s 7lI A -13

b2io-685-5568 keb3

6230-.615-5384 A2 3

6230-803-'063 A35

624o-143-3oc70 X26

• 6240o-1 55-77% A1,"

624.0-223-9100 A125

6240O-223-9-0, Al23

624-270-4'66 122

6240-538-84.7 A11

6250-17"4
-
684 A: 32

b,250-299-28&. A1t
7

625C-299-6093 A!3

625C-682-3462 AC

6250-682- $63 &134

625O0.8014- 3449 AX
4
9

6625-883-27Z'2 A:S3

662-9-$31. AooX

A,_5

A,,

14_P APTY0. ____

• " 3
-
1 -22' A -

A4-20

~~~~~~~~.... / . ...... < ,.,..,.. . .. : ..- ,., .... ,.....,........ ..,....,-..-.,,. ,, .



C 2, TM 11-5805-204-15

SECTION vi INDEX-FIGURE AND ITEM NUMBER CROSS REFERENCE
TO INDEX NUMBER

ITEM NO. ITEM NO.
OR OR

FIG. REFERENCE INDEX FIG. REFERENCE I lux

I. DESIGNATION 0. N O DES IGNA TON o.

1-4 Bi, A141 4-13 CBH--1 A044

B2 CB1--2,3 Al4e
CB2- - A044

1-5 Wl0 A021 CB2--2,j AO46

Wil A065 CB3--I A044

W12 thru A026 CB3--2,3 A044

W38 i --1 -OAk04

W39 thru AO22 7B4--
2

,3 A044
w65 CBS5--i A044

w66 thru A027 CB5--2,3 A146
W92 c-6--- i Ao4
W93 thru A02?--2,3 ACW
WI1I9 J35 thrn A052
W120 thru A023 J38

Wi46 J4C AO59

WI47 thru AO24
W173
Wi74 thru AO9W19"
WI36 thru A025
W197
W96 thru A030
W2i7
W218 A02C

-6 051 thru A C4
0554

1-7 DSI thru AI,
DS6
DSI2 A-!,,
DS" ? P.1 3

kl>-

i -& J 3 3 A. 5 -

J31 A>'

H-,64 A-'.

S A'--

S12 - ,A

4-5 7P5
7

A, A' -.
7B 3
M2 A,)O
MP Al

Ri thru
B"

nDso

14- IS ti,-

4_ D~s:: l :-

A4-21

NO "- , mele .



C 2, TM 11-4O5-204-15

SECTION '. INDEX-REFERENCE DESIGNATION CROSS REFERENCE
TO INDEX NUMBER

REFERENCE INDEX REFERENCE INDEX REFERENCE INDEX

KS I GNAT I ON NO. DESIGNATION NO. DESIGNATION No,

KA! 1 7 A187
R2

W10 A021

B3 A .2 A
1dIii A065

W12 thru AO26

CB 21A046 W38

B2i AW0. W39 thru A022
w65

CB--2,3 A046
w66 thru A027

, B-I A044 W92

C3--2,3 A-,44 W93 thru A028
W119

W120 thru A023

A044 WlI47 thru A024
'.73

W1T thlu A029
? C -- 344 W185

7S6-2 .3 AN4' W18E thr. A025

WhA2 I9e thru A030
W21

ZPl. A O'

72W2I& A020

DSI thrm A2c XDSI thru K130

-S- D r9 . A--
=  A134

ZAS2

D83 AL

Al.-

" "~J 351 A~r A'58

:34 uV-

thm A052

A

A-

.6

A4-22



TM 1t-5OS.04-t5

By Order of the Secretary of the Army:

HAROLD K. JOHNSON,
Gewral, United Staes Army,

Official: Chief of Staff.

J. C. LAMBERT,
Major General, United States Army,
The Adjutant General.

Distribution:

Active Army:

USASA (2) USAAMS (6) 7-52
CNGB (1) USASTC (2) 11-5
CC-E (7) USATC AD (2) 11-8
Dir of Trans (1) USATC Armor (2) 11-15
CofEngr (1) USATC Engr (2) 11-18
TSG (1) USATC Inf (2) 11-35
CofSpta (1) WRAMC (1) 11-37
USACDCEA (1) Army Pic Can (2) 11-8
USACDCCBRA (1) Inst (2) except 11-39
USACDCCEA (1) Ft. Monmouth (70i 11-6
USACDCOA (1) Ft. Hancock (4) 11-7
USACDCQMA (1) Ft. Gordon (10) 11-58
USACDCTA (1) Ft. Huachuca (10) 11-96
USACDCADA (1) Ft. Carson (25) 11-97
USACDCARMA (1) WSMR (50) 11-98
USACDCAVNA (1) GENDEP (2) 11-117
USACDCARYTA (1) Sig Sec GENDEP (5) 11-137
USACDCSWA (1) Sig Dep (12) 11-155
USACDCCEA: USASETAF (5) 11-157

Ft. Huachuca (1) A Dep (2) except 11-215
USAMC (5) SAAD (30) 11-217
USCONARC (5) TOAD (14) 11-2317
ARADCOM (6) FTWOAD (10) U-37
ARADCOM Rgn (2) LEAD (7) 11-500 (AA-AE) (4)
OS Maj Comd (4) SHAD (3) 11-55
LOGCOMD (2) NAAD (5) 11-557
USAMICOM (4) SVAD (5) 11-658
USASMC (2) CHAD (3) 11-687
USASCC (4) ATAD (10) 11-692
MDW (1) LBAD (14) 11-597
Armies (2) except Sig Fid Maint Shops (2) 11-608

Seventh (5) AMS (1) 17
Corps (2) USAERDAA (2) 29-56
USAC (3) USAERDAW (13) 37
11th Air AsIt Div (3) Units org under fol TOE: 39-51
Svc Colleges (2) (2 copies each UNOINDC) 54-2
Br Svc Sch (2) except 6-600 57 64-102

USASCS (25) 5-605 54-202
USASESCS (100) 7

NG: State AG (8); units--*&ne as Active Army except allowance is one copy to each unit.
IUSAR: None.
For explanation of abbreviations used, s e AR 320-60.
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We would like to construct and implement a numerical algonthm capable of solving

rather general evolution equations on a finite three dimensional volume. Our interests in

pa,=cular include appiications to meteorological turbulent boundar, layer problems in

which wind shear, surface heating, and water vapor transport all appear. We have in the

past implemented a one dimensional algorithm in which spatial homogeneity is assumed in

the x and v directions; we now remove this assumption, with the ultimate goal of

considering the doman to be the volume above a varied-terrain patch of the earth's surface.

The particular equations we wish to solve are derived from a second-order closure

of .he full hree dimensional Navier-Stokes equations; see <1> for a full listing of the 21

equations of interest. The solution of these equations in 3-D presents a formidable task

even for present-day large-scale computers. Here at Cornell there is an on-going "

movement :ovards parallel processing; in this spirit we have developed an algorithm (the

"hopscotch process"; see below) which should prove compatible with parallel architecture

as it becomes available - this parallelism appears in our method in two distinct manners.

The first aspect of parallelism to be exploited is the fact that each of our 21

equations can be solved (for one time step) independently of all the rest. While 21

simuitaneous processes does not take full advantage of the several hundred (thousand?)

processors envisioned for Comell's experimental supercomputer, nevertheless there is no

reason to ignore any possible advantages; any additional "bookkeeping" that comes with

paraled processing should be more than compensated for by this (rather low) level of

paraileism.

The more important aspect of our algorithm that exploits a parallel architecture is its
"grid-point near-independence." Unlike our l-D algorithm, which required in the

calculation of third moments the inversion of a tri-diagonal matrix across the entire grid,

our new (3-D) algorithm uses known values only at neighboring points in its time

advancement. There is an uncertainity here - thinking as we are of each processor

representing a ,physical space) grid point, it is not vet clear whether our (minimal) shared

: memory requirements across "adjacent" processors will be met b. the experimental

machine - in any case, if a suitable computer does appear, our algorithm will be easily

adaptable to it. If implemented. this level of parallelism will afford a most significant

reduction 'n real-time calculation.

In preparation for the full 3-D algorithm, we have modified our existing I-D code

so that the integration subroutine incorporates the hopscotch process. We found the

resulting profiles of the dependent variables to be substan,:allv similar to those calculated

by our former method, with a corresponding reduction in computer time needed of about

30% (in h:gher dimensions, we wil obtain a larger savings). We have recentlv coInsrranc:ed

[-%- a ,



a 3-D hopscotch algorithm and tested it for very simple equations, building the numerical

code in a modular fashion so that the desired future implementation of the full 21 equations

is as straight-forward as possible; additionally, the passage to a fully parallel machine

should not be too difficult. Because the integration technique plays a central role in our

development we present a detailed description of it.

The algorithm we are using is based upon the so called "hopscotch process"

outlined by Gourlay in <2>. Little attention is given in that article to the implementation of

boundary conditons; we take care here to describe our particular implementation,

diagramming the technique in two spatial dimenions - the passage to three is straight-

forward.
Here is a brief overview:

The algorithm consists of two sweeps of the spatial grid for each time step (the fact

that there are two sweeps is independent of spatial dimension). The first sweep is an

explicit integration of the equation at every other grid point. Once this sweep is complete,

the new values of the dependent variable are used to evaluate spatial derivatives at the other

set of grid points. This evaluation is followed by (what is now) an implicit time integration

on this set. For the following time step, the roles of the two sets of grid points are

reversed. As Gourlay points out, "the algorithm is referrred to as the 'hopscotch' process

because its progress through the space-time grid resembles this game."
We now present further details, paying particular attention to the handling of

boundary conditions.

-, Assume for the moment that the equation we wish to solve takes the simple form:

(1) + g(x,y,t)
at ax ly

Assume further that the solution is required on a rectangular region R for time 0 < t < T. g

- . = g(x,y,t) is given, as is the initial condition U(x,y,0). The boundary conditions are taken

to have the form

(2) A(x,y) ----(xy) + B(x,y) U (x,y) C(x,y)
a~n

where aU/ln is the normal derivative of U. A, B, and C are known functions of position

(and time, if desired).

)77
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Let us take the rectangular region R to be the set of points enclosed by the x-axis,4'
the y-axis, and the two lines x = XL, y = YL. We superimpose a grid on R partially

consisting of the points (ih, jk), where i = 0,1,2 ...,XL/h, and j = 0,1,2,...,YLk. There is
an additional set of "helper" or "auxiliary" grid points needed just outside the region R;

without loss of generality we diagram the choice of grid near the origin - in this diagram x
denotes an interior grid point, o a boundary point, and * an auxiliary point.

-. y

* x x x x x (5h, 4k)
,"•X X X X X. x x x x

0 X X X X X

* XX

The point (-h, -k) is NOT part of the grid.

Assume that the dependent variable U is known at time step n at all grid points. We
proceed with the first (spatial) sweep to find U at time step n+l, the time step being At.

Fo'r convenience, let UnT(i,j) = U at (ih, jk) at time n A t.

(1) For interior and boundary points (ih, jk) with i + j even we use the forward in

. time, centered in space form of (1):

,.p

Ut 1(i,j) = U (i,j) + At [

Ln 6-1 ,j) U'(i-1.j) - 2Un(ij) (U(i,j 1) Un (i,j- 1) -2U'(i,j))

h-' k-I1

., + g (i,j)]
+r

Supenimposing a 0 over those grid points at which U at time step n - 1 is now known, we

-. have

.14

'€4
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y

* x "' x x (5h, 4k)

-. * x x x
*.- 0 , x , x

• 0 0 0 0 -"X

To complete the first sweep, we must obtain U for time step n -1 1 at those auxiliary points
for which i j is even; to do so, we apply the boundary conditions at those boundary
points for which i j is ODD. Furthermore, we use centerered approximatons, so that for
example on the x-axis (where j = 0) the equation

A au BU=C

becomes:

n-I n-I

2k

n-I n-I n-I n l

Bii,)i-o - U (i.1)- U (i-l,o) - U (i,-l) } =C(i0)
4

(4)' l--j odd i.e. i odd (j=o). (To evaluate Un +1(i,-1)).

(Obsenve that the up-dated values of U are used.)
We can readily solve this equation for the only unknown, Un 1 (i,-1).

The first sweep is now complete - we have obtained U for time step n - I at ALL
grid points for which i - j is even:

.
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y

x x x (5h, 4k)
x x x

S x 1 x
•0 G 8 0 X

.. Second sweep:

,.' We are now ready to evaluate U at those interior and boundary points for which i + j is

odd; this time, instead of evaluating the right hand side of (1) at time step n, we evaluate it

at time step n + 1:

U n+1 (ij) - Un(i'j) U n+1(i+lj) + Un+ (i-lj) - 2U" l(i'j)

At h2

S(ij+l) + U"+1 (ij-) - 2Un+1 (ij) +
+ + g 0,J):." k2

Solving this equation for Un + I (ij) yields

(6) U n+(itj) = [U"(ij) + KC.At.{. (Un+'(i+lJ) + Un+'(i- l'j))
h2

+--I (Un+i(ij+l) + U"+ 1(i,j- +)) +At.gn+ I(ij)]/

k2
%'A

'

=..~~~ ~ 1+2..th 2

.4

-" We have now obtained U for time step n + I at all of the points marked 0:
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y
A

0~~( ' (h, 4k)

° ° , 
-'

We find U at the remaining auxiliary points by applying the boundary conditions at the

neghboring boundary points - we note that to find Un(,0), the boundary condition

along the edge x = 0 is applied at (0,0), and that to find UnI1(0,-I), the boundary

condition along the edge y = 0 is applied at the same point (0,0).

U at time step n + 1 is now completely specified. The procedure to find U at time

step n - 2 is exactly the same, except that the roles of the "even" and "odd" grids are

interchanged, the first sweep updates U (explicitly) at those points (i,j) for which i j is

odd, etc.

Some observations:

(1) At the interior points, we alternatingly use both explicit and implicit calculations.

(2) At boundary points, we alternatingly apply the evolution equation and the boundary

conditons.

(3) The application of a boundary condition at a boundary point is used to obtain the value

of U at the neighboring auxiliary point.

We note here that we have only written the algorithm for linear equations, a

restriction which allows the implicit formula (6) to be obtained exactly. In the case of non-

linear evolution equations, we have two options available to us in the calculation of the

second sweep values - we can either numerically (approximately) solve the analogue to (5),

or else we can replace the non-linear terms by centered approximations, e.g. (Un~1 (i~j))

" 2 becomes
:'"" ( U .,.1 " l ( u a+ U n+Ii I, I., ... n.. .,.'.-,. "(7) 1ij J -e - ( lj . -1j) I (j 1 (,.- )) -

4

(all of the terms in this replacement would already be known from the first sweep.) This

second option appears more attractive because it is analogous to the use of centered

approximations used in the evaluation of boundary conditions (4); additionally, it should

prove to be computationally less expensive.

%N 
•
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Current Three-Dimensional Code

This, ,e'tion contains a description of our current three dimensional code. This

, code has hcee: d:signed in a modular fashion so that it may be expanded and modified in a

re'iatic\ ,traight-t'r,.ard manner. Additionally, the particular numerical algorithm used

t the hop,,,.-otch method" i has been chosen so that at a future date a parallel implementation

"Llle :ohle a,. the required underlying hardware and operating system become
*. - .i'. ! l .

lo,,: , the % anables we use appear in many different locations throughout the

Spr, ,ram 3caLuse of this, we have a separate file dedicated to declarations. This file,

TC()M. i, compiled with each of our subroutines through the INCLUDE statement written

,. near the top of each subroutine. As we expand the number of variables, we need only

declare them in TCOM. Upon re-compilation of the program, all subroutines contain

kno,, ledgc ()I -ny new vanables through the INCLUDE statement.

Thc main program is called TOP ("Three-d OPerational"). We begin our

descrnpti,,n ",ith it.

The nature of the problems we are attacking often leads to the appearance of

instabilitics of unknown origin. Because of the expense and time required for each

computer run. it is helpful to periodically output the values of all dependent variables. The

user controls when this is done through IVAR, IJN, and US; a description of the algebra of

these variables is included below. For each requested output time, TOP writes (in loops

40 1. -02. and 403 the information needed for a re-started run. This information is written

, on Tipe I the first time, Tape 12 the second,..., Tape 15 the fifth, and then back to Tape

S11 the ,i 'h, Tape 12 the seventh. etc.

The first ,ubroutine called by TOP is TINIT ("Three-d INITialization"). TINIT is a

.' short subroutine. callin2 TREAD, TCALC, and TU.

TREAD ('Three-d READ") reads five records from TAPE 4: Record:

"
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I NGX. NGY, NGZ, XL, YL, ZL
The number of interior grid points in the X, Y, and Z directions, followed by the
non-dimensional) lengths of the rectangular volume over which the integration is

to be performed.

2. DELT. MTOT
The time step ("delta t"), and the maximum number of time steps allowed.

3. APPA1. APPA2, APPA3
Kappa 1, Kappa2, and Kappa3: heat coefficients; see section *

4. T1. T2, T3, T4, T5, T6
Currently not used.

5. IVAR, (IJS(I), IJN(I), I = 1, [VAR)
These variables instruct the program at which time steps output should be
produced. IVAR is the number of pairs that must follow. For each US, IJN
pair. output is written every IJS steps for IJN times. Example:
2 5 1 1 3 - output would be written at time steps 5, 6, 7, and 8.

TCALC constructs some often used integers such as NGXP1 ("NGX plus 1", etc.)

and NGXP2 (= NGX+2). DELX, DELY, and DELZ ("delta x, delta y, and delta z") are

calculated from XL and NGX, YL and NGY, and ZL and NGZ, respectively.

Additionally, so are

ALl = DELT / (DELX*DELX)

AL2 = DELT / (DELY*DELY)

AL3 = DELT / (DELZ*DELZ)

Finally, a coordinate system, X, Y, Z is constructed; the indices are chosen so that the eight

vortices of the rectangular solid region are given by (0,0,0), (NGXP1,0,0), (NGXP1,

NGYPI, 0), (0,NGYPI, 0), (0, 0, NGZP1), (NGXP1, 0, NGZP1), (NGXPI, NGYPI.

NGZP1 ). and (0, NGYP1, NGZP1). Additionally, we note that points just outside the

region ("auxilliary points";) are needed; examples of these are (-1, 0, 0) and (3, 2,

NGZP2.

' TU is the last subroutine called by TINIT. The initial conditions for all dependent

variables are written here, inside the 100, 101, and 102 DO loops, TU then calls SURFI.

p,.%
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S.RFI is a long subroutine which contains the boundary conditions on each of the

,w( ,urfaces of the rectangular solid for all of the dependent variables. Each of these

boundar- conditions takes the form

¢ A(X) * (D U(X) / D N(X) )+B(X) = C(X)•

herc I) DN denotes the derivative in the direction normal to the surface.

It should be appreciated that there are six distinct surfaces, each a rectangle, on

h hIch boundarv conditions of the form above must be specified. For convenience, we

label these rectangles as follows:

Plane Label

z=O I
y=O 2
x=XL 3
y=YL 4
x=O 5
z=ZL 6

For each of our (arbitrarily) N variables, we are required to specify three functions

(A. B. and C) on each of six surfaces, so that a total of 18 surface functions are needed for

each and every dependent variable. These are specified in SURFI in the following way:

there are three sets of double DO loops, and each set is dedicated to two of the six planes in
.

which x, v, or z is fixed. As an example, the 101, 102 DO loop pair contains A, B, and C

on the two planes 1 and 6, i.e. the planes z=0 and z=ZL. Let us concentrate on the

specification for plane 6. The function A for the first dependent variable on this plane is

A6301I here the 6 is for plane 6, the 3 is an aid to remind us that it is the third (z) direction

that is normal to this plane, and the 01 is for the first dependent variable. In a similar vein,

B and C for the first variable on plane 6 are B601 and C601, respectively.

To be sure, we demonstrate another example: in DO loop pair 103, 104, we might

have A4203 = 1., B403 = SIN (3. * pi * X(I) ) * SIN ( pi * Z(I) ), and C403 = 2.; these

" inputs sav that on the fourth plane (y=YL ), the boundary condition for the third dependent

Svariable I' is given by D U3 'DY - U3 * sin (3*pi*X) * sin (pi*Z) = 2

2
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This cimpletes our description of SURFI. and hence o Tt ind ll\ II \'c Wen

no * return :o the main program TOP.

A prompt is no\A made to the user's screen askin,; for the v alue of' 10)NTI - if-0'

entered, the program is configured to begin a new run; if 1. the user i, indicatnc that rc

',tarted run is desired. Subroutine FILL is called in either case, and !s entered it i resta-wd

run ha, bcn initiated.

Subroutine FILL is straight-forward - it queries the user ni h!i, ,, c:" ,

number of the tape to be read, and then reads from that tape as it was preo usl'. *% ,llen !h,

T()Pt in the run to be re-started. FILL reads the FIRST set of fields on the dcs:,-nated tape.

", that it 1s up to the user to have previously edited this tape it a set oif output 4,,;:

m,,re than one time have been written on it. Control is now returned to T( )P.

. The program has now been prepared and initiated for the time inte,.eratM lc(Tre it

is he.,eun, however, a call is made to TOUTR. This subroutine is essentiallv a diaenstc

ad. and is (ften modified. It is used to output any desired segments of !e _alculated

fields, adtunct variables. etc., for de-bugging purposes.

TOP is now ready to begin the time integration.

The sizes of the three outer DO loops in TOP (99, 100. 101) are specified by the

Output time control variables IVAR, IJN, and US. The innermost X) loop. 200. performs

the time integration for each of .he N dependent variables. In this loop, three subroutinesV.:.,

i re called 1 ,( )ADIN, TINT, and LOADOU, each with the argument spc, fving which

* " p e" '- arlthlc i, being integrated.

lINT I"rccd INTegration) contains the -eneral numerical inteeration ,cheme

.. ttilcd in thoe preceding section. The dependent variable in TINT is labeled 1. in order to

cnter lINT. ,Ae must therefore load the dependent variable being integrated (one of I,

'2. t'N) into (. as well as all necessary boundary conditions these tas,,ks ar,

accoinpli,,hed in 1.()AI)IN.

* "...:
%,
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Subroutine LOADIN , thus called to!y the :h tirn. !1 'eL the r:tetit ,c

i th % ar:ablc The loading of li and the ck rrtc.p:o dndire 1 , 1uvLIAi \ )mtI,,: , : , I,: 1, ,r111m,

b' t,,ur ,CtS of D() lops. the tirst t.et tor (i and thc :c, thCc nc:. c r 'c , ,iTraur.

cor dit n', The set of three nested loop, r N U I 1',c! ', rtrdil2 .' a id i .I ic A,

- d oti t: !,(,< p for a boundinr+ condition, the prccdai i, , IC,. k .! it i: . It)L",

like .-\24 3. B203. and C203 were initial!% ,pecified it- S1, R. c !rc I i,, : .. C

(here , :n LOA[DIN into the general frms B A24, + A ( .pctr:el\ \13e2 Ii,

c! ,ct, ot oulldarv conditions, for - ,3 ari ,. de I .( i,.)!\ 1' ..,:: r-.-c : :

IN, retur!ed to 'FOP

TOP now makes a call to the hear,. ot the pr-,ram. I! n, 1 N rec ! INeC'eratl, ,n'

fINT is a long subroutine which pertorr'-, orc ra'&,t timc ,.ee n.u :' . inc

ii
o. hon,,,c, rtch method, of the general equation and it,, a. Inc: , , ii r-i , , : ;,, ,' ,

.,ecaied in the preceding section. An understandtn2 ot the -rc_., c'hc , w, eC

* h ,c, +t~~ ,method should be sufficient to understand ! ,c rLt'her cr Ve. ,e ' . 11,

TI \T

After TINT is executed, control i, returned t T( )1' and tne rc,,u it . t: .d t L. i ,,

" out-loaded in subroutine LOA[X)I into the particulatr ,,ariahc hc rn,, i~tC!-rtCd - ,r -2

-or U3. etc.

Uirxn completion of the inner-mo,,t (2(0 I) lop in TOP. dl! of [ie d. ndcnt

*-] variables have been integrated• A call is then made to ,uhroutine T"R in v iich the new

*' values of the dependent variables are loaded into %hat I w hee, rue, th:ir pre,ent ' alucs.

Thi, completes the descnption o!"T(W and it' a' c:atcl subrotines

The abo,'e section included a desofrpi:,i i, hfow ), -r't1 (P ,itts t tiMe

:Titcr, i:, set f- 'he user through I\ AR. IJS .,nI I\ the -Cmnhete three ,"imCn ,)nal I ld',

,t Ail depndent 'ariables These, ptI.t r can h;,e ccd. c rl hed i I C r"

*-' ,tar, a C, , e. r n r a \dditionall\, thrL-ih tie ,, ' I , n, sur. , s , r. I1 )l ( I \. %kCrn, ,

-raphal , iev,, these 3-1) fields iT 1-, sthe. , t " 11 Ii )I V K

U-
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The essence of TDPLOT is a call to the NCAR subroutine SRFACE. We assume

here that the user has this NCAR routine available.

SRFACE plots functions of the form Z = F(X,Y). Now our fields take the form W

, Gt X.YZ). Therefore, in order to view them, it is necessary to slice our rectangular solid
,,..

\with a plane, and then examine W on this restricted, two dimensional surface. To keep

"* matters relatively, simple, we require that the plane on which we desire to view W be

normal to one of the axes X, Y, or Z.

'. TDPLOT queries the user on this console for two integers, LX and LXV. LX must

take the value 1.2. or 3, depending upon the user's choice of cutting plane normal to the

X. Y. or Z axis. For example, LX = 2, LXV = 5 instructs TDPLOT to output the values of

the desired field on the plane y = 5.

The exec which runs TDPLOT, TDPLOT EXEC, includes the line:

EXEC NCARPLOT SRFACE PLOT.

Thus, once the user enters LX and LXV, the desired plot is automatically generated and

sent to his display device.
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